WHEREAREYOU?
Keep your airfield recognition up to scratch by giving a name
to this airfield somewhere in Britain. If you don't know it
or guess it straight off, here are some clues to help you
The name of
tbe AirpOrt
Mahager Is
MT. R. F. Darby.

The main runway
beadlngs .,..,:18/36. lKl22
and 09i27.

Tbe belght or
the a1rneld I.
88 feet AlldSL.

The name of the
Supervisor.
Irc Fuell1"", 15
Mr. V. F. Weaver.
L

_ _/~:J
(_'J~l

IJills.:H70/ ~

:JNASUY

Add the lifeblood
of any airpOrt:
AVGAS 80.
AVGAS 100'130
and AVTUR.

The approach and
tower frequency
I. 122.9 Mer.

and. shortly,
VHF 122.~ and
Radar 12t.95.
Customs category
'C' a\'allable on
2f hours' DOUce.

LIcensed Bar
and Kiosk
facilities avaJlable
at the Airr::ort.

There are several
hotels nearby.

COT IT YET?
Here's anothcr clue.

Tax!•. Publle
Transl'Ort and
Hire Cars
are avaHable.

Famous for
a Cathedral
and ne.arb\"
J~enc)'

spa.
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MOUNTAIN WAVE FLOW
By BRUCE B. BISHOP
._V:«20~)

HE study of airflow over mountains
T
has been the subject of many recent
papers, both from
practical and theot~e

retical points of view. Many of these
papers, however, concent~ate to a great
extent on the mathematical aspects of
the flow pattern, assuming a certain
amount of understanding of advanced
mathematics and theory of wave flow.
The primary purpose of these notes is to
present a general picture of the: principles involved in such a flow, with the
hope that they will be of some interest
to those persons who do not require the
amount of formulae which are frequently
associated with the subject
Airflow across a ridge
When a stable airstream meets an
obstruction to the f1pw, it is for,ced to
flow partly over and partly around the
sides of the obstruction. In the case of
ridge, lying approximately normal to the
wind direction, then a very large proportion of the air will be forced to ascend
(orographic ascent) and flow over t~e
ridge. With a stable airstream, the air,
having crossed the ridge, will de~ce~d
the lee slope in an attempt to regam Its
former level. Due to various factors,
such as the velocity and stability of the
airstream. the steepness of the lee slope,
and turbulence factors, the airflow will
describe various patterns downwind of
the ridge, the most ~mportan~ of thc;se,
from the gliding poIDt of View, bemg
wave and r-otor flow.
Basic types of ftow across ridges
When an airstream of a stable nature
is brought up against a ridge, and forced
to rise over it, the path followed by the
air is to a great extent dependent ':Ipon
the velocity of the flow across the ndge.
If the wind is light through the streaming layer. the airflow tends to follow the'
shape of the ridge, this type of flow
being known as "laminar streaming".
This normally occurs with winds of less
than 15 knots, and gentle slopes (Fig. 1).
If the winds are stronger, between 15
and 20 knots, and with a steeper lee
slope, the flow becomes more disturbed,
with standing eddies forming on the

Fig. I.-Laminar Streaming.

slopes of the hill. especially on the lee
slope. This "standing eddy streaming"
occurs mainly when the stable layer is
shallow, not much greater in depth than
the height of the hill.
V:«20KTS)

-- -

--

Fig. 2.-Standing Eddv Streaming.
With a deeper streaming layer, and
stronger winds, which are constant in
direction through the streaming layer,
and increasing with height, wave streaming takes place. The air, having been
forced to ascend the windward slope,
descends the leeslope attempting to regain its former level. The velocity of the
flow increases on the descent, due to the
adiabatic heating and expansion, and due
to tbe increased momentum the air tends
to overshoot its former level, and to
oscillate about this level for a distance
downwind of the ridge. A wind at ridge
V-(>20KTS)

lfrmClLAR ClOUDS IN WAvt CREStS

Fig.
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Fig 4(a).-Efject 01 Q steep lee slope on
the wavelength and amplitude 01 Q
system.
height of at least 15 knots, and generally
.considerably stronger, is a common feature associated with such flow, this, of
course, usually being the best type of
flow for soaTing flight. A diagram of a
typical wave flow cross-section is shown
in Fia. 3.
When the streaming layer is shallow,
with strong winds, a turbulent and complex flow may develop downwind of the
ridge, with rotors at various positions in
the airstream. This flow pattern is known
as rotor streaming, and can take a great
number of different fOfllls, depending on
the vertical distribution of wind velocity
and stability through the streaming layer.
Two typical forms of rotor flow are
shown in Figs. 6 (d) a1'Id 6 (e).
Effects of the sbape of the obstruction
The shape of the ridge also has a
minor part to play in the shaping of the

..

-----------

Fig. 4(b).-Efject of a gentle lee slope On
the wavelength and amplitude of a
system.
flow pattern which it initiates. If the
lee slope is steep, under normal wave
streaming conditions, the wavelength will
be shorter. or the amplitUde greater than
for a system originated under similar
conditions by a ridge baving a gentle lee
slope. The precise values of wavelength
and amplitude are very ~ependent upon
the wind velocity and the stability, but
the general effects of the hill shaJ?C can
be seen from Fig. 4. The formation of
standing eddies on the hill slopes will,
of course, tend to modify the lee slope
of the hill. and may, in practice, make a
steep slope effectively similar to a gentle
one.
Hill Lift
For 'Wave systems to occur, a stable
lay~r is necessary through the streaming
layer. If the air is unstable, or tending
towards instability, then the air rising

-~~-

---------- ~~I
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~~-::
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Fig. 5(a).-Air/low on the windward lau
of a ridge in stable conditions.
4

Fig. 5(b).-Air/low on the windward face
of a ridge in unstable conditions.

over the ridge will not have the same
tendency to return 10 its ori~nal level,
hut may' rise convectively•. tnggerc:~ off
oy the ndge, to, under certam OOndltlons,
form a line of thermal lift along the
ridge. Amongst the majority of glider
pilots a nominal value for the height to
which hill lift extends is three times the
height of the ridge, a value which seems
to work reasonably weIl in stable or
neutral airstreams, although in unstable
conditionsthermals triggered off by the
ridge may rise to greater heights.
Diagrams of hill lift in unstable aoo
stable airstreams are shown in Fig. S (a)
and (b).
The work of Fortbtgott
Forchtgott published a paper in 1949
(Ref. 1) giving the results of an investigation into mountain waves which he car·
ried out using a fleet of sailplanes and
light aircraft. One of the most important
aspects of this paper from the gliding
point of view is a series of diagrams
which relate the type of flow pattern to
the vertical distribution of wind velocity
in the streaming layer. The wind velocities are indicated by the profiles on the
left-hand side of the diagrams. These
diagrams are reproduced in Fig. 6.

Meteorological Condioons for wave flow
WIND.-As will be seen from' Forchtgott's diagrams, an increase of wind
velocity with height through the streaming layer is a necessary feature of an
airflow in which lee waves form. That the
pattern may vary with dilfere.nt types of
flow is apparent fro~ the wmd pro~les
on the left of the diagrams. At vaTlOUS
stages between the different types of
vertical distribution shown in the diagrams, a mixing of the different flow
patterns may occur. As the wmd specd
decreases with height above the main
part of the streaming layer, the waves
become less pronounced, although waves
from even smaIl ridges may extend to
quite considerable heights.
When the wind speed across the ridge
is greater than about 20 to 2S kts., the
flow will normally, especially over a
steep ridge, begin to become turbulent,
and although this may be no roore than
a discomfort whilst soaring, the hazards
during landing at a bill-top, site may
become an important cDnsideration.
STABILlTY.-It has been said that a
stable layer is necessary for the formation of waves. This is generally the case.
but there are a few occasions on record
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Fig. 6(a).-Laminar streaming.
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Fig. 6(c).-Wave streaming.
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Fig. 6(c!).-Rotor streaming.
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Fig. 6(e).-Rotor streaming.

where a wave s.ystem has formed in wha.t
was apparently a slightly unstable jiirstream, although it is probable that, even
with an apparently unstable' flow, there
was some level at which the stability was
either neutral or positive.
The stability of the air is deduced from
upper air soundings made by twice daily
radio-sonde ascents from various stations
throughout the country. These soundings
are plotted on Tephigrams-very basically a chart showing the distribution of
temperature with height above a certain
place.
On the Tephigram it will be noted
that there are a series of lines curving
6

upwards from bottom right to top left.
These lines are known as saturated
adiabats, and indjcate the rate of change
of temperature of ·a parcel of 'Satl~Tated
air being moved in a Veftical plane.
These lines form a guide to the stability
of the air; any environment curve nm·
ning parallel to or at a tangent to these
curves is technically stable air, thus filling the requirements for a suitable airstream for the formation of waves, as far
as stability is concerned.
The temperature curve of a typical
ascent through a stable laser is shown in
Fig. 7. The winds are shown on the
right-hand sic.e. As will be seen, there is

APPROX

HEIGHTS'
1.00011

WINGS

300/16

300/3(,
10 OOO{t

270/28
270/20

7000ft

270/1S

3000 ft·

770/'0

SURFACE

270/10

Fig. 7,-A typical Tephigram of all ascent through a wave streaming airflow: winds
are shown on the right-hand side.
a stable layer between 800 and 700 millibars-7,ooo and 10,000 feet Through
this layer there is a steady increase in
wind velocity, and the wind direction is
constant-this being an ideal ascent for a
wave streaming airflow.
Assoc:iatioDof Waves and varying
Synoptic SJtuations
Waves are frequently found in the
vicinity of frontal systems. Wallin,gton
(Ref. 2) found that, ahead of a wellma,f~ed warm front, lee waves were
likely to be significant in two zones.
Ahead of the. warm froDt featured in his
investigation,' lee waves were calculated,
and observed to be particularly marked
at low levels in a zone between about
150 and 250 miles ahead of the front.
Pronounced wave flow was also possible
at both low and high levels between
about 400 and 600 miles in advance of
the front. Between these two areas of
waves there is a possibi1ity of short lee
waves of insignificant amplitude.
Due to the normal stable nature of
~arm air masses, waves may also form
ID the warm sCl:tor, but may be obSl:ured
from the surface by the - cloud layers
characteristic of warm-sector weather.
It should be remembered that the
weather in advance of a warm front is
usually characterised' by increasing cloud
layers, and with the increased water
content and the, lowered freezing level

in the wave system, there is the added
hazar-d of possibly severe icing.

Cloud Conditions in Wave F10w
Wave systems are normally indicated
to a surface observer by the lenticular
clouds which are a feature of these
systems. There are actually three predominant cloud types which can occur
in lee wave systems: true wave, or lenticular clouds; roll clouds, which oCCur
in the rotor flow; and cap clouds and
the cloud fall which are a feature of the
summit of the hill initiating the system.
The relative positions of these clouds
are shown in Fig. 3.
Wave clOUds are found in the crest of
the system, and may be laminated in
various layers, depending upon the saturation of the air at various levels through
the streaming layer. With a very dry
airstream, of course, these clouds may
not be present, although for the air to
be dry in wave crests. after its forced
ascent, is not a common feature. These
clouds, ofcour-se, are 1he best guide to
finding lift in the wave system, the main
area of rising air being upwind of the
leading edge of the cloud, with sink
downwind of the cloud. The clouds are
generally stationary with respect to the
grQund, the air moving through them,
and the cloud forming at its leading edge
and dissolving on the downwind edge.
Sometimes, however; and possibly more
7

frequently than thought, the clouds
move slowly downwind for a short time,
and then make a sudden "l!Ipwind jump"
back to their former position. This may
be a hazard to the inexperienced pilot,
soaring the leading edge of SUCR a cloud.
wbo may suddenly find that he: is enveloped in cloud, the lenticular having
made an upwind jump. There is a risk of
icing in lenticular clouds, owing to the
lowering of the freezing level and the
greater concentration of water droplets
in the. airstream, due to the orographic
uplifting, The a.irflow in these clouds is
invariably found to be of ;l smooth
nature.
The airstream may contain rotor
clouds, which are also stationary clouds,
formed in the turbulent areas downwind
of the ridge. Referring again to Fig. 3,
it will be seen that the airstream effects
a circulation in the vertical plane, causing marked turbulence, and a ragged roll
of cloud. These clouds form below the
wave crests, and are generally found a,t
.about the level of mal\imum amplitude
of the system. The main danger to glider
pilots in these clouds is the severe turbulence :and strong descending currents,
especially if terrain e1ea.rance is marginal.
Due to the severe turbulence there is
also the risk of structural failure when
flying in rell- or rotor cloud.
The third type of cloud which may

form in a wave system is the cap cloud,
with its associated cl€lud fall. The cap
cloud is caused by orographic uplifting
and cooling forming a cap of cloud on
the hill summit, and the cloud fall, or
foho wall, by the wind carrying the cap
cloud down the lee slope during the
process of dispersal by adIabatic heating.

Conclusion
It will be appreciated th<lt the subject
of waves is a very complex o,ne, especially regarding any calculations of actual
wavelengths and amplitudes. This article
has been written in an attempt to give
a simple outline of the basic prillciples
involved; for more detailed study. the
work of Scorer, Corby, Wallington and
Forch!gott should be referred to.
Finally, it should be said, although
some of the hazards of wave flight have
been mentioned, it is still probably the
smoothest and most pleasant form of
soaring.
References
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HOW FAR TO THE NEXT THERMAL?
By MIKE GARROO
With acknowledgments to the London Gliding Club Gazette

you ever thought just how
H AVB
many thermals there are at a given

moment during an ayerage day in sum·
me.r? How far you haye. to fly bef(t}n~
the next one turns \Jp?
Well, therels no simple answer to
these questions. as thermal distribution
will rarely be in a regular pattern. The
presence of any surface ,irregularities that
will cause marked variations in the air
temperature near the ground, such as
towns, rivers, forests, etc., will upset any
such possibility.
You might ask why a regular pattern
8
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is even feasible. Every thermal has its
own spher~ of influence, the size of its
area of influence depending primarily on
the diameter and strength of the upcurrent, and also the height Ul' which it
extends. The associated downdraught,
which must be present to compensate the
upcurrent,is going to ,suppress any other
thermal which tties to come up from
the ground, but may encourage a thermal to bre.ak away in proximity to its
edges. So We have a thermal unit, so to
speak, consisting of the updral;lght and
downdraught, on the ed,ge of which there
are other potential thermals. In practice
thermals are found in a somewhat random distribution, but on occasions they
may form into well-spaced streets, or into
a pattern which shows some semblance
of regularity. In general conditions, then,
we can only talk about average distribution.
From years of dashing about the sky
some points have become quite plain.
When the depth of convection is great,
then the thermal spacing is wide, and the
thermals themselves large. When convection is restricted to a shallow layer, say
2,000 ft., then the spacing is small, and
the thermals small. Now I cannot answer
why large thermals don't occur when
convection depth is very limited, but it
appears that thermal spacing and depth
of convection have a fixed ratio.
With tlIis question in mind, I examined
a number of barograph records of my
own. picking out those where thermals
were marked by cumulus clouds, and
also those during National competitions
when large numbers of gliders. marked
the thermals (when there are 30 or 40
gliders spread over a few miles you
can be almost certain that every thermal
gets found !). I worked out the spacing
between the thermals, in miles, and compared these with the depth of convection.
The results are tabulated below:
Depth 0/
Thermal
Convection
spacing
2.000 ft.
2 miles
3} miles
4,000 ft.
5 miles
6,000 ft.
8.00) ft.
7 miles
10,000 ft.
9 miles
Now I don't pretend' that these figures
an anything like truly representative of
the facts. as the data available were

SAILPLANE & ENGINEERIN'G
SERVICES LTD,
C of A OVERHAULS & REPAIRS SIandard
Irailers for Oarts fully equipped and plIinled
15m. £210.0.0. 17m. £240.0.0. S,...I lube,
Irllilers from £130.0.0.

BOWDEN LANE
CHAPEL EN LE FRITH
DERBYSHIRE
r.L CHAPEL 2432

rather limited and inacc\lrate. But they
do give some indication, and you can be:
sure that the actual spacing is less than
quoted.
.
There are some interesting facts which
arise from the'Sc figures.. If one could
detect every thermal, it wOl;lld be quite
easy to do a cross-country flight in a
Dagting! It's also rather plain that with
a, high-performance glider there is little
excuse for landing during the active part
of .the day, as no less than six thermals
would have been missed to achieve the
result (groan from pundits)! Sometimes.
in practice, there are large holes in the
sky full of downdraughts, so I suppose
there's always an e<\cuse handy, and thermals just won't be neatly spaced. So
you may have good reason for throwing
my findings straight into the nearest
W.P.B. and cursin,g all Met. men! However, tbe "armchair pilot" ma,y find a
use for them, and carry Ol,Jt the perfect
high-speed cross-country flight, on
paper. flying the latest Slingsby Dart
Mach 2. And he'll break every record
there is!

NEW R:ECORDS
to confirmation, Anne
SUBJEcr
Burns has broken two feminine

world records while flying in the South
African Nationals in a Standard Austria.
She completed a, 300-km. triangle at S8
m.p.h., beating her own previous record
of 53 84 m.p.h. of a year earlier; ,and a
WO~km. triangle at '66 m.p.h., beating the
official record of 57,8 m.p.h. by Anna
Samossadova (V.S.S.R.) as well as a new
unconfirmed record by Yvonne Leeman
(S. Africa) in a BJ-2.
9
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A SOARING SAFARI
By J. C. "RED" WRIGHT

ET no ODe misconstrue at the outset
L
that this rambling narrative lodges
any claims to be technically accurate,

becomes accustomed to driving in this
countryside." And then he got lost forthwith. A good night's rest at a pleasant
inn near Lasham and we reported to the
aerodrome for practice. The first teams
we met were the South Africans, and
what a fine group they are. Mutual
esteem and rapport were established at
once with them and continued throughout the coming weeks. No language
barrier here.
Next we noticed the U.s.s.R. team.
They seemed to be quite disconsolate.
Ben Greene suggested we introduce ourselves to them and have a conference.
The language barrier did prove to be
somewhat of a stumbling block in this
instance, but they were extremely
interesting and friendly. I remember the
pilots Veretennikov, Chuvikov, Suslov
and Jarusnevichus particularly fOI their
good humour, friendliness and superb
athletic condition. On the colc!est days
when we were shivering from the cold
and all bundled up in extTa clothing,
they were wearing open sandals, shortsleeved shirts and Veretennikov would
be sporting his ever-present hairnet,

intelligently critical or especially enlightening. Indeed, if it has any point
to it at all, it is simply to recount how I
had the good fortune to meet a host of
charming people, from all points of the
compass, see and take part in an
Inter'nationl, and enjoy the damp and
beautiful English countryside around
South Cemey.
To begin at the beginning, which
seems to be a logical sequence, Wally
Scott, Wally SCott II and I set sail to
the North-east United States for the port
of embarkation in his station wagon on
14th May, 1965, from Odessa, Texas, to
McQuire Air Force Base. The first leg
of this safari was an uneventful three
days of usual tourist travel and three
days of listening to a monotonous but
not too subtle account of what a superb
driver Wa,lIy SCott was. After a brief
stopover at the National Capitol to take
a few photos. we journeyed on to
McGuire Air Force Base. Arriving one
day early on our schedule, we proceeded
to enjoy the relaxing atmosphere of the
Officers' Club and Bar, mostly the bar,
which was the first of an infinite series
of bars we toured and inspected during A new Air Cadet week-end Gliding
the next few weeks.
18th May boarded School will shortly form at R.A.F. Gay·
Midnight TWA 707 flight to Mildenhall, England. don to provide gliding training to
A midnight lunch, a cat nap and presto!
England! A far cry from the old ferry A.T.C./C.C.F. cadets. Vacandes exist
pilot days in World War 11, the usual for instructing staff. Posts are part-time
chaos anc! utter confusion to clear cus- honorary (but certain out of pocket and
toms, a short briefing by Harold Drew,
Who met us and escorted us to Lasham. travelling expenses are paid) and should
The two Wally Seotts - Sr. and Jr., appeal to ex-Service pilots with or withBen Greene and I boarded Denis Burns' out gliding experience and to civilian
Ford Zodiac which Wally had contracted
for a crew car to use in the coming gliding ,enthusiasts. Further details may
contest. Denis took us for a wild, hair- be obtained fram Sq. Ldr. P. W. Kingrai~ing, careering drive to Lasham. I do
belIeve Denis is a frustrated Grand Prix Will, Headquarters Air Cadets (SAA8),
R.A.F. White Waltham, Maidenhead,
~river. I commented to Denis: "How
ID the name of H . . . do you keep
Berks.
from getting lost?" He politely retorted:
"Really quite simple, you know, one

GLIDING
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which simply proves my theory that a
good jolt of vodka is a prime training
stimulus for whatever. With them was a
lady whose name escapes me, but I was
told she was the Russian counterpart of
our Iackie Cochran. At any rate she
inquired of Miss Cochran and shook
hands with us exuberantly. After Dr.
Sam Huddleston, OUT tearn physician,
had examined my hand and assured
me I had no crushed bones, we resumed
our chit-chat. Boy! Did she ever have
a strong grip! Seriously, she was a very
nice lady, and through an interpreter
conveyed to us the information their
sailplanes had not arrived and they had
no word of them, which accounted for
their worried looks.
Surprisingly, the weather was beautiful for the next three days for
England, that is. Roughly comparable
to a weak day in West Texas. Our pilots,
got in some very good practice flights,
especially Dicit Schreder. Dick's HP-12
and the Darmstadt D-36 (dubbed the
"GummiflUgel" or rubber wing by some
wag) created a lot of interest. Had some
tong and interesting bull sessions with
"Boet" Dommisse, Pat Beatty, "Bomber"
Iackson, Bobby Clifford, Tim Biggs and
Ted Rudnick (Capt.), of the Republic
of South Africa team. Great bunch of
guys.
SAtuRDAY, 22ND M.-.Y.-Pilots launched
to fly from Lasham to South Cemey.
They made the flight in good order.
Can't say as much for our ground team.
Ben Greene was driving and I was
making a valiant effort to navigate for
him. Ben was not very complimentary
about my navigation, but what the heck,
a wrong turning here and there just
adds variety to the trip. Finally made
port at South Cerney and checked into
the barracks. Not exactly like the Hilton,
but auite comfortable. Our barracks
mates· were part of the South African
team, which we were quite pleased
about. The mess halI was quite' connOt
veniently located next door exactly l'ike Delmonico's either, but
what they lacked in quality they made
up for in quantity. Must have been very
wholesome - young Wally SCOll gained
about ten pounds.
Next few days devoted to getting
acquainted, practice flying, etc. You can
imagine the interest involved when a
12
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group of soaring pilots tbis large is
exposed to as many varied and exotic
t}1pe sailplanes as congregated there.
During this pre-contest period Wally
Scon got involved in a chug-a-Iug contes.t with the Russian pilots, with the
Russian pilots furnishing the vodka.
Between the lure of free drinks and the
ability of the Russians to handle vodka
neat, Wally was overmatched but somewhat, out like a light before Taps.
Several of us visited the wonderful old
English tavems and inns in the countryside. Most of them were marvellous
places to eat and all had a charming
atmosphere in the Tap Room.
The South African team gave a party
and served delicious South African
brandy. The Swiss and Finns gave a
very successful "Beer Bust". We <lid
not have a party scheduled 00 our rather
lean budget but we could not let the
honour of the Americans sUffer this
embarrassment. We chipped in a few

pounds sterling each and elected Capt.
Leland to visit a near-by USA.F.
base and con the Commanding Officer
out of a couple of cases of Bourbon.
He did - so we reserved the club for
party. Major Butts, our esteemed
team ma!1ager, elected "Big John" Bri.ttingham. and myself to act as ex-officIo
hosts in other words, bartenders.
Luckily. the club loaned us 'a couple of
their bartenders.
it was a real study in human behaviour to see hew extremely polite,
courteous and reserved everyone was at
the start and how quickly their reserve
melted and good fellowship abounded
after a few hefty belts of "Bourbon
and branch water". One of the fellows
on the Dutch team was intrigued by
Bi·g John's. "chawin"_. tobacco and
wanted to try a chew. Big John thought
he only wanted to smell of it, but he
bit off a sizeable chunk and ~gan to
chew vigorously a~d swallow. t~e jUi~.
We tried to warn him he was flirting With
disaster, but we didn't speak very good
Dutch. Anyway, he caught on pretty
quickly and began w turn green arou!1d
the gills and the last we saw of him
he was headed for the open air. I alwaYs
thought the Australians were a rugge~
people. My point was proven at thiS
party. This young gentlema!1 from Down
Under chided me for putting too mUl;h
water in his Bourbon. Deeply hurt at
this affront on my bartending ability, I
substituted gin for water in his Bourbon
thereafter. He duly recognized this as
an improvement and continued to ~mpty
his glass with astounding regulanty.. I
thought we wouldn't be bothered With
him long, but 10 and b~hol,?, h<; d~an~
about six of these "speCials and dldn t
Wa1I~·
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even stagger. Last time I noticed him,
he was about three sheets in the wind
and going strong. Hats off to you "Cobber".
This little Soiree was supposed to
cod' by 10 p.ro. but at 2 a.m. was .still
going strong. So Big John and I ,decided
we had better catch up with the rest
of the crowd. For.tunate1y, we had
stashed a bottle of old Jack Daniels
under the bar for just such an 'emergency. From that point. on, I do. ~ot
choose to answer questions pertammg
thereto, for fear that it might tend to
incriminate me.
Since all the statistks of this contest
have long since been many times told,
I will not reoeat them. Just a few
observations re-garding the actual contest. All our pilots flew a good contC'SL
Wally Scott wa,s really outstanding. con·
siderlng his relative!y short eXI'l:ne!1ce
in contest fl.ying. Dick &h.~eder IS Just
simply great in all categon.es - pilot,
designer and gentleman. Dick Johnson
and. A. J. Smith are' both true professionals in this great game of soaring,
As for the rest of the team, the two
lady members Alice Johnson and Angie
Schreder, wer~ a real credit to the team.
Alice's
charming
graciousness
and
Angie's unfailing smiling ·good humour
and personality will long be remembered
by all of us. ~a~ "I?oc" Huddleston,
the team's phySICian, IS a great gentleman by any country's standards - a
really outstanding guy. Kudos .for the
greatest wit go to Moon MUUIDS. He
tells th·e one about travelling north on
highway A429 through "Bourton-onthe~Water",
"Stow-on-the-Wold". and
"Moreton-in-the-Marsh" and commg to
another sign that read "Mud 0n the
Road". He said he thought he was comt3
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On Ben Greene 1
will not elucidate. It is a matter of
principle with me never to say anything
good about him. I am feuding with this
so-called Southern Gentleman and I dare
not let my guard down or he will nick
me.
Up to this point, I have said very
little about our English hosts. This is
intentional because they deserve far
more;: than casual mention. I have saved
them for last so I can pay proper tribute
to them, their outstanding performance
and hospitality. Their efficiency in conducting this .meet was truly remarkable.
I doubt it will be equalled for many a
year, and how the gliding types from
all reaches .Qf the. United Kingdom
pitched in and really ran this show was
quite fantastic. To begin with, Ann
Welch did a magnificent job as Director, and such a grand lady. WaIly WalHngton, a fine job with the Met. Poor
feIlow (jidn't get much cO'operation from
the weatber either. It threw him every
curve in the. book. The exciting visit of
Prince Philip and his warm and cordial
visit with all personnel - even the rain
didn't dampen his enthusiasm. Philip
Wills is simply the greatest when it
comes to soaring and charm and is
esteemed by all of us from all parts
of the world. Group Captain Peter
Ottewitl, the Station Commander, is
every inch the British Officer and genll,eman that typifies the staunch courage
of the Empire throughout the world,
and R.A.:F. officers Simmons and PhH·
lips are great guys, and hundreds of
others who contributed to the unfailing
hospitality and efficiency of this meet.
The beautiful countryside in the Cotswolds, the courteous people and, oh, yes
- I must not forget "good old Frank",
the bartender in the canteen - great
guy, Take them all together and it adds
up to why there will always be an
England. Congratulations to all for a
;'ob well done.
ing tQ al/otller tOWI!!

Another short return flight via TWA
and a bright quip on the cabin speaker
by the pilot announcing that they (the
crew) "had confounded the experts
again" and that we were over our shores
approaching our destination. A cursory
examination by customs and everyone
scattered to the four winds.
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THE HISTORIC NINETEENTH RHOEN
By CHRISTOPHER WILLS

N winter it is pleasant to dream of
Iweather
good weather, and especially good
in competitions. There was 'once
a competition tbat had good weatner on
every day for a fortnight. At the time,
it was hailed as the greatest competition
of all time, but for various reaSons it
was never fully recorded in English.
Such was the Rhon Competition of
)938, the 19th of the sc;ries. Stories of
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gliders breaking up have been recorded
here and there, but little else. An attempt
has been made here to reconstruct what
happ<;ned from German documents in
tbe Editor's possession; but as they -do
not always agree about dates and distances, I am quite prepared to be c;or,rected.
Owing to the political situation, pilots
were forbidden to cross frontiers, except

,the Dutch one. As Oska( Ursinus wrote:
"When considering .long-distance flights,
it seems that we can now only go upwards, as horizontal room is somewhat
limited." The competitions were run by
the N.S.F.K. (National Socialist Flying
Corps), which had taken on most of the
top German glider pilots as instructors.
So most of the entries were from the
N.s.F.K., some from D.V.L (German
Aviation Union), othel'S from the Luftwaffe, and one from Lufthansa. However, Heini Dittmar, the World Champion, and Hanna Reitsch were not
competing.
This year there were mor,e new
machines on the Wasserlruppe than ever
before. Two Weihes (with less dihedral
and other differences from the more
recent ones), two Condor J's, the FVAlOB (Rheioland, with gull wings and
retracting undercarriage), AFH-4 (Hannover, with very thin gull wings and
flaps), FS-18 (Stuttgart, high-wing, gulled
at the root), C-lt (Chemnitz, steel-tube
fuselage, high wings and flaps), 8--6 (Berliner, steel tube fuselage, part of which
was covered with stiff paper t-mm. thick,
flaps and retracting undercarriage), two
Horten 3 (tailless), a new Reiher, two
Mu-13D, Kolibri (small mass-produced
gull-wing sailplane), Schwalbe. Older
machines were 12 Rhonadlers, 15 Minimoas and a Rhonsperber. A Two-seater
Class included Kranichs, an Esslinger,
and an MG-9A from OStmark (Austria).
Each crew consisted of five glider
I'i1ots, who helped each other to launch
the gliders by bungy~ The gliders
launthed from the top, if there was no
hill lift, were expected to find a thermal
before they got to the valley below. As
the Wasserkuppe in places slopes very
gradually, pilots had often to catch
therrnals from a very low altitude, or
land in a field at the bottom called
Trankhof or Marchenwiese, from which
they could be aero-towed or retrieved
by road. Some aero-towed launching
was done, as well as aero-towed retrieving from distance flights. However, the
main metllod of launching was by bungy.
The crews were very hard-worked, as
they were continually going up and
d.ow.n the Wasserkuppe, rigging and def1.gglOg, and were on the road day and
night until the end of the competitions.
The competitions were opened by the
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Korpsfilhrer General-Leutnant Christiansen, and then all the crews marched off
and ,immediately started flinging the
machmes one after the other into the
slope lift.
Right from the beginning the weather
was good.
On the first day, ~4TH JULY, there
were 51 cross-countnes, the furthest
being that of Brautigam (Weihe), 272 km.
to Fassberg and Beck (Minimoa 38),
228 !'-rn. to G1ane. Pamper, flying a
Kraolch solo, got highest with 2455
metres (8,055 ft.). Direction of flights
was between N.E. and N.W. There was
one casualty on this day: the muchtal.ked-of Darmstadt sailplane D-30
(Cirrus) was damaged during its first
take-off. This fantastic sailplane 'had
just broken the world's out-and-retum
record (205 miles), flown bv the Darmstadt student Bernhard Fiinsch. ?:'Iow,
having damaged it, he took the earlier
Darmstadt design. the remarkable lightweight 0-28 (Windspiel), and flew it
very well.
On the second contest day, 25TH JULY._
the possibility of getting away -was
IT

landed on the two Berlin airfields.
Rangsdorf (315 km.) and TempelboC
(328. km.), and 11 went beyond. Two
landmg reports came in from the Baltic
coast: Brautigam, 429 km. to near
WarnemUn.de, and Spate, 445 km. to
near Stettm. Flinsch in the Windspiel
wen~ 365 km. and Schmidt 401 km. to
Bellmchen (or Bcllingen).
Here are some extracts from an
accou~t of o~e !>f the Berlin flights by
the ptlot, Heldnch, in a Rheinland:-

Ouo Sriiutigam (front), Heini Dittmar
( ,'n l~elmet). and behind them, in caps,
LuqlVtg Hofmann (L) and Woljgang
Spate (R.), at the 1937 Internationals.
doubtful. One Minimoa landed twice in
-the same place in the Poppenhausen
,va!ley. Its crew thought they would "be
somg up and down until dark, rigging
'and dcrigging. However, the next time
the Minimoa got away and went 165 km.
The best distance was by E. G. Haase,
274 km. to JUterbog-Damm. Schmidt
(MU-l3B) went 24l km., Boy (Rhonadler)
235 km. Heights were increasing on this
day: Romeis (Kranich) 3,120 m., Blech
(Horten 3) 3,650 m., Treute (Minirnoa)
3,085 m., Peters (Condor 3) 4,200 m.
(13,780 ft.). Spate, the eventual winner,
only went 57 km. on the first day,
34 km. on the second. The longest flights
were to the N .E.
On 26TH JULY the Contest Direction
set goal flights (to anywhere) as tasks.
The furthest goal was reached by Opitz
in the Condor 3, with 183 km. He also
g.ot highest with 2,845 m. Flight direction was north.
On 27TH JULY goal flights had again
been set as a task. There were 26 of
them. E. G. Haase (Minimoa), van
H~e~ (Rhona.dler), Beck (Minimoa),
Brautlgam . (WCihe), Kubnold (Minimoa)
:and Schmldt all made goal flights of
:around 200 km. Flights between E.N.E.
and S.E.
The 28TH JULY wa'S the first big day:
for the first time,ftights were made' to
Berlin and beyond. Eighteen machines,
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GRAND ASSAULT ON BERLIN
Strong cumulus build-ups' 30-40 km I
hr. S.W. wind. DonnerV:etterl Th~t
means Berlin!
Because of damage I was last to start
from the Kuppe at 13 hr. Sixty machines
have already been hours on the way.
How shall I overhaul them? I calculate
that I shall need a ground speed of
60 km./h. to cover the distance in
5 hours. I could not be sure that I
would have 5 hours in this high-pressure
weather system.
. I had a good start, found 3 metres
hft, and was soon at 2,000 m. Before
me ranged cloud after cloud. In downcurrents between the clouds I pressed
OD at 120 km./h. It is a joy to fiy
today. Only faster - still faster!
I overhauled one machine after
another. After a bad moment at Laucha
the flight began to gather tempo again.
Under a cloud street I flew almost
without interruption 60 km. in 40
minutes to Wittenburg. The lower Elbe
seems to be almost without clouds and
an almighty crabbery begins. Ahead are
thu~derstorms, overclouding and rain.
Takmg every advantage, I Crept on and
arrived at Rangsdorf with 600 m. I
thought it to~ ~isky to go on to l'empelhof, and so I JOIned seven other machines
on Rangsdorf below. Berlin is ours!
HEIDRICH (Diisseldorf)
And here are ema.cts from an account
by KUlIT SCHMIDT, who overflew Berlin.
He is being towed home during the
morning from the previous day's crosscountry:"If only the little Ktemm towing me
could be a Dowier 17! There are
already good cumulus clouds and my
glider is dancing in a frenzy bellind the
aeroplane. At last we are over the
Wasserkuppe and I can see that most

of the other gliders have already left
on distance flights. A quick landing
before the Martens School. 'You, Hans,
go and organize the barograph. Here,
the landing report, and don't forget the
starting board.' And now in the
canteen - 'Waiter, quick, a Shinkenbrot
and Apfelsaft.' Then I am back in the
machine. Look and see if Hans has
remembered the peppermint. Prima!
Then the Mu-13 isairbome again. Left
the Kuppe with a slight tailwind, and
have already lost 200 metres. Has the
'Sonnenbenzin' of the Rhon gone out?"
Now follows an appalling scrape,
mostly below the Wasserkuppe, at times
80 metres above the ground. At last
he manages to get up to cloud base.
The flight gathers tempo. He "twittered
awhile" over some wooded heights.
"Behind Brandenburg I managed to get
to 4,200 m. in a cloud, and eventually
through holes I saw the capital, 2,800
metres below, and saw five gliders in a
neat row 011 Tempelhof," He escaped
from some dying thunderclouds amd con·
tinued to the north-east. "Suddenly I
had only 300 metres height I caught an
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evening thermal over a wood and managed to fly 6 km. further to the Oder.
I was flying over the river at 20 metres,
overtaking a sailing cutter, when I spied
a dry meadow downstream. With a tailwind I made it to this meadow and
discovered from the fishermen and
bathers that I was at BeUinchen on the
Oder, 410 km. from the Kuppe."
The .ftights on this day were between
N.N.E. and E.N.E,
On 29TH JULY Schmidt and three
others made goal flights to Bayreuth,
133 km. Spate (Reiher) made 153 km.
and the greatest height, 2,380 m., and
Opitz (Condor 3) made 153 km. Fljghts
were between NE. and S.E.
On 30nJ JULY the Contest Direction
set an optional 160-km. out-and-return
to Eschwege and back. This was a very
hard task, made more difficult by cirrus.
Only six pilots c;:ompleted the task, taking between 5 and 7 hours. Spate was
fastest, taking 5 hours 4 mins-. Schmidt
took 2 minutes longer with his Mu-D,
beating the Minimoa, Reiher and Weihes
of Treute, Krait, Hofmann and Brautigam.
The 31ST JULY was a good day for
goal flights. The two Weihes of Hofmann and Brautigam made goal frights
to Regensburg, 224 km. A Kranich flown
by Vergens and Trippke went furthest
with 229 km. Judging by the number
of failures to get away, launches must
have been by bungy. Flight directions.
were from N. via W. to S.E.
On 1ST AUGUST there were many' fine
goal flights to the west The two Weihesof Hofmann and Brautigam and many
others made goal flightS to Trier, 255kms. SChmidt, Treuter, Flinsch _and
Flakowski of the Luftwaffe made goal
flights to Saarbrticken, 257 km. Spate
made his goal at Karlsruhe, 198 km.
Thus Schmidt maintained his lead over
Spate.
On 2,ND AUGUST Spate made the
longest goal flight of the meeringby
flying to FreiburgjBreisgau, >20 km.,
and Schmidt and several others were
again at SaarbrOcken. There were very
many other good goal flights. Directions
were between W.S.W. and S.S.W.
On 3RD AUGUST huge cumulus clouds
and thunderstorms started to build ·up·
over the RhoD mountains. Lemm (Minimoa) climbed to almost 6,000 m.• which
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was 4,980 m. (16,339 ft.) above the Wasserkuppe, thus breaking Dittmar's 1934
world height record. However, this
record was of short duration. The 34.
year~ld Fick produced barograph evidenc,e to a flight to 6,500 rn, a.s.1., 5,550
gain. He used, three cumulus clouds.
This time Brautigam (Weihe) and Ruthardt (FS-IS) landed at Saarhriicken.
ijeck (Minimoa), Boy (Rhonadler) and
Miillcrreported from Trier. The
Bavarian Kranich, flow\1c by Romeis and
Schitlinger, set Ill' a two-seater height
record of 4,510 m. (14,796 ft.).
German
official documents state
merely 1'hat the flight by Knopfle described in the following article ended at
Fulda. The acceunt. is condensed from
that published in THE SAILPLANE &
GLIDER for May, 1948.
IN BITS AT 16,400 FEET
After having made three miserable
attempts to get away on 3rd August, I
took off for the fourth time on aerotow. I flew into a large cloud ,over the
Wasserkuppe and was carried up at
30 ft.1 sec. On coming out of the top
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of the clond, I was then c.onfronted by
another far 'bigger cloud which I waded
into. I then fQund that my Minimoa
was going much too fast. Suddenly I
heard a whistling note. I attempted to
pull out. The noise got louder and the
glider began to scream. Quick as
lightning. I realized that, because of
,the appar.elJl reversal of controls, lhe
glider must be inverted. Carefully I tried
to bring it round. There was a terrific
jolt and a crash. I was being tossed
through tl:le canopy with tremendous
force. Then the~e was uncomfortable
si'lence. I was able to verify that my
parachute had opened, but that I was
only held by the two leg stra,ps. My
face was badly cut so th~t I left a
trail of bl'Ood upwa.rds. I ha.d the sensation that I was rising.
Things ·got lighter, but then I fell into
the centre lJf a cycione_ 1 knew this because I looked down through a gigantic
tube and .could see a bit of the earth
below.. I then drifted sidewavs into the
cloud again and, to my astonishment,
found myself at the to!" of the cyclone
again. This happened feur times until
I finally began ro descend. I c.ame out

of cloud and saw bits of my machine
floating around me. After being blown
sometimes horizontally by a strong wind,
I finally landed near Fulda. Peasants
gave me first aid and then Opitz's team
arrived. They said that they had seen
pieces of wing falling out of the cluods
and then a parachute.
HOUTS later, while my head was being
sewn and bandaged in Fulda, [ thought:
"In spite of all this, I will fly again."
HELLMUTH KNOPFLE

On 4TH AUGUST, in the late evening,
landing reports of the flights ()ver

200 km. started to come in, and it
seemed that Westphalia had been the
great landing area. The longest flight
over German territory had been achieved
by E. G. Haase: 292 kms. Spate had
landed at Karlsruhe, 198 kms. In the
late evening it was announced over the
loudspeakers on the Wasserkuppe that
for the first time four pilots had crossed
the whole of West Germany and had
landed in Holland: .Peter (8-6), Peters
(Minimoa), Spate (Reiber), and Hofmann (Weihe).
(To be cOllcluded)

WALLY
WALLINGTON
T will be odd having a World ChamIWally.
pionships or a Nationals without
I will miss particularly his incurable optimism when confronted with
a weather chart on which one couldn't
see the coastline for the isobars. We will
all miss his humorous briefing, his un·
ruffled calm when bein& barracked by
pilots longing for 8 knot thermals, and
not least his flashes of genius, or something, when he predicts one small cumu·
Ius over the middle of Salisbury Plain,
and there it was, isolated in ant,cyclonic
splendour.
Wally will arrive in Australia at the
end of their winter, and I hope be won't

be quite lost among cumulus at 12,000

ft. or antipodean depressions. Being a
good soaring pilot as well as a mere
senior met. man should give him the
best of both worlds. I hope it does,
because we have always had the best
from Wally.
Apart from the professional side of his
met. office work, Wally has made two
valuable contributions to gliding. For
years he has worked on, and succeeded
in persuading the Met. Office not only
that gliding is excellent field work for
any met. man, but that gliding competitions should be supported by really good
forecasting and met. facilities. Our

'Wally' ta/killg to Nick
Goodhart
before a
{/ight.
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Nationals and Regionals are as good as
they are largely because in a country of
quite impossible weather, we are able to
make the best use of it through good
forecasting by someone who understa~ds
the problems of soaring. Wally, unlike
many Prime Ministers~ ha.s n~t kept
championships forecasting ID his own
hands, but produced a wh?le pla~oon .of
competent met men expenenced I~ gli~
ing forecasting. And the odd thing IS,
that they are all, like Wally, easy to
work with.
Wally's other contribution is his book
"Meteorology for Glider Pilots". This is
a classic, comprehensive, and readable
volume, and ought to be read by eve~y
pilot coming up to Silver C, and remam
by his side thereafter.
I know everyone wil! hope that. Wall)'
and his family will enjoy Austraha. HIS
membership of success,ive Brit~s~ Tea~s
has already made hIm famlhar WIth
other peoples gliding. I just hope those
Aussies don't make their country so
attractive to him and his family, that
they stay there for always.
ANN WELCH

COMPACT
Cross/ell Electric
Audio Variometer
Of a sample of 40 sailplanes at the
1965 World Championships

o¥er half had

CROSSFELL
Now we introduce a

COMPACT AUDIO VARIOMETER
Size 3~· x 3! x 5 ins.
Also o¥ailable without audio
Ag_nt. throughout the World
Cross'eD V,orlometers
10 Borrowdale Rood.
Malver••
Worcs., England.

orrLEY MOTORS LTD.

Established over 45 yf!CUS as repai,rers
all types 0/ mechanical devices,
including engine overhauling QIld
tuning

0/

Designers and
Manufacturers of
the Ottfur Towing
Gears. Suitable for
Sailplanes and,
Aero Tugs

Mini."., of Aviation A.R.8. _

8.GA Approved

11 CRESCENT ROAD. WOOD GREEN
LONDON. N.22
Telephone': BOWES PARK 4568

B.G.A. NEWS
A••ual General Meeting
HE AGM. will be held this year
at Harrogate, Yorks., at the Crown
Hotel, on Saturday, 12th March 1966 at
10.30 a.m. Associate Club and Private
O~ner Group meetings will be held at
10 a.m. The AG.M. will be followed
by Instructor's, Inspectors' and Adminis:
tration Meetings until lunch time.
The afternoon will be devoted to informal discussion on many subjects including Regionalisation, future structure
of the B.G.A., National Championships
and Grant Aid. A note of other subjects for discussion should be sent to
the Secretary no later than Monday, 7th
March 1966.
Hotel accommodation can be booked
with the Crown Hotel, HarroAate, direct
at a special rate. Please book early as
the hotel is holding a number of rooms
provisionally, mentioning that you are
attending the B.G.A. Conference.
The Annual Buffet Dance will be
held on Saturday evening at the hotel;
further information will be sent to Clubs
and Private Owner Groups direct.
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THE BRONZE C
HE British Gliding Association
announces that this new badge has
T
beef! introduced by the Council as a
stepping-stone from the ordinary C to
the Silver C, although for those who
want to move quickly, or avoid extra
paperwork, it is possible to go direct
from the B to the Bronze C. The main
intention of the Bronze C is to raise the
standard of flying before pilots can go
cross-country.
This is particularly important now
that it is fairly easy for inexperienced
people to buy themselves fast high-performance gliders. There is not only the
risk of such pilots raising insura~ce
premiums for everyone else, but causmg
damage to crops and ~oy~nce to
farmer1l. As cross~ountry f1ymg mcreases
in Britain, the novelty of having a vis!tation from the skies in the barley IS
rapidly wearing off. If we are. to. keep
the goodwill ,of farmers, the mevltable
field landings, which are an integral part
of gliding, must attract as little attention as possible. They must be made
accurately on land where nei~er stock
nor crops will be harmed. 11l1s means
that the pilot must be. compe~ent.
The Bronze C came mto eXIStence on
1st January, 1966. Application ~orms
are being sent to clubs. A badge IS b7
ing made, which has a half wreath ID
bronze-coloured enamel; cost has yet to
be determined but will probably be Ss.
It will be seen from the qualifications
given below that if a pilot has a C.
and has registered any onc leg of the
Silver C with the B.G.A. by 31st December. 1!}65. he does not have to obtain

LIVE ON THE FIELD!
in a CARAVAN

All home comforts! and for as ~ttle as £10
lor 4 people. Fully equipped. We
arrange transport at 1/6d. per mile from
nearest depot.
a wee,k

BOOK NOW

CARAVAN SERVICE LIMITED
54/58 HAMPSTEAD ROAD

LONDON. N.W.l

the Bronze C at all. He can, however,
do so if he wishes. Pilots holding a B
certificate on 31st December can bypass the C if they wish, and qualify
only for the Bronze C.
For those whose schools never taught
them history, the Silver C, Gold C and
Diamonds are international and can only
be altered internationally, Qualifications
below the Silver C are a national responsibility and are alterable by the
national authority.
Regulations
1. From 1st January, 1966, Operational
Regulation No. Q.4 will read: "A pilot
in charge of a glider may not fly out of
gliding range of his base field unless he
either holds a Bronze C, Silver C or
higher qualification or on that date holds
a C certificate and has registered with
the B.G.A. at least one Silver C leg. He
must carry with him on all cross-country
attempts maps marked clearly with airways and control zones."
2. The C certificate will continue.
After obtaining the B, a pilot may
qualify fQr the C and then the Bronze C,
or for the Bronze C direct. In this case
the C is automatically included.
3. The qualifications for the Bronze C
are:A. At least 50 solo flights in a glider,
except that a power pilot of 50 or
mOTe PI hours need do only 20
flights.
B. Two soaring flights, each of which
is at least 30 minutes when launched
by car, winch or bungy or 60 minutes
following an aero-tow to a height riot
exceeding 2.000 ft. Landings must be
normal and within the boundary of
the landing field specified by the instructor in charge. Barographs are not
require<!.
C. Two or more Test Flights in a
two-seater glider with the C.F.I. or
Categorised InstructOr nominated by
him, in which the pilot demonstrates
the following without any help:(i) Well co-ordinate<! and accurate
general flying, including the keeping
of a good look-out.
(ii) Understanding and recognition
of the symptoms of the approa.ch
of the stall, and correct recovery
2~

from, at least, an incipient spin.
(iii) Two simulated field landings
into a marked space not more than
200 yards long, making on each a
safe and accurate approach, with
proper use of the airbrakes, and
good landing.
(iv) Satisfactory complet~on of both
Air Law and General wntten papers.
(papers to be corrected by C.F.I.
or Categorised Instructor nominated by him and forwarded to the
B.G.A.)

AUSTER TUGMASTER
FOR SALE
F. HOIIIDGE
cia LashoID Gliding Cenue
Lasham

THE AIRWORTHINESS OF
WOODEN AIRCRAFT
HE British Gliding AS$ociation has
T
studied the problem of the airworthiness of woDden aircraft, and has
published a detailed report on glue,
after exhaustively collecting and analysing all relevant data. It was concluded
that "with satisfactory assembly tech·
niques and storage conditions as should
be normally applicable, glued joints OJl
gliders in U.K. -operation have not been
responsible for any redu.etion in ~ir
worthiness beyond the POIDt for whIch
current inspection requirements and
methods are adequate".
The B.G.A. has had a unique opportunity of continuously observing the
condition of sailplanes from pre-war to
current vintage, from United Kingdom
and foreign sources of design and production.

~ro;;w~H;;,L__..........

~
~. AILPLANES

~

'-

SPH<!wen Works, Bosden Hall Farm,
Hazel Grove, Cheshire
' ....ha... S. . . . . Hill 57.2
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The B.G.A. are f.amiliar with the contents of Air Registration Board Notice
No. 67 and with {he subsequent Cranfield Test Report Aero No, 58.
The B.G.A. has only ever condemned
to be scrapped, sailplanes found to be
unairwortny by physical examination.
The Cranfield Report on the testing of
Gemini and Proctor aircraft states that
"with one exception, the failures were
not initiated by weakneS$ in glued joints,
and ... even in the case of the one test
terminated by glue failure, this occurred
at a very satisfactory figure of 115%
fully factored load", The report also
slates "Glued joints frequently have a
large margin in hand".
The A.R.B. letter dated 1st March,
1965, issued with the Cranfield Report
concludes that "the Board sees no evidence for the imposition of more severe
restrictions" (Ref. A.R.B. Notice No.
67). In fact, no ultimate life has been
placed on wooden aircraft operated ia
United Kingdom (temperate) conditions.
It is not intended to imply that the
B.G.A. considers that unairworthiness
due to glue failure can be ignored. Apart
from those totally unairworthy aircraft
mentioned in the 4th paragraph above,
there have been minor failures in
British-built gliders due to poor glueing
techniques and in foreign-built gliders
using "Kaurit" and apparently similar
glues..

The B.G.A., having examined all the
relevant information, and from its
abundant exp.erience, concludes that, in
the United Kingdom:
(a) So far as structural integrity is
concerned, no aircraft should be condemned unless there is physical evidence
that the structure is no longer airworthy;
(b) It is possible satisfactorily to
inspect aircraft for condition;
(c) Casein glued structures are still
to be found in good condition, and
foreign aircraft are still being manufactured with similar glues;
(d) Pre-war gliders (e.g. Kite I) have
been inspected ,and found to be sound,
and their C's. of A. have been renewed;
(e) Up to now, sailplanes found to be
unairworthy by virtue of age alone, have
almost certainly been manufactured to
inferior standards.
Poor glue is merely one of a number
of possible sources of unairworthiness
ill wooden aircraft. Others which come
to mind are: unsuitable timber, poor
detail design leading to stress concentrations, and difficulty in detecting compression failures. Likewise, other materials (metal, glass fibre) each entail their
own specific problems which are different from those of wood, perhaps no less
severe, but seemingly amenable to suitably designed inspection procedures.
There seems to be little case for regarding glue as a more insidious or intractable source of unairwortbiness than the
other possibilities mentioned above.
8earing in mind the above remarks,
the B.G.A. Technical Committee does
not regard glue deterioration as a major
problem in gliders constructed by
reputable British or foreign manufacturers when the gliders have been kept
reasonably well in temperate conditions
and regularly inspected and maintained.
The possibility of glue deterioration
or failure becomes more significant
when:
(i) A glider has been manufactured by
an organisation known to use poor
techniques, or
(ii) The manufacturer and the previous
history of the glider are both unknown
(e.g. some wartime-built gliders), or

(iii) The manufacturer is reputable
but the glider has suffered from poor
treatment.
In the interests of potential buyers,
the B.G.A. Technical Committee made
the ruli'ng published in SAILPLAl'/E AND
GLIDING for A!>ril, 1963 (page 102).
In accordance with this ruling, and
paragraph (a) above. the B.G.A. Technical Committee will, in exceptional circumstances "nd after a thorough inspection, consider tbe certificate of old
foreign gliders newly imported into the
United Kingdom. But the inspection must
be very extensive, so that the inspector
is satisfied tbat all parts of the structure
are sound, including those which may
normally be inaccessible. Such an inspection may well be more costly than is
warranted by the value of the machine,
even if it is found to be in airworthy
condition.
F. G. IRVING,
Chairman, Technical Committee.
British Gliding Association.
December, 1965
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Coming down to earth . .. you'll need
Rubery Owen independent suspension
Towing is so smooth on a Ruhery Owen independent suspension.
The torsion hars give 4 inches of independent movement to each
wheel and the whole unit allows a lower centre of gravity for
exceptional roadholding and easier towing. Independent suspension makes a world of difference to towing. Fit a Rubery Owen
axle to your trailer.
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LID., Trailer Equipment Division,
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DRAG REDUCTION IN SAILPLANES
BY DR. F. X. WORTMANN
The orig/nal paper was presented at the 1965 OSTIV Congress a;t South Cerney, Britain,
and was published in G'erman in the "Ostill Section" qf the NOllember and December 1965
issues of the Swiss Aero Revue. This translation has been approlled by Dr. Wortmann
prior to public.ation here.

ORE than any other aircraft the sailplane relies on 'a low resistance to
M
airfl'ow.
To reduce drag is nearly as difficult as
saving money, ,and often involves, especially
in sailplanes, work requiring greateff.ort,
because, unlike in all other kinds of aircraft,
tbe drag must remain small at both high and
low speeds.
Furthermore, an effective reduction of
drag cannot be achieved by just one single
measure, such as the use of suitable lamillar
profiles alone. It is, rather, the total sum
of many small improvements and trouble·
some detail work, if the result is to show any
clear improvement over and above the levels
currently being achieved. It may therefore
~ useful to set out the simpler possibilities
of drag reduction which may, especially in
the second half of this article, be of interest
to sailplane pilots.
General Review
Before one discusses drag reduction it is
as well to have an idea of the magnitude of
the individual contributions to the overall
drag, in order to establish the influence of a
particular improvement on the overall performance. Figures I and 2 give such an
example for a sailplane such as the Ka-6,
Figure I as a speed polar, and Figure 2 in
the form of a Iift·drag polar. Both Figures
give information as to the effect of drag
change in a given lift or speed range. Unfortunately they are only valid for straight
fl:jght. not for circling flight.
The ,influence of these two flight conditions in combination shows up primarily in
the cross-country speed, which therefore is
the proper criterion for thecoptimum design
of a sailplane. Ano:hcr u'eful criterion may
be the long~st distance which can b achieved over the\\ hole day i.l prescribed \\ ea·
ther conditions.
But We are not considering the problems
of design here; and drag reduction will only

be taken in the restricted sense of designing
for low drag, in each separate detail.
However, a pointer here will n~t be out of
place.
In the case of a drag reduction of
~Cd= I x 10-' in the high-speed range, for
example with a CL value of 0'2-0'5, the
cross-country speed increases by around
and this practically regardless of
4
thermal conditions. An equal drag saving
in ,the low·speed range, for example with
a CL value of 1-1-1'3, reduces the rate of
sink by around 2·5 cm-'s.
The effect on the cross-country speed is
strongly dependent on the rate of climb:
with an average climb ,of V c b::::::0·5 m-'s the
pen:entage gain is about 4 % on the crosscounty speed, with Vcb== I it is reduced to
2'2%. and with Vc b::::::2 mjs to 0'5~;'; This
means that a saving of drag in the high.
speed range (this refers to cross-country
speed in better thermal conditions) is 2-8
times as valuable as in slow fl'ight.

r",

wu.g Planfonn and Twist

In Figures I and 2 the induced drag is
shown for a wing with aspect ratio A= 17
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1,0
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Fig. 2

with elliptical lift distribution, which as is
known, will be obtained at all angles of
attack only with elliptical planforms.
For practical reasons however. one avoids
the elliptical planform and chooses instead
tapered, double-tapered or rectangulartapered (rectangular inl"ler wing with
tapered tip) planforms.
The aerodynamic advantages and disadvantages of such planforms will be
mentioned briefly in this article. but two
questions come to the fore:By how much does the induced drag
increase as against the ideal case of an
elliptical lift distribution?
How do the different wing forms perform in slow flight?
Figure 3 shows the extra induced drag
~Cdi, Le., (Cdi-Cdi. ell.) against the lift
coefficient CL for a rectangular wing of
aspect ratio 15 with 3 different amounts of
twist.
The twist sequence, in this and all following examples is shown in such a way that
the leading and trailing edges of the wings
are straight Hnes.
One observes at once that the untwisted
rectangular wing is especially unsuitable.
A twist of 1:=-3° would be favourable for
the high-speed range of CL 0'2-0·3 but
already at CL= 1·17 would give an extra
28

drag of t.,C-d=2 x 10·'. [Negative values of
£ represent wash-out.] [Ed.]
1'he larger twist of £=_7° must be
rejected as it produces at high speed a
~Cdi= 1 X 10·', which increases the sinking
speed in Figure 1 at 160 krnlh by about
23 cmls or reduces the effective aspect ratio
of 17 to about 7.
A really practicable compromise is therefore hardly to be found with a rectangular
planform.
Figures 4 and 5 show the extra induced
drag for simple tapered wings with the same
angles of twist
With increasing taper ratio A i.e.,
tip ChOrd)
( roo t ch ord the ~Cdi curves become correspondingly flatter though their minimal
values become increasingly large. Comparison of these curves with each other will
show that the rectangular wing with E= _3°
twist, and the tapered wing with A~0'4 an<!
E=O° twist, obviously give the least extra
drag in the high-speed range; on the other
hand, above CL=0'45 the tapered wing
with 1-=0-6 and E= _3° twist will be
superior.
Following on this, one should still consider whether other planforms could give
even better results.
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Figure 7 shows, as an example, ~Cdi for a
double-tapered wing and in Figure 6 and 8
a rectangular-tapered wing is shown.
Without twist the C-di vallies for doubletapered and rectangular-tapered wings are
always sUbStantially lower than for simple
tapered wings. With E= _3° twist the
double-tapered win'g is worse than the
rectangular-tapered wing in Figure 6 and in

1./0-

o

the high-speed range the tapered wing with
)_=0·4 andE=-3°, and the rectangular
wing with E= _3°, will be 'Superior to it.
Undoubtedly the best solution, both for
high as well as low speed is ,the rectangular.
tapered wing shown in Figure -8..
Surprisingly enough the rectangulartapered wing keeps its favourable drag
characteristics even when the twist of _3° is
29
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only on tapered part

o
confined to the tapered section only (see
Figure 9). It might be mentioned that the
aspect ratio A only has a very small effect on
the absolute values of ACdi. The curves
shown are for an aspect ratio A= 15 but the
values of ACdi are valid to a good app.roximation up to A=25.
The second criterion fOT choosing the
planform and twist is the anticipated stalling
characteristics of the wing in slow flight.
In order to render this often dangerous
condition harmless, the pilot should, if
pJssible, feel the stall almost automatically,
and the controllability of the aircraft should
still be maintained, even if flown below the
normal stalling speed.
One should therefore ensure that the airflow at the outer wing (within the aileron
region) separates later than that of the inner
wing. One possibility is to choose suitable
profiles for the inner and outer wing. In
addition to this, a second consideration
must be the effective angle of attack of a
wing portion w~ich is affected by planform
and twist.
30

In Figure 10 for example the variation of
the local CL values which are proportional
to the local angle of attack is shown for a
rec;tangular and two tapered wings. Following the choiee above, the angle of twist is
£= _3° fot tapers 1.= 1·0 and 0·6 and it is
e:="'0° for 1.=0'4.
The rectangular wing gives, as expected,
at the inner wing the largest and at the outer
wing the smalh.:st angle of attack; it would
seem therefoTe to guarantee docility at the
stall. It is however not to be overlooked
that the average CL value of the whole wing
lies 15% below the maximum CL value in
the middle of the wing. This means that the
docility of the wing involves an overal loss
of lift, in other words, a slight increase of
the minimum speed is necessary.
A bette.r compromise would result presumably with a tapered wing with 1.=0'6,
while a tapered wing with 1.=0,4 and 0°
twist clearly shows too large an angle of
attack of the wing at about the point where
the ailerons begin.
Figure 11 shows the spanwise distribution

of lift coefficient fora double-tapered wing
and two rectangular-tapered wings. This
shows that the rectangular-tapered wing
with the taper beginning at i- of the semispan will be better than any other shape, in
sofar as the stall charact~istics are influenced
by wing plan, since it has in. the whole
aileron region a lift coefficient value which is
lower at the inner wing by ~CL=0·06-0·IO.
So far we have not taken il'lto account the
fact that the wing has e,]asticity and develops
extratwiSl at high speed. Allowing for this,
a ACIi for _7° twist is shown in Figures 3
to 9.
With a knowledge -of the elastic distortion
it is easy to work out how large the real
~Cii at high speed will be.
Also of intere~t is the wing with flaps.
where the flaps are extended over only a part
of the span. For the present purposes it is
not important whether the lift distribution
is changed by increasing the camber. or the
chord or by a combination of both possibilities. Jf, for example, the wing chord is
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increased over } of the semi-span by 20 %
then. owing t(} tbe uneven lift distribution, a
considerable. extra induced drag will result
which will be about 30 % in excess of that of
the untwisted rectangula_T wing. At the
same time the angle 0f attack within the
aileron region (compared with umwisted.
wings) will be greater tha!n in the inner w~ng.
Therefore in sailplanes t,he change of camber
or wing chord should. if possible. run along
the whole span.
Although for circling and high-speed
flight onc only need consider small flap
changes of about 15° up and 10° down, it is
still difficult 10 safeguard the aileron effectiveness in slow flight. We know from
experience that even with simple cambered
flaps and Reynolds numbers 0·5-0·7 x 10'
increased separations occur even with flaps
15° down.
To sum up. it is sh,own that a rectangular
wing with a tapered tip with little twist. with
the taper beginning at about 1 of the semispan, would giveaerudynamieaHy a very
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good compromise. The extra induced drag
will still be very small even with about _3°
twist, and the flying characteristies In slow
flight. should be marc docile than with other
planforms.
A disadvantage with this planform is
obviously the greater bending·moment in
the region of the wing root. However it is
not necessary to keel' very strictly to the
planforms under review here. The influence
of small changes wif! be clear enough from
the data supplied.
Selection of Wing Sections
Even more &0 than with wing planfolTI!s
one is guided by two aerodynamic factors in
selecting wing sections for sailplanes. The
sectioJlls should have, if possible, a high
cross-country speed, and also guarantee
docility in slow f1ighL The influence of the
section on the cros.s-country speed is not
easy to percieve when bearing in mind circling flight, and tequires separate examination
(See Ref. 1). Even with very different sec32

tions ene can sometimes achieve equally
high cross-country speeds. If for ,examplc
~ne chooses a section with very low drag at
the high-speed range, this advantage is
generally removed through large drag in
slow flight, or vice versa.
If one examines the ~UTrently 'available
section polars, it will be seen that neither one
nor the other gives extreme optimum crosscountry speeds. It looks to be much better
to use sections with extra wide laminar
buc\Qets, which equally favour both highspeed and slow flight.
A detailed reason (not taking into ,account
meteorological details) is given in Ref. 2.
Apart. from such arguments. which consider only the cros.s-country speed, a section
with a wide laminar bucket is recommended
also for other reasons: in weak lift conditions it is easier to stay up and iflift increases
with height, the critical height before one
must land, lies lower than with the narrow
bucket.
Obviously, one can put forward a case for

sections which favour high-speed; if one
assumes weather conditions with strong
but widely spaced thermals. It seems however, that such conditions are rather the
exception than the rule.
To use the same section throughout the
span is from the aerodynamic point of view
not the optimum, as apart from a high crosscountry speed the section should fulfil
further requirements at the outer wing.
'"To obtain a docile performance in slow
flight the spanwise distribution of angle of
attack for all lift coefficients between zero
and the maximum should. if poss.ible, be
greater over the inner wing than over the
outer wing, and above the maximum the lift
coefficient should fall off as gradually as
possible. Finally, the outer wing section
should not have l! sharply defined laminar
bucket.
At high speed, owing to the elasticity of
the wing, it could be that the outer wing
could reach such a low CL value that it falls
out of the laminar bucket and becomes a
*Note:-In the German text, "inner wing"
and "outer wing" are transposed in thi
sentence.

very active brake. When cireling tightly the
same sort of danger threatens the outer
portion of the inner wing, this time however
by reaching too high a lift coefficient.
Above all however, the aileron efficiency
should not be lost througll an unlucky
choice of sections.
Such extra and opposing desires are not
easily obtained without some penalty to the
cross-countly speed, especially. as the
Reynolds numbers of 0·5-1·0 x 10 6 in the
outer wing are already rather small. A
comparison of a few wing sections,whose
measured polars give high cr,oss-country
speeds, and which seem to satisfy a few of
the above requirements. has been given in
Ref. 2.
References:-Ref. 1.. Summary of the
influence of the airfoil polar on theperformance of sailplanes by Dr. F. X. Worlmann
41nd K. Schwoerer. Ref. 2. Some laminar
profiles for sailplanes by Dr. F. X.
Wortmann. English translations of both
articles appeared in Soaring, January, 1964
pages 6 and 14. (See also Omv Publ. VU.)
(To be continued.)
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SELF-LAUNCHING
SAILPLANES
FAUVEL AV 45
Single Seater

FAUVEL AV 221
Two Seaters
Power turned off;these are

TRUE SAILPLANES
Max. Glide: 1:27 & 1:25
Min. Sink: O.82M/S (2.68 ft/s) AV 45
O.92M/S (3 ft/s) A V 221

"SURVOL" Sari
30 Chemin de la Roubine

CANNES·LA.BOCCA (A.M.) FRANCE

AV 45-N.01
FLIGHT

GUIDES' COMPUTERS' CALCULATORS' SCALES' PROTRACTORS
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Air Touring Shops are the first complete Aviation
stores for Glider, Private and Professional pilots.
Everything you" J ever require is C1vailabl'e from
•Airtour' Glider Knee boards (illustrated) to Flying Clothing. We also stock all the latest
Continental and U.S.A. accessories.
Drop in next time you're passing-no landing fee
charged to pilots visiting our Elstree Shop.
Disfributors of Airtour products
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NOT SO MUCH A SKYLARK, MORE A WAY
OF LIFEOR THAT WAS THE WRECK. THAT WAS!
By MARTIN SIMONS
With achnowledgements to the London Club Gazette

OME time in 1964 a pilot at another
dub, flying a syndicate-owned SkyS
lark Z, had his air brakes come open
when he was just crossing the boundary
of the airfield on aero-tow. Presumably
he had not checked them before takeoff. He mistook the sudden loss of urge
for a failure of the tug's motor, and
promptly released himself. The glider,
with brakes still open, descended rapidly
and cartwheeled along the road which
ran close to the field. A couple of cyclists
reached the ditch in time, and were
a-.,ailable to help the pilot take his first
few shaky steps, after they had brushed
him down and got the little bits of plywood out of his hair. The tailplane and
rudder of the Skylark were undamaged,
but the ground crew broke the rudder
when they put the wreckage into the
trailer.
There remained a good, if rather
solidly constructed trailer, some instruffiCUts, including artificial horizon with
transistorised invertor, CrossfelI electric
and P.Z.L. variometers, A.S.!., turn and
slip, a damaged altimeter, an elderly
parachute, and a perfectly good tailplane. I answered the advertisement in
SAILPLANE AND GLIDING and viewed the
wreckage in early March last year. It
didn't look very promising, but having
had advice and offers of professional
help from Vic Ginn, I bought the lot.
The port wing-tip simply did not exist.
There wasn't a single serviceable rib, the
main spar was broken across in two
places, the aileron was in two entirely
separate pieces, and the rear wing spar
was still attached to the two bits of
aileron. The other wing tip didn't look
too bad from outside, but it, too, had
damage to the main spar at both ends,
and there was a nasty five-foot long
cra~k in the leading edge ply. The centre
sectIon had the main spar broken near
l~e fuselage attachment fittings, and unt~dy-looking pieces of rib and ply at the
tll' attachment points. A good deal of the

fuselage was stuffed into a tea chest.
The rest of it, from the trailing edge of
the wing to the fin, was in reasonable
shape. One thing you don't very often
get an opportunity to inspect is the
inside of a rear fuselage without cutting
oif chunks of plywood.
The glider's logbook proved that it
had had auite an adventurous life. Derek
Piggott once took it up to 23,000 ft. in
cloud, without oxygen. He was s!rUck
by lightning several times (see S. & G.,
October, 1955). At least one Gold distance had been done in it, and any num·
ber of Silver C's completed. It had also
been flown less skilfully on a num,ber
of occasions, but never quite so extensively damaged as now. Most of its life
it had belonged to the Surrey Club, and

Check List
for 1966

* 'Winter' Barograph
* Waiter Kidde Oxygen
* Pye 'Bantam' Radio
* 'Munro' AS.!.
and all other Gliding
Equipment you need
Order now from

THERMAL EQUIPMENT LIMITED
1581 Acre Rood,
Kingston-on-Thames, Surrey

rejoiced, if that is the wo!"d, in the
name Phoenix (not to be mistaken for
another aircraft of the same name, of
Teutonic origin). Appropriately ~no~gh,
the Phoenix is a legendary bIrd WhiCh,
after writing itself off in a bl~ of
glory, invariably gets a. new c~rtlfic~te
of airworthiness and fhes agam, with
any desirable modifications incorporated.
The machine itself is ten years old,
the design somewhat older. The first
laminar·f1ow sailplane to appear in
Britain was, as far as we know, the EON
Olympia 415, which was a standard
Olympia fuse.lage ~ith a. streng.thened
tailplane and a lammar wmg. ThiS type
was eventually developed into the
Olympia 419, and from the 419 came
the present-day 463 series. The second
laminar type was Slingsby's Skylark t.
This had a modified Prefect fuselage
and a small. high aspect-ratio wing of
only 45 feet span. One of these aircraft
is still flying in this country, and another
went to South Africa. The Skylark 2
had a larger wing, 48 feet s.l?an,an~ a
lower aspect ratio, so the wing loadmg
was lower and thermalling ability improved at some cost in high-speed performance. The fuselage, of course, was
cleaned uo. The type was the first laminar-f1ow glider to be produced in quantity in England, about forty -exampl~s
being built The Skylark 3 and 4 are In
direct line of descent.
The idea of rebuilding a completely
wrecked glider appealed to me. Apart
from being a comparatively cheap way
of getting into private ownership, I felt
I ought to know more about tbe construction and repair of gliders. Also I
had become rather tired of hanging
around the club waiting for the weather
to improve, and decided it would be a
good idea to have something rewa-rding
to do during the off season. As it ha~
pens there has been rather a lot of off
season lately. The project, however, is
definitely going to take a long time.
It ~eemed best to begin on the wing.
Vic agreed to let me use his workshop,
and, where my own kit proved deficient,
to supply the rarer tools. He also has
done the main spar of the centre section,
and is ready at an times with advic-e
and assistance. At the time of writing,
the starboard wing tip panel is virtually
finished. All that remains to be done
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to it is to mate it with the centre section when that is ready, to make sure
that the two pieces join neatly. There's
nothing worse than a half-inch gap at
a wing joint, unless, of course, it's a
balf-inch overlap which would prevent
them joining altogether. The centre section is now the chief preoccupation. The
spar is done, and replacement ribs,
where needed, should soon be going in,
then comes the ply skinning. A ~mall
amount of fitting damage will be rectified. The port tip panel is going to be
rebuilt completely. A new main spar
has been bought from Slingsby's, and
also a new set of ribs. The old rear spar
and leading edge spar have been salvaged
and repaired, and so has the aileron_
Once the centre section is done, that
will be the next job. The fuselage has
hardly been started. One reason for this
ill that we want to modify it.
The simplest thing to do with a rebuild is, of course, to put everythipi
back exactly as it was before. You then
have no trouble with C. of A., etc., and
people can sometimes reco~nise the
machine when they see it IYlOg about
or even flying abottt. However, the Skylark 2 bas a number of features which
seem -capable of improvement. In the
first place, it is not a full fifteen-metre
span machine, though it is admittedly
not far short of it. There is already. at
the Bristol Club, a Skylark 2 with a wing
tip extended to the full fifteen metres,
and modified to the "Hoerner" sh'lpe.
The idea of the Hoerner wing-tip is to
increase the effective wing span, and
hence the effective aspect ratio, bv causing the tip vortices to form as far opt
as possible. On the normal rounded or
souarish tip. the vortices lie several
inches inboard, so that a nominal fifteen

metres span wing is, aerodynamically,
probably nearer fourteen a~d a half.
The up-sweep on the undersIde of the
Hoemer tip (named after the man who
developed it in wind tunnels), and the
squarish w.ashed-out corner at the trailing edge, IS supposed to encourage the
vortex to form very near the tip, so
that a fifteen-metre span is, say, elIec.
tively 14.75 metreli aerodynamicalIy.
Thus, by increasing the Skylark 2's
span to full fifteen metres, and incorporating a Hoerner tip, w.e may g~t the
equivalent of another eighteen Inches
or so of span. At Least, that is the theory.
The fuselage modifications, which may
or may not be incorporated, are a little
more complicated, and some re-stressing
will be nel essary. Generally the idea is
to improve pilot comfort and vision,
and to improve streamlining, The fuselage neck, which, as on the Skylark 3,
carries the wing, will be cut down so
that the wing sits six inches lower. It
should look rather like a "4", but the
"2" fuselage is less deep aft, so there
will be some careful flUeting. The pilot
will recline somewhat, as in the "4", and
a Dart canopy will be fitted. The im-
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Phone Camberley 4005

Caravans hired for
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provement in performance which, 10
theory, should result from the general
cIeanmg-up of the nose (tbe standard
Skylark 2 canopy is rather bulbous so
it must create some extra drag), and the
reduction of fuselage cross-sectional
area, is probably so slight in practice
that it is almost negligible. A more
profitable approach would be to reduce
the angle of incidence of the wing, so
aligning the fustIage with the airflow
at some selected speed, say SO knots.
The machine at Bristol, mentioned
above, has this modification, and we are
still hoping to have more information
from the designers about it. The snag,
of course, of such incidence changeli is
that take-off becomes more difficult, the
tail tending to drag along the ground.
However, one or .the other of these
modifications, or even both, will be tried.
When the glider is finished, but before
the covering is put on, there will probably be some attempt to smooth the
wings, to get a true profile, and to seal
gaps where they occur. Smoothing wings
has not, so far as can be diseovered,
been tried in this country before,
though it is common practice in the
U.S.A. The main defect of this Skylark wing (and this applies, .one suspects,
to most Skylarks, including "3'5" and
"4's") is the slight hump and hollow
where the ply skin passes over the mainspar. This probably, at higher speeds,
causes a certain amount of drag. The
laminar boundary layer breaks down
premat1lTely if the waviness of the wings
is too great. By filling in the hollows
with a fascinating substance composed
of Araldite resin mixed with microballoons (minute plastic bubbles) it
ought to be possible to improve the flow
lO some degree. Again, the improvement
will not be very large, since the Skylark wing, with its gaboon ply skin, is
remarkably free frGm waviness where it
really does count. in front of the spar.
The sealing of gaps is probably even
more important. The main gap causing
both increased drag and reduction of
lift is the one formed by air brakes and
spoilers. Even when closed. there is a
gap through which air can, and does,
cass from lower surface to upper surface of the wing. To seal this is very
difficult. People have tried taping the
brakes shut, but then they won't open
S7

when they are needed. Other dodges
have been suggested. The best answer
would be some kiPd of rubber seal that
is airtight when the brakes are dosed,
and yet could not in any way interfere
with the proper action of the mechanism.
The answer probably lies in the subtle
use of a liquid, room-temperature vulcanising rubber compound known as PR
122l, produ,cd by British Pajnts Ltd.,
though to design a good seal for the
particular form of gap which occurs in
a Skylark spoiler box is not very easy.
We shall see what can be done.
It will be much easier to seal the gap
wherce the wing panels join, but this is
probably less drllg-creating anyway, and
it won't make a lot of difference either
way. Similarly, sealing the cockpi't
canopy wiU be very much better done
with PR l221. than with the usual strips
of sponge plastic, which come off in
time" and, according to one American
SQurce, are not at all airtight either.
Whether all the modifications will
actually be completed, or whether someone gets very impatient and anxious to
get the tbing into the air sooner, remains to be seen. If we do carry out

all
the
impr,ovements
mentioned,
although each taken alone can only have
a small effect, the combined results
might be quite noticeable.
The one question which everyone
asks is, how long before it is finished?
I should like to know that too.
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charter and Pleasure Flying
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C.F.I. Mr. Hamish Hamilton
Resiclent Director. Mr. D.rek Johnson
YATELEY 2152
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KRONFELD CLUB
1965 KRONFELD AVIATION ART
EXHIBITION AND COMPETITION
R~EF d~tails and prize will?ers were
given ID the December Issue. Sir
Dermot Boyle, G.C.B., KC.V.O., said
in his opening speech it was remarkable
that so many excellent paintings should
have been produced so soon after the
South Cerney exhibition. Only one or
two of the 150 exhibits have been seen
before. The number of artists painting
gl.iders have risen from two or three to
over a dozen. The judges to whom we
are once again grateful, David 'Shepherd,
Ray Noc!c.olds and Gerry Davison
Coulson, had a tough time selecting the
winners in the oils section.
Roy Nockolds, whose painting of a
Hawker Hart in acrylic colour won the
professional section, gave a most instructional lecture to artists halfway
through the exhibition on the use of
this new and exciting medium. 600
people visited the exhibition and 22
exhibits were sold.
The next exhibition is scheduled for
the Biggin Hill Air Fair from the 12th·
15th May, 1966. Apply to Yvonne Bonham, 14 Little Brownings, London,
S.E.23, for details.
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The Christmas Party on the 2200
December was attended by over 70
members and friends who enjoyed a
turkey buffet prepared by the Social
Committee. Harold Drew has been working very hard to complete the bar extension which will be used to provide
better snack-bar facilities. A new recordplayer and radio have also recently been
purchased for the lounge and it is hoped
to get together a collection of club
records. Anyone having records to dispose of, is asked to contact the Social
Committee. A new fan and heater have

aASEI'IENT
ECCLlSTON
SQUARE • SWI

also recently been installed in the lecture room, which adds greatly to corn·
fort in that room. The gentleman's toilet
is also having a New Year long'awaited
face lift.
The series of instructional lectures are
now well under way. Fees are 4s. Od.
B lecture but there is still time to book
for lectures in advance and so qualify
for special rates. Lectures for the next
few weeks are as follows:

Y. C. B.

Lectures OD MoD days at 8 p.m.
Jan. 31. Away Landings, by Lorne
Welch.
Feb. 7. Navigation and Map Reading,
by John Neilan.
.. 21. On Becoming a Private Owner,
by David Carrow.
" 28. Accident Avoidance, by Paul
Mint,on.
Mar. 7. Instrumentation in Gliders.
21. Competition Flying, by John
Fielden.
.. 28. More Advanced Meteorology,
part 1.
Apr. 18. As above, part 2.
.. 25. Trends on Glider Design, by
Keith Chard.
Diary of Ledllres aod Film Shows
WedDesdays at 8 p.m.
Feb. 2. More Hazards of Aerospace
Journalism, by Ken OWeD.
9. Talk and time-lapse film.
'Wave clouds at Colorado
Springs', by W. E. Malpas.
16. The aircraft called 'Seventy'.
History of XB70.
" 23. Weather and locust control, by
David Pedgeley.
Mar. 2. Seat ejection, by Gp.-Capt. A.
J. Barwood.
16. British air power (slides), by
N. Crosby ane! T. Gender.
.. 23. Battle of Britain, film.

AT KRONFELD ART EXHIBITION
• Sir Dermot Boyle opening the Exhibition.
• 'A lex' Orde talking to Margaret Kahn
and Yvonne Bonham.
OPPOSITE PAGE:
Norman Hood, this
year's winner of the Challenge Trophy.
Photo. by John Bloke
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HE fin;t C.F.l. Conference was held
at Lasham from 12th to 15th November. Ninety instructors from 47
clubs turned up, and those who could
come on the flying days of Friday and
Monday did some 70 flights, mainly
aero-tows, in the seven gliders of five
different types. In addition to the main
sessions reported in the last issue, Roy
Procter talked on the new MitchellProcter Kittiwake tug that he is building, and there were sessions on using
powered aircraft to help speed training,
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and the training of instructors. Nick
Goodhart discussed airspace problems,
and Lionel Alexander was available to
help clubs with site problems.
The main lectW'es covered wide
aspects of the instructor's work, and
two of them are printed in the following pages.
Finally, I would like to thank all those
who came and helped to make the
Conference a success, particularly those
who contributed gliderS, and lectures.
ANN WELCH

THE AVOIDANCE OF INADVERTENT
STALLING AND SPINNIN,G
By JOHN EVERITT

TT has been well known for many years
~ that when the wing of an aircraft is
no longer producing the required amount
of lift, the aircraft will lose height. If
the wing loses a large proportion of its
lift suddenly, such as occurs when the
wing stalls, the loss of height can be
considerable and the rate of sink will
depend on the proportion of the lift
lost. In order to regain the lost lift when
this occurs, some energy has to be provided in order to accelerate the aircraft; in the case of gliders this can
only come from gravity, which means
again "more loss in height".
It has also been known for many
years that a given wing will staIl at a
given angle of attack, which is the angle
of the chord line of the wing relative
to the air which is flowing past it, and
that this angle of attack is not necessarily
reached uniformly along the wing spanwise, that is. Consequently it is
42

quite likely that the wing on one side
of ,an aircraft may well stall before the
other.
When this happens, we have the ingredients for autorotation or the spin.
When the spin occurs, the aircraft will
lose height rapidly, as in the simple
1>tall, before recovery can be effected,
with the added complication caused by
asymmetric drag loads causing a larger
loss in height and rotation abQut the
vertical axis.
All this is old stuff and we spend a
good deal of our time teaching pupils to
recognise the classic symptoms of the
onset of a stall a.ndensure that they can
recover at any staie; whenever possible
we extend this exercise to full spins.
When these exercises are well taught
and the pupil understands the object
of them, we are able to almost eliminate the old-fashioned type of stall and
spin accident where a pilot, through

sheer ignorance, allows his glider to
reach this state and through sheer ignorance is unable to recover.
However, even in the elementary stage
these exercises are not always well
taught, mainly because the instructors
concerned are not fully aware of toe
"object of the exercise", which is how
to avoid an inadvertent stall or spin.
It is not, and must never be, an academic exercise: on its own carried out
to give the pupil, and sometimes the
instructor, a bit of a thrill, and must be
related to reality. Stalling cannot be
covered by one, two or three simple
exercises. All aspects should be covered
with particular emphasis on flying at
and near the ~tall; certainly steep stalls
should be included, but as well as, and
not iostead of, the slow creeping ones,
some with brakc;s in and some with
brakes out.
Care should be taken to ilIustrate 4/1
the symptoms. at and near the stall, the:
fact that the stall occurs at. varying
speeds and involves varying losses of
height and rates of sink. the view, the
SQund, the feel, the buffeting, if any,
the increase in rate of sink, the ineffectiveness of moving the stick back and
the rapid loss of height, etc. This all
takes time and must not be glossed over
in a misguided effort to shQrten the
pupil's training period.
Along with the practical side of this,
it must be ensured that the pupil under-

stands the objects of the exercise, which
is the fact that he dQes not allow his
glider to stall when he is close to the
ground, because it needs height to
recover. This necessitates a certain
amount of talking on the grQund, the
use of a blackboard and chalk, ctc.
All this applies equally to the spin.
If we treat it as of academic interest,
we tend to run through the classic
symptoms and the classic drill only; very
often the pl!lpil is taught that if the glider
is flown too slowly in a turn a spin will
result. It does not take an intelligent
chap long to realise that this is rubbish. In fact, in most gliders, if we
merely fly too slowly in a turn the
result will be a loss in height from the
sideslip which develops. Add this to an
increased rate of sink: due to the brakes
being open, and an increased rate of
sink due to wind gradient, and one is
led to the condusion that tbe rate of
sink can be very high indeed long before
the glider spins. If we consider for a
moment a total rate of sink of about
1,500 ft/min. woen the ground is met,
it becomes fairly academic which way
the glider is pointing and what actual
manOeuvre it is performing at the time.
Our job is to make sure that the
pilot is thoroughly familiar with the
behaviQur of his aircraft at and near
the stall, and this means in straight
flight and turns, with brakes iD and with
brakes out, in calm air and disturbed

The lecfure.f were well attended.

Photo: Sally Thomp30n
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air, with well. and with poorly coordinated controls. Having done thi.,.
it is our job to make sure that the pilot
appreciates that. at any time when one
w.ing stalls fint, a spinl may result, and
that at any time one wing may stall
first because this is something over which
he does not have full control - it may
happen through misuse of controls,
through being in a turn at the time.
or through some outside influence such
as a gust or wind gradient.
At the elementary stage we must
make sure that all tbis is thoroughly
absorbed. It takes time - there is no
short cut. We must also appreciate that
it is not always easy for the pilot to
relate the lesson to reality, because we
can only demonstrate and practise when
we are well away from the ground
where the loss in height is, unfortunately, not so obvious.
Some instructors have been knoliVTl to
demonstrate near the ground. inadvertently of course, with convincing, if
expensive. results.
BasicallY, then, in the elementary
stage we must (a) ensure that the pilot is fully conversant wit'J tbe behaviour of his aircraft at and near the stall. and that
he is able to recognise and recover
from the situation at any stage includinlt the spin. with the minimum
loss of height, and that he is fully
aware of the factors which may influence t'lis behaviour. These are
misuse of controls, turning, or otherwise i'1creasing the loads on the wing.
turbu'ence. brake setting and rate of
deceleration. etc.
These are all practical things which
we sl,ould d~monstratl; and he should
practi,e, and (b) having done all thi'S, we must
m'lke him aware of the hnards of
wind grad:ents and turl1Ulence near
the ground.
This is e;~entially a talking job and is
aB too often overlooked.
When all this has been done, we are
still only some way through the elementary stage. and the next part of our
job. one thin~ that is generally missed,
is to relate thi~ to reality, and to all the
rest of the pilot's training. For example,
we may spend a good deal of time ensuring that the pilot is aware of the con44

sequences of misuse of controls. at or
near the stall. This is fine, but it will
help him not one jot if he is unaware
of his misuse of controls. So a pilot whQ
cannot fly reasonably accurately may
well have trouble. A pilot who ha'S
learned to co-ordinate his controls in
normal circumstances may be unaware
of his misuse of them if be is confused
by the wind and its effects and fails to
allow for drift. In the confusion of a
badly planned approach his basic handling of the glider may well go to pot
unnoticed.
Again. we may spend a good deal of
time on stalling in turns, generally without producing a 'Spin, and ignore the
effect of disturbed air on the glider in
this state. How often do we hear some
nitwit saying about a particular glider
that "you cannot make it spin"? This, in
my opinion, is one of the most dangerous things that can be said of any aircraft. It· is a fact that most, though by
no means all, of our gliders are constructed so that they are very reluctant
even to 'Start a spin. When at 2.000 feet
in calm air we try to demonstrate a
spin, the result is not very convincing;
but the sideslipping manoeuvre which
usually occurs at or near the stall even
in our most d()(;ile glider. is accompanied by a rapid loss of height before
control is regained, and when thjs hapDens near the ground it is a p('lint of
interest, only to an enq,uiring mind, all
to whether a full spin would have
developed if the ground had not got in
the way. If we remember that the stall is
dptermined bv the angle of attack of
the wing, an'd that this may not be
always constant along the span, due to
factors beyond our control, such as
turbulence and wind gradient. we must
conclude that the most docile aircraft
under the sun wnJ at least start to spin
if sufficiently aggravated. and in any
case will produce a rapid and uncontrolled loss of height.
The brake setting does not. of course,
have a noticeable effect on the speed at
which the stall occurs. The brakes, however. produce more dra~. and a greater
deceleration of the glider, which, if it
is being flown a little slowly, will
auicklv reduce the speed, perhap~ to
that of the stall. It is necessary in this
case to lower the nose to maintain speed,
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Paul Milllon during his talk on accithnzs.
but in a steep wind gradient, with a
large amount of brake, the speed may
continue to fall off. The stall occurs
when more lift is required from the
wing in order to level oUl with a high
rate of descent.
In a misguided attempt to make life
easy for the pupil there once grew a
dogma to the use of brakes, which is
sometimes still preached, namely that
one must not alter the brake setting on
the approach. As stated above, a glider
with a lot of airbrake, insufficient speed
and a very high rate of descent, due
to an une)(pec:edly steep wind gradient,
requires a consid:rable amount of extra
lift from the wing in order to level off.
Extra lift can be obtained from e.xtra
speed, which can be obtained by lowering the nose, but this may be out of the
question for two reasons - either the

ground gets in the way or the rate of
descent becomes even greater. The only
other way of preventing a sudden loss
of lift is to reduce the brake setting.
Such dogma is a substitute for proper
instruction.
It used to be the custom, and still is
to a certain extent, that instead of
teaching the pupil all this, we ran quickly
through the relevant exercises, told him
quickly about the bogeys of stalls, spins
and wind gradients, and then overcame
all the problems by making him fly
very fast, increa-sing his speed in turns,
never using more than half or quarter
brake and telling him that too much
speed on the approach was a good
thing, and all sorts of rubbish. These
are substitutes for instruction. though
in bygone years they made sense. To
start with, there were no two-seaters to
give instruction on, and then if you
made someone fly too fast in a Grunau
Baby, not much harm would result; it
was quite difficult to inadvertenrly fly
that type of gl,ider 25 knots too fast, and
if you did, its performance at that speed
would limit the distance travelled on
an approach. We now, however, .have
gliders in which it is quite easy for the
pilot to inadvertently fly 25 kts. too
fast on an approach, and if we ally this
to a lack of skill regarding the full and
proper use of airbrakes, we get some
startling results. First. we find on windy
and turbulent ot rough days, when the
higher approach speeds are required to
overcome our stalling and wind gradient
troubles, many !,ilcts are approaching at
something in excess of the placarded
"Rough Air Speed". Then we find that,
with too much speed and not enough
brake, plus the doctrine that the brake
setting should not be altered, instead of
landing 300 yards down the field as in
the case of the Grunau pilot, our modern
chap in a Skylark, Dart, or something,
would in fact cover several of tbe upwind counties if only there were no
obstructions.
If we telch the pupil properly about
st311ing, spinning, wind gradients, brakes,
etc., we also overcome this sort of
difficulty.
The n.ext step in avoiding stalling and
spinning type accident~ is to enSUl'e by
adequate supervision that the solo pilot
puts into practice the principles we have
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taught him. We must make sure that
he is familiar with the behaviour of
every glider that he flies when it is at
and near the stall. We should frequently
~heck to make sure that he remains
aware of all the associated factors.
Practice should be carried out solo, even
for fairly early solos at least up to th.e
incipient spin stage, provided that we
are sure our early lessons have been
absorbed, and providing they are carried out at a sui1able height.
I believe that it would be a good
thing if ultimately all pilots carried out
full spinning exercises in every solo
glider that they fly, but I do not consider this to be essential. I do believe,
however, that pr-actice should be carried out, through the range of stalls
and incipient spins. It is up to C.F.L's
to ensure that the instruction is carried
out properly; it mig!)t literally prove
fatal to encourage pupils to practise'
incipient spins if their basic training
were inadequate, and it should be borne
in mind that on any glider the stalling
characteristics can be altered by the
weight of the pilot involved.
To sum up, the pilot miJst be able to
recognise the onset of, and be able to
recover from, any stage of the stall or
spil.... He must be able to fiy the glider
well enough to avoid having the symptoms disguised for him and he must
have a reasonable standard of airmanship, competence regarding approach
planning, a!1d. acquaintance with the
wind and its problems to eflsur·e that
the symptoms are not hidden from him.
Even when flying solo he should be'
frequently reminded of all these t.hings.

•

•

•

We will now have a look towards
some of our recent. stalling and spinning
accidents. First a few generalisations.
Some of the worst of these accidents
have happened to experienced people
who have already demonstrated their
competence to recover from a stall or
spin at any stage, including instructors.
Some of these have been accidents wbere
the glider has literallv soull into the
ground; some where the gfide.r has be.en
in the very early stages of a spin and
has s.mitten the ground or obstruction
whilst side'slipping in a partially stalled
.condition. Some have I1n!en the sort
where the glider has not spun into the
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ground but has spun into the soup, i.e.,
recovery has been effected but the unplanned and uncontrolled loss of hei.ght
has made it impossible to avert disast~r.
The large number of accidents, some
trivial and some serious, which iqvolve
stall and incipient spin, and their near
cousins - the heavy landings due to
too much brake - steep wind gradients
and the like, we can reduce to the minimum by thorougll basic training, and
this is fairly o,bviQus. The very serious
ones which I have just been talking
about would bear a closer look. Why
should a competent pilot, or an apparently cQmpetent pilot, have thIS sort of
accident? In all cases the pilot has
failed to recognise the symptoms leading to the event. This is prObably because he learned that a stan or a spin
is a positive thing that you do, and not
something that can happen to you;
worse, if he has learned how to make a
glidet stall or spin in a positive way,
he may well believe that a particular
glider will not spin. Consequently he is
unable to relate the e~ercise to' reality,
and when a ;stall, partial stall or spin is
initiated by some outside influence, he
will be taken by surprise. The moral is
thorough basic training, complete familiarity with the air·craft at and near the
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stall, and a thorough appreciation of
all factors involved. When taken by surprise with a spin near the ground, the
loss of height may well render the
ability to recover from a spin completely
valueless. There is no cure at this stage
- only prevention.
When the instructor is not 100%
familiar with the aircraft, it is little wonder that the pupil or pilot lacks basic
training. Something like 90% of instructors who have attended B.G.A.
courses have never stalled a glider with
the brakes open. Some long time ago I
met an instructor who asked me who
was the fool teaching pupils to recover
from the stall with the minimum 1055
of height. I pointed out that I was
probably the fool concerned and then
flew with three of his pupils. On being
asked to fly as slowly as possible without producing a stall, one after another,
with one eye glued on the a-s.i., they
each proceeded to fly 5 kts. faster than
hitherto. On being asked to stall the
glider at this stage, they each started
by lowering the nose, building up speed
and producing a semi-aerobatlc type
manoeuvre. What chartce they would
have had of recognising an inadvertent
stall, I do not know.
Any pilot is liable to be taken by surprise and fail to recognise the symptoms
If he is confused, and he may well be
confused, due to unexpectedly severe
turbulence or downdraught, inability
to plan a sensible approach, inability
to fly reasonably accurately, or lack ·of
familiarity with his aircraft. All of these
factors will be exaggerated if the pilot
is in strange circumstances, such as a
cross-country landing, poor visibility,
heavy rain, or he is tired after a long
flight. It will be seen, I hope, that even
very thorough instruction on stalling
and spinning will not help if the exercise is not related to all the other basic
training, which should be equally
thorough and geared to avoid hav.ing
the pilot taken by surprise.
Since most of these accidents happen
during the approach st~ge, we h~ve.$O
far been discussing stallIng and spmOlng
in relation to this part of a flight. We
must, however, relate all this to other
parts of the flight where a hazard is
presented. For exarnDle, most of the
stalling problems connected with an

approach are to be encountered whilst
hill-soaring, and we have a fine crop
of accidents whilst pilots (otherwise
competent) are flying on a hUI. Unwarned, the average pilot will not
relate his previous training to these
circumstances. Only briefing and discussion will prevent these accidents.
Again, going back to the start of
each flight we have had a series of
serious accidents when spins have
occurred during a faulty winch or car
launch. In this case, not only does the
pilot fail to relate the possibility of
stalling and spinning to this stage of
flight, but the situation is aggravated by
the almost standard and quite wrong
doctrine preached that "when the launch
is too slow you rock your wings". To
do so, of c()urse, is courting disaster,
and it should be made quite plain that
if a launch is so slow that you cannot
climb, the fi~t thing to do is to lower
the nose to maintain adequate speed,
before attempting to give a signal.
To finish off, I should like to quote
a pilot'S report after a spinning accident;
he was injured and the glider was written off; the report sums up our problem pretty well. It says:"Having suffered a cable break at the
'awkward' height, I carried out the normal procedure, Le., turned across wind
and appraised the situation. As I was
at about ISO ft., there appeared to be
time to do a short circuit, so I started
a fairly steep turn to the right. I estimated speed at about 40-45 knots, but
when I was about half way roond my
turn my lower (starboard) wing suddenly flicked round with no warning
whatsoever and I found myself diving
straight at the ground with no time for
recovery. It took me very much by surprise, since the aircraft had never shown
any tendency to spin off a turn and I
had ()ften completed slowish steep turns
at safe altitudes with no ill effects. I suppose I must have let my speed fall off,
but I was unaware of it and eye witnesses have said that it was not apparent from the ground, neither was the
attitude unusual before the sDin started.
In my own mind I am certain that the
major factor was the wind gradient,
which I believe can be very considerable
near the hill with the wind prevailing on
that day."
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TEACHING THERMAL SOARING
By JOHN WILLlAMSON

great deal of thought is put into
training glider pilots.
so}o standA
ard, and a lot of supervISIon IS needed
t~

to see them safely through to the crosscountry stage, but it oft~n seems. that
training in thermal soann~ tech01qu~s
is too often neglected. ThIS neglect IS
often the result of a shortage of twoseaters which are usually sorely needed
for the basic training. While it is agreed
that basic training provides the very life
blood of any club, the advantages of formal training in thermal techniques are
such that diversion of the two-seaters
for this task for part of each soarable
day is welI worth while. Nearly all
pilots will eventually teach themselves to
soar in thernials. The object here is to
examine ways by which to ensure that
club pilots are taught to soar accurately
and with some certainty, at the earliest
possible stage of their training.
WHY SHOULD WE TEACH TH:S?-It is
quite iJIogical to st09 a pupil's training
just as he is about to take the biggest
and most exciting step of all - breaking loose from the circuit. To negle~t
this step may be to frustrate the pupIl,
unless he is fortunate enough to get
gobbled up by a thermal in his early
solo days. Many pilots, particUlarly at
small sites without hill lift or aero-tows
to helD. can wait for months for their
first n~al soaring trip.
Examples that my own experience include are a young chap, flying quite
well. who iust couldn't get the hang of
soaring. After two hours in a T-21 he
was off like a shot, and had Silver C
within a month. He was just unable to
appreciate the feeling of a thermal. On
another occasicn. at a site where the
sea breeze all too often blows, the
wind one day stayed wonderfully off
shore. Three different pupil pilots were
taken up, rather luckily into decent thermals each time, given an heur each,
and each of them got his C that day.
The loss of the two-seater from the baSIC
training r31e was well compensated by
tbe raised morale of the three in particular and the club as a whole, as well
as by .the cbance of ~ncreased soaring
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revenue in the future. Clearly, the greater
the proportion of pilots in a club who
can soar, the higher will be the sailplane
utilisation, and tbe revenue.
WHEN SHOULD WE TEACH SOARING?-A
pupil cannot assimilate a new technique
of any sort before he is ready for it.
lust as he cannot reasonably cope with
an approach and landing until he has
got a good grasp of control co-ordination, so he cannot give his mind to tbe
quite difficult art of interpreting variometer readings and sensations of vertical movement until he can fiy his glider
confidently and smoothly in accurate
turns, and can make changes of direction
cleanly without l;onscious effort It follows, then, that thermal soaring training.
as such, should not normally be given
before a pupil is solo. Thermals may
always be u~d, of course, to lengthen
a basic training flight, but it is doubtful whether the pupil has much idea of
what is going on. The average pupil is
ready for soaring training after about
50 solo flights or, say, 10 hours' total
experience. In addition to handling the
glider competently, he should also have
been taught to fly at the correct soaring
speed for the type, i.e. about 7-10 knots
above sta11ing speed, and must be absolutely confident in his own ability to
cope. with inadvertent stalls or incipient
spins, should these occur in the often
quite turbulent air of the thermal.
WHAT SHOULD BE TAUGHT?-The three
basic elements of soaring training are:
(i) location of thermals;
(ii) centring into the best lift:
(iii) best use of height gained.
The first is a matter of imparting
local knowledge of thermal sources, and
of acquainting the pupil with the less
obvious signs of near-by thermal activity.
These include:
(a) smoke trails (and windsocks) at
variance with the general surface breeze;
(0) soaring birds, especially seaguUs in
autumn and winter, because they can
be seen so well from above;
(c) birds chasing insects - swifts and
swallows in the main, although they cannot be seen from. very far away;
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(d) dust nsmg from dry fields and
other areas; this is usually only visible
for a very short time but indicates that
a vigorous t1Jennal is forming.
The next important function of soaring training is to teach the pupil to
centre into the lift. Several methods
are advocated and will be briefly discussed.
(a) Best heading method. This method
is described in detail in "Soaring Pilot".
It is probably the simplest method to
use, and has the virtue that the pupil
is encouraged to look outside more than
in, After an exoloraterv circle in t~e
vicinity of the thermal, 'the pupil netes
when he is rising most quickly, He then
notes a landmark or cloud just behind
the line of the outer wing of the turn
at that moment, and next time round
straightens up to head towards it. He
resumes his original direction of turn
after I or 2 seconds. This manoeuvre
should have out him' about a hundred
yards nearer the centre of the thermal.
(b) "Surge" method. This method is

likely to be quicker than the best heading method in that the exploratory circle
can be dispensed with. The pilot now
relies on feeling the upward surge of
the thermal, and the opposite sensation of sink, without waiting for variometer confirmation. As the surge is felt,
he straightens up. or widens the turn,
and as the sink is felt he tightens the
turn. The overall effect is to bias the
flight towards the centre of the thermal
and, incidentally, to tighten the turn up,
which is usually a good thing. This
technique improves with experience, and
with the development of a more sensitive seat!
Whichever method is used, the pupil
must always keep his circles accurate.
regular and steady. Failure to do so will
almost always mean the loss of the thermal, because with an irregular "circle"
it is very difficult to interpret the feeling of the thermal, and to deduce its
position in relation to the glider.
Training should finally give the pupil
the sense of freedom to fly from the
"'9'

circuit in search of further thermals.
Modem secondary gliders of Swall~w
and Olympia performance can go quIte
a long way from base in perfect safety
- much further, in fact, than a pupil
will appreciate or dare to try for himself. He should be taught to always
search upwind of the site for his thermals. He will then be able to spend a
little time trying to find the centre of
it and still be in easy reach of the field.
If he finds nothing; he can quickly return
to base.
A valuable- guide to the range available
to him is a C<ilcuIator of the simpler
kind, which requires only the appropriate wind strength to be dialled in order
that range/height information may be
read off. So long as an ample margin
of safety is built into the device, it can
be trusted in normal thermal conditions to get the pilot home. As this
trust is developed, the opportunities for
thermal soaring open up tremendously
with the increased range of operation
available. Map reading may also be
practised even if no more than five or
six miles from base.

How

TO TEACH

mERMAL

SOARING.-

Teaching of thermal soaring relies on
the same basic technique which is used
in any flying lesson:
Defnonstrations, Imitation, Practice.
These lessons are, however, more
subject to chance than the basic lessons
of tlying. Ideally the fi~t demonstration
should be from an aero-tow so that
there is the best chance of finding a
thermal. Since the demonstration has
got to be convincing, the instructor
should himself be one of the better

soaring pilots in the club. When the
centring technique has been clearly
demonstrated, the pupil should take
the glider up in the thermal and be
left to make his own mistakes. Probably
he will soon lose the centre by poor
circling. He should try to put this right
by himself and not be prompted by the
instructor unless the fumbling is putting
them too far downwind. The pupil
should be encouraged to say what he
is thinking and how he intends to regain
his thermal. When seeking the second
thermal the pupil should be tord the
signs to look for in an upwind direction. and should be directed to the best
choice -of search area. He should then
be capable of utilising the next thermal
jf one is found.
When a climb of several thousand feet
is achieved, the next thermal should be
sought in a favourable area some miles
from the airfield. A 250,000: 1 map
should be used and the pupil allowed
to work out just how far he can in fact
go before having to turn back. This will
show him what can be done, even in,
say, a T-21. In something a little sharper
the lesson is even more valuable. It is
always a surprise to the pupil to see
how much ground he can cover. This
aspect must, of course, not be overplayed, otherwise inadvertent field landings will result later on.
The whole subject can be: adequately
put over to a responsive pupil in a flight
of one-and-a-half hours in favourable
co'nditions, and he will have been
advanced in one go to the state of
competence jt would normally take
S·IO hours of solo fumbling to achieve.

Philip Wills (centre) after handing over the cheques for the ·Wills Scholarships'.
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CORRES'PONDENCE
THE SlSV (1)
Dear Sir,
As a subscriber of your fine magazine (for some years now), 1 must write you
re a statement in your October-November issue. The statement said that the spin
characteristics of the Sisu are sufficiently bad that it is not spun deliberately.
I'm the pToud, pleased owneT of Sisu lA-9 and must take a polite exception to
your misinfor~ed author. I'm from the ,old school (sta':ted flying in 1939) an.d
deliberately spm .most "new" (to me) alrplanes and satlplanes as 1 deem this
necessary for my own safety knowledge. I'm a flight (and ground) instructor with
every possible rating except jet and "ATR". My new "S" model Beechcraft
Bonanza is placarded "NO SPINS" but she's been spun - she has the "V" tail
like the Sisu lA.
Because of the temporary "experimental" category licence of the Sisu lA,
she's al~o not be spun. However, she's been spun deliberately and accidentally
with and without flaps extended. A vivid memory stays in my mind. On a long,
tedious out-and-return in the last V.S. Nationals (I just made it back!), I accidentally
spun (full) out of a ragged thermal at 1,200 feet - I was half asleep. Within a
half U:ltn (approximately) - after correction - 1 was "out", and if I recall correctly
1 lost very little altitude and: made it home - at that point 1 still had 30 miles to go.
Also - with full flaps - the Sisu lA thermals "(if necessary) as low as
40-43 m.p.h. (indicated), which is the same speed for a Fauvette 90S, although I
do thermal at 45-48 m.p.h., and contrary to what I even thou£ht in the beginning,
I can get the Sisu into any spot that the 905 could land in.
As a favour to Jack Baugh (owner of Arlington Aircraft) and Len Niemi
(designer and builder), 1 think it would be nice for a "retraction"! I have no
financial interest in "A.A." nor will Jack build any more Sisus! It's a matter
of our pride!
608 South Call Dota, Mt. Prospect, Illinois.
DALE S. MAY
THE SISU (2)
Dear Sir.
Following Mr. Baugh's letter, I would like to enlarge on my comments on the
Sisu's spinning characteristics.
I was of coutsereferring to full spinnini.. British Civil Airworthiness Requirements state quite clearly that, for all gliders that can be. made to spin. it shall be
possible to recover from the spin, by the standard method, after five complete tu.rns,
and furthermore that the recovery. shall take no more than o~ complete turn, and
that the loss of height from initiation of recovery to the fegaining of level fii!!:ht
shall not exceed three hundred feel These are the. standards which aP}'ly to all
gliders with British Certificates of Airworthiness, Mr. Ba\lgh states that "recovery
may be effected immediately after the spin is initiated'" (my italics), i.e., he states
that recovery may be made from "incipient" spins. In Britain this alone is not an
acceptable standard of safety.
1 hope that my article has not been misleading concerning the incipient spinning
of the Sisu and that Mr. Baugh will be conteIlt that the Sisu is one of the five
aircraft considered most progressive in 1965, seven years after first flight and thirteen
years after the design was conceived.
Lasham.
KEITH CHARD,

SHALL STANDARD CLASS AND FREE DISTANCE GO?
Dear Sir,
There are some pretty horrid things facing the future gliding world if some
of the ideas expressed by pundits in the last issue Qf S"U.PLANE &. GLIDING come to
fruition.
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Soris Cijan has the idea of deleting the Standard Class, and in future World
Championships having' a I5-metre Class within a single-class Championships. This
would involve a perpetuation of the practice of the last few Champs., of everyone
flying the same Hisk.
More than 45-50 gliders flying the same task is, in my view, an abomination.
Too many tugs are required, involving too much expense. Too much gaggling, too
gr~at a collisIon risk. Ghding in tnis context bears little rdation to the sport we
most of us have in our hearts. If ants glided, this is the way they would do it.
If, to avoid this, future Championships are to be restricted to, say, 50 ajrcraft,
the cost must go up, and State finaElcial assistance will be needed again, with all
that that implies. And all this in order to ,get an entirely meaningless and unneces.
sary comparison belwe~n tne p::rformance of gliders of a different span.
With all t.he force I can muster, may I plead that C.V.S.M.. now lays. down
that in future Wo.rld Championships the two Classes ate recommended to fly
different tasks each contest day.
Next, I come to the ideas expressed in Tony Deane-Drurnmond's letter.
Designated starts and down with Free Distance.
These two proposals come down to what I mi,ght call the computerisation
of gliding. I wrote a description of a flight in "Where No Birds Fly", which started
off as a speed record attempt, and suddenly switched to a distance record attempt,
and tried to show in the prose how the atmosphere and the technique changed
between the two.
May I assure Tony, and many others of equal calibre who think like him,
that there are, and always will be, a large number of people, of value to the gliding
movement, to whom the attraction of Free Distance will always be the ultimate.
adventure of gliding.
The fact is that it requires a different outlook and technique to speed-flying,
and surely the whole pilot must be able to excel in both. In these days of radio,
it is hardly ever necessary to sacrifice the next day: it certainly was not at
South Cerney.
The 1984 version of gliding we are facing is of a competition exclusively
consisting of up to lOO sailplanes flogging off daily, on the word of command,
on speed triangles. On landing, each am will getout, stoop down, pick up his
egg in his powerful mandibles, and hurry off back to his queen in a dark cavern
in the midst of his heap. Please include me out.
PHILIP WILLS
DESIGNATED START AND THE LEAD SLED THEORY
Dear Sir,
•
At the risk of being branded as a Reactionary Heretic and a Stalin Revisionary
Deviationist, I must reply to TonyDeane-Drummond's, letter in the last issue of
SAILPLANE AND GLIDING. He appears as the. latest protagonist of the Lead Sled
Theory, and wishes for the element of chance (viewed as luck Of skill dependc::nt
upon one's standpoint) to be elimi,nated so far as humanly possible from influencing
the outcome of a competition flying day, and for the results to be increasingly
determined by "Organisation" consisting of Met. Forecaster, Chief Marshal,
Task Setter, rather than by the competing pilots and aircraft.
I question whether (a) this is p:)ssible, (b) this is desirable.
Firstly the Designated Start svstem is depe'ldent upon one or two pilots (not
competing) doing the thermal snifting at competitors' expense, and one is surely
justified in the case of Nationals to enquire why a pilot ,employed in so critical
a task is not competing. Perhaps he is not good e.nough?
Secondly, the met. forecast may be wrong (pace Wally!) and all pilots will
have lined up their aircraft, only to wait impotently for cancellation whilst only
unable to leave the. site for any reason whatever. With a Pilot-sele::ted take-off this
~oes not apply, and a pilot may fly off one of his contest launches for, e g. an
mstrument test.
.Thirdly, the launching of all competing aircraft by designated start in marginal
soarIng conditions must inevitably saturate local airspace, with consequent un·
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acceptable collision r.isk. One's mind boggles at the thought of a designated launch
into the two available l~l thermals on the first. two- days of the 1964 Nationals.
At least a Pilot-selected Take-off (although partlally streamed) aIJowedsome of
the aircraft to leave the site before all were airborne!
.
Fourthly, the Designated Start (,Ug utilisation on good days must inevitably be
more inefficient and therefore more expemivc, as Dick Johnson stated in his
excellent article.
As regards my second query, the implications are much more serious. Do we
want results determined by Organisation or by pilots and their aircraft?
The Lead Sled theory would have us believe that the fastest aircraft is always
the best; as it will go fastest, furthest, and on the moStesL Inconveniently, this
theory has not been borne out by fact (V.S. Nationals '63 and '64, V.K. Nationals
'64) and the the'orists would thus have tbe results for the futme modified by
changing the rules! Tany states that t~is is n01 his, position and that "the specianst
record-breaker designed for Texas or South Africa will never win", but I can
assure him that nothing ,else will win if the rules are modified in the appropriate
manner. It only requires a ruling that no competition day shall count unless the
lift exceeds 6 knots and that all flying before 12.00 hrs. and after 17.00 hrs. shall
earn disqualification!
Agreed, this is reductio ad absurdum, but indicates that a degree of caution
shoul~ be exercised before accepting the princip,les involved by ~he application of
a universal DeSignated Start System. That such a system has Its place on race
days, I would be the last to deny, but it is inappropriate to Distance days.
Distance flying in marginal conditioIlS has a most honoured place in my book,
and perhaps it is not surprisi~g that at South Cemey on "Paddy's Day" the three
aircraft which did best were not Lead Sleds (nor just "lUcky", as they left base
at intervals), but were deserving of more !:cward.
Finally and personally, I should be loath to lose one Free Distance task per
Competition" as this tas.k is the only one which provides all competing pilots with
equal facilities, to ftyas far and as fast as they legally can, in which direction
their individual decision directs them, and is thUS, as has been said, perhaps the
most sporting of all tasks.
London.
D. M. R. RIDDELL
NOISE MEASUREMENTS IN TRAINING AIRCRAFT
Dear Sir,
There are' rumours afoot that a new training sailplane may one day be
created from a U.K source, and there is so much foreign competition in this field'
that great attention will have to be paid to configuration, weight-saving, low'
maintenance, ease of aero-towing, and the provision of sprung undercarriage and
brakes on the wheels..
However, the most important aspect of modern training aircraft, powered or~therwise, is that of comfort and "communicata,bility", in on;ler that the instruc·
tIonal task can be performed with the greatest ejficiency. Have you eve,r seen a
reputable driving school use' an open spor.ts car for instruction? And have you
noticed the trend from Tiger Moths to saloon, he.ated and ev,e.n radio equipped,
training aircraft for the Flying Schools and Clubs?
So il must inevitably be w~th instructional sailplanes, and if you think that
the absence of 11 motor is all that is necessary to produce a low level of noise,
try instruetion in a T-3t! Whether or not we use powered sailplanes in the future
for basic instruction, we already have a problem of too much .noise, 'for ,ease
of communication between erew, in present,-<i"ay sailplanes. The following quantitative
m~asu,ements were made with a Dawe sound meter, at 40 knots I.A.5., alI
wmdow~ and vents closed, from the i"'structor's seat at head level:
T-2t (canopied)
76 db Goevier ...
75 db·
Bocian ...
...
...
76 db Blanik
72 db
Only in the Blanik is it possible to bold a low-powered conversation, both
ways, between the crew, and in the Bocian it is almost too much of a strain,.
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because the pupil is further away than in the canopit:d T-21! The I.ast thing we
want to do is to revert to Gosport bug-tubes, or to Introduce transistors!' Good
engineering, and the introduction of sound-absorbing "furniture", should make
it possible to achieve a target sound level of 70 db!
It. good quality car will generate 86 db at 40 knots!
KM/inglon Airport, Oxford.
DICK STRATION
SILVER C ON CLUB GLIDERS

Dear Sir,

Recent correspondence in SAII,.PLANE AND GLIDING has pointed to a certain
naivete in those who assume that the difficulty in obtaining a Silver C lies in
the flying. This must be confined to private owners and members l\lf well-endowed
Service Clubs.
Let, it be known that there are those with limited spare time who must
queue for dub aircraft, on which there is considerable pressure, and therefore
usually attempt to complete the tasks by over-riding, the claims of their families
in order to spend summer holidays at gliding sites. This means that the opportunity is limited to one or two weeks Ollt of the 52, when th~ weather either (a)
rains continuously, (b) blows ...ery strongly (in the wrong, direction if one is at a
ridge site), or (c) provides a low-I'evel inversion.
In the event of the weather not turning sour, one C;l.D rely on non-availability
of aircraft through damage the previous week-eod, or a foul-ul) in launching or
retrieving facilities.
Even if inanimate objects co-operate. the helpful fellow-memqer h~ still
to be defeated. I once found that the barograph had been taken out for re-smoking
while I was strapped in waiting for a launch!
I would soggest that for Silver C claims forms endorsed "Private Owner",
the B.G.A. should require an excess of 50% on all tasks. This would even things
up a little, but only a little.
Bournemouth. Hants.
GRAEME M. MORRIS

Bow 10 gel "SJlD.PIJINE AND G:r.mING"
"Sailplan. and Glidi"g" can b. obtained in'the U.K. at all Glidinll Club., Qr send
(po.t ind.) (or an Annual SUbscription to: Th. British Gliding Associat;Gn. n
Victoria Street. London, S.W.!. Sinlll. c.opies and m,o.t back issues are al.o availabl••
price 4s. (post inc.I.). Enquiri•• regarding bull<; orders of 12 or more copies. at Whole·
..le pric.... .hGuld Lx made tQ 11le Briti.h Gliding AssOC'i"tion.
~4 •.

OVIi\RSEAS AGENTS
AUSTRALIA:
B. Row. Wai"ri•. South Australi.,.
NEW ZEALANt):

Pluse apply dlre:c.t 10 British OJidin. Assoc.iation, Sin&l. c.opies
4s. Or 24s. annually.

HOLLAND:

J. Tb. van Eck. F'azantstraat 31; Maassluis, Posttek.ni'ng 3230.,

U,S.A. &<
OTHER COUNTRIES:
S. RHODESIA:

DENMARK:
SWEDEN:

AbbGnnementsprij. n. 12.,50.
,Please IPply ctiTeCt to jkitish Glidin. AssccUotion. Sinl~ C01!~
4s. (po.t inel.) or 24s. annually (60 c.nts Or S3.50 annually).
Ent.rprise Bookshop. 13 Murandy Sq .• Highland•• Salisbw:r,
S, Rhod.";a.
Knud, Rasrhussell. EFPT, 60 Vuterbrogacle. Copenhag.n.\!.
Flyg Bibliot.k.t. Ljungbygatan 8, Box 2. Ljungbyhed. (Pr.n.
19:75 Kr.)

Red IMtJter C...II Blade. IaJliall U 1_ _ (J _ h IS•• 6tL
Will .... Iliiid
G.". r __l ru.&
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PERSONAL

OLYMPIA, Weihe, Skylark 3F, Swallow, K7 ,for ~ale, exchanges considered,
H.P. Flying overalls 45/-. V,G. Aircraft
Ltd.
fOR SALE

ALWAYS a selection of light aircraft in
stock from £37'$-£5,000. Your glider or
your car welcomed iD part exchange.
1/5th depOSit, balanoc up to :3 years.
Light Aircraft Division, Shackleton
Aviation Ltd., Head Office, 175 Piccadilly, London, W.1. Hyde Park 2448.
Telex 263975.
"DIRECTORY of All sailplane Models
in V.S."; 114 photos, specifications, performances, statistics; 50 ,cents. Soaring,
Box 66071, Los Angeles 66, Calif.,
U.S.A.
NEW surpl us RAF seat type parachutes
£12 10s. each, carriage IOs. New glider
parachutes Irvin mark 32 only £32 each.
RecQnditioned steel grey RAF flying
overalls 47/6 each. Ask for leaflet. Tarpaulin and Tent Mfg. Co., rOI-3 Brixton
Hill, S.W.2. TUL (1121.
RADIOS. Rent a complete 2-wayoutfit
for the soaring season., Only a few left.
Full details: Faylite Ltd., 42 St. Stephens
St.• Aston, B'ham 6.
• 1001 Geaaiae Bupia. iDternl e'Oet')'IlDe! •
Huge Itoeks GOVERNMENT SVIlPLUS
CLOTHING AND ~QUIPMENT, inc. flying
.uits from 25/·: flying' hclm"ts, anaraks. outdoor clothing. camping. immcmc Yari,etY of
muceJlaneouJ
ex-Governmcnt
equipment.
Ever .0 useful-you w.;u be SUte to find
,something you need-and at 8 bargain p_rice
100' Sene! TODAY for our 30·PllP CATA·
LOGUE-Sd. POSI free or please call at
LAU~r;NCE CORNER. 62-64 Hampslead
Rd .• London. N.W.!. 2 mins. Euslon. War·
""n St. It will be well "fonh while! Postal
cuslome.. buy with confidence-prompt des·
llllt:h, refund guarantee. DePI. SG.

SHARES in Skylark 3 based Dunstable.
Charles Ellis. 212 Roding Lane South,
I1ford.
SKYLARK 3 with tTailer available on
renta.! for 1966 season. £195. Box No.
216.
.

WEIHE sailplane with basic instruments, Crossfell Vario, parachute, trailer
and C of A. Good condition. £625 or
offer.. Ba)l; No.. 50 212.
BLANIK High performance twoseater. Built 1965. As new conditiop.
C/w lrailt;r, art. horizon, 2 Crossfell
Variometers with Audio. C. of A.
March. Available August 1966 - offers
to C. G_ Day; Esq., 'Braemore Lodge',
Barnfield, Marlborough, Wilts.
SKYLARK 4 (1963) for sale without
instruments. Box No. SG220.
OLYMPIA- i""- Excellent-'-c-o-n-=d"'it"'io-n-.--='In-struments and trailer. £700. Box No,
215.
SALE ~ Motor Spatz Sailplane with
current permit, £1640. Also two seater
£2150. Swinn, Swainby, Northallerton,
Yorks.
FOR~:';"G;::"E""NTLE'
=""'-""M"'"
"", ";OE"""N~w~i""th"""'cu~m-u'l-u-s -o-n
their minds, there exists this unique opportunity to acquire the Skylark 3P, so
carefully tended by skilful owners, now
in its prime. The Aircraft can be sold
with trailer and some instruments. Write
to J. C. Riddell. Ardyl House, Hollybush Green. Collingham. Wetberby.
Tdephone Collingham ,Bridge 2685.
SKYLARK 3f completewithfull panel
and Slingsby bllilt trailer. New 1961.
Peter Macken~ie. 46 Ballbrook Court,
Didsbury. Manchester 20. tel.: Didsbury 1366 evening, Wilmslow 6268, day.
FOR SALE - Skylark 3F Sailplane,
complete with trailer and basic instruments. Offers to M. O. Hoare, Craignook,
Southfi'eld
Road,
Borley-inWharfedale,
Yorkshire.
Burley-inWharfedaJe 2257.
SKYLARK 2 with 2b canopy, a.si_, altinator, turn & slip, P.Z.L. a,nd electric
vario and compass, with trailer £750.
Major C. of A. due March, 1966.
View Weston-on-the-Green or write:
Oxford Gliding Club, 139 Castellain
Mansions, London W.9'.
LEATHER goods with gold blocked
gliding badge and / or clu b name, for resale. Contact Harper, Craig Artro, L1anbedr, Metioneth, or Scorers, Nationals.
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FOR SALE-continued

ALFRED WARMINGER wishes to sell
his Olympia 419 with trailer and H.C.C.
radio ... 00 instruments, price £1,700.
Further particulars from 9, Bracondale,
Norwich, Norfolk. Norwich 22876,
GAUTING-4~volt6° I sec. turn-and-slip
indicators £38.15.0. Lufft spherical suctjon-cup compasses, ideal for sailplane
or auto, £1.14.0. Prices airmail postpaid,
less customs duty. Supplier of all stan·
dard German aircraft instruments and
acce~sorje'5; write for quotations. STEVENSoN·EBENTHEUER. 16 Jaeger
Str., (8) Karlsfeld, West Germany.
NO. I 15 metre sailolane lost in Sale.
Ownl;r now reluctantly offers trailer for
s:tle. Rubery Owen axle. Including all
fittings, built some 10 months ago: £90
o.n.o. J. Cardiff, clo London Glidini

Clu~b=--.-:-:-:--=-:-:;;-=-::-;-;;:-=---=---:-0--:-----

1961 VANGUARD 6 cylinder estate
car, 55,000 miles. Towbar, steam radio,
glider aerial, recently overl1auled, strong'
Iy reoommended. £325. Philio Wills, Kits
Close, Fawley, Henley-on'Thames 3402.
LIG HTWEfG~(10-----CWt.)mobile
winch, reconditioned enginel sear box.
Launch anv glider. Soare drum new
cable. Ideal' ridge exped·jtions. £85. Phone
Weyhill (Hants) 373.
K...-6CR, immaculate. Built 1960. no
prangs. Complete with trailer, basic instruments and new C. of A.... £1,400.
Offers to Box No. SG.2I'9.
WEIHE S<tilplane. 10 year C. of A. just
comoleted. Offered with Irvin Parachute.
Sensitive A S.I., Sensitive Altimeter, E2a
'Comoass, Electric Turn and S.lip Indicator and variometer. All complete in excel·
lent covered trailer mounted on Robery
Owen axle. .£550. Southdown Aero Services Ltd., Lasham Airfield, Alton,
Hants.
Sperry Mk. 3 horizons with transistor
inverters .£20.
Ball and needle turn and slips £8.
Compact electric variometers £20.
Audio units £12.
SOARING INSTRUMENTS,
20 Rookery Court, Marlow, Bucks.
Telephone: Marlow 4970
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SOUTHDOWN AERO

SERVICES LIMITED
oHers YOU a complete
glidin,gservice

Our workshops guarantee first
class Cs of A. and repairs carried
out by a highly skilled team under
ideal conditions.

Our gliding shop now e:arries a
complete range of the b:lst instruments, and equipment, as well as all
the "bits and pieces" Y0l,l are bound
to want-and it's open at weekend$.

Our experts are always ready
to help, solve your problem.

CaLL in, write or phone-

Ken Fripp,
Southdown Aero Services Ltd.
Lasham Airfield, Alton,
Hants.
Telephone WorrlCird: 359

FOR sALE-eontlnuecS

FOR SALE
A b:autiful Sailplane in superb
condition. 15M DART - Wing
root and taill"lane modification
with curJ:ent C. of A. (Nov. '66)
bv Slingsby Sailplanes Ltd. Re·
sprayed at .c. of A. Li~htweight
Slingsby traIler, coach pamted and
undersealed. Complete outfit less
instruments ~ £1,514. Owner buying a house!
R. Cousins, 69 Sandyhurst Lane,
Ashford, Kent. Office: Ashford
1545. Home: Ashford 618.
OLYMPIA 463 (1965)
fitted and finished witn many attractive refinements. No prangs. Abs,Qlutely immacula~e. Best offer }n
excess, of £1,360 secures. Also aVaIlable fitted trailer, instruments and
parachute. Harpenden 4752.
SKYLARK 2 fimshed blue and whIte.
Full blind panel, all aluminium trailer,
£850. Phone loudham, Notts., 2235.
FOR SALE. I Ka2, two-seater, excellent
condition, great potential, interesting
price. Offers to: L'Acro-Club du Poitou,
35 Rue Cambctta a Poitiers, (Vienne)
France.
FOR HIRE

WANTED

HIGH performance single seater. Skylark 3F preferred. Write Lt. M. H. Livesay, R.N.A.S., Yeovilton, Somerset.
SKYLARK-3--wJthtrailer and-instruments. Full details to Box No. 217.
TIl B OR K2 or Eagle or similar 2Ring Whiteley, Burton-onseater. Trent 4357 any time.
WANTED. Olympia 2B, Skylark 11 or
similar. Full details, history and price to
Box No. SG.221.
SITUATIONS VACANT
RESIDENT Instructor required. Cate!l0ry and tug experience preferred. Apply
ID confidence to the Chairman, T. S.
Zealley, London Gliding Club, Dunstable, Beds.
WANTED. Resident Instructor from
May until the end of September 1966.
Preferably with a P.P,L. Applications to,
the Secretary, Yorkshire Gliding Club
(Ply) Ltd., Sutton Bank, Thirsk, Yorks.
FIRST CLASS glider repairers required.
Ideal working conditions. Reply in writing to: Southdown Aero Services Ltd.,
Lasham Airfield, Allon, Hants.
GENERAL MANAGER required for
the Lasham Gliding Society Ltd., Nr.
Alton, Hampshire. Applicants must be
capable of all aspects of gliding, site and
staff management. Salary £2,000 p a. plus
pension and fringe benefits. Apply in
writing to the Chairman giving full particulars.
PUBUCAnONS

T.21 FOR HIRE
Replacement during repairs. Extra 2seater on courses. Book now for 1966
season.
John Hulme, Swaffham Road, Bottisham, Cambs.
Phone 323.

OLYMPlA 2 complete with trailer, for
hire during soarin'g season. Box No. SG

218.

"AUSTRALIAN Gl.1DlNG"-monthly
journal of the Gliding Federation of
Australia. Editor, Gary Sunderland. Subscription 30 shillings Australian, 24
shillings Sterling ,or 4.25 dollars U.S. and
Canada. Write for free sample copy,
"AmtraJian
Gliding", Box 1650M,
G.P.O.• Adelaide.
"SOAKJNU" - Official organ of the
Soaring Society of America. Edited by
Richard Miller. Address: Box 66071,
Los Angeles, California 90066. U.S.A.
Subscription, $5.00 outside US.A.; apply
to your Post Office for a form.

/. will, of course, be unders.ood that the British Gild/nil Association cannot acal't resp~nsibllit1
for the claims made by ad.erti_" In "SoUp/one and Glldinll".
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crUB NEWS

ANY of you will have read Anthony Edwards' criticisms on the Club News
M
section in the December/January issue of
The
magazine committee would like to have comments from other readers. and Club
SAILPLANE

ANI)

GLIDING.

secretaries as to what form they would like to see this section take. My personal
view is that Club News items very often contain purely local news which should
properLy be included in the Club's own Newsletter, as they are of very limited
interest to readers in other parts of the country and abroad. But please do let
me have your views.
Copy for inclusion in the April/May issue ~hould reach m~, typed on foolscap and double-spaced, by 16th February. OWIng to the Nationals, the Junej
July issue wif! be published early _and copy should reach me by the 30th March
<It 14 Little Brownings, London, S.E.23.
YVONNE BONHAM (MRS.)
13th December, 1965.
Club News Editor.
It has been encouraging to see some
of our newer members taking part in
T this time of the year, the majority the work on the T-21 under tbe guid. of our activ'ity seems to be con- ance of the usual stalwarts.
fined to "fettling" with the .old flying
We have added another glider to our
day squeezed in whenever weather per- inventory by purchasing a Swallow.
mits.
Some of the more experienced Grunau
At the time of writing, recent torren- pilots have already converted and are
tial rain has put patches of our nor- thankful for a canopy for their winter
mally accepted flat airfield under water,. fhing. We shall continue to use the
so that the aircraft resemble flying boats Grunau for early solO'S, .and the "fly for
sending up a shower of spray on touch- fun" characters will no doubt still enjoy
ing down on a particularly damp patch. the pleasures of the open cockpit.
From the air the surrounding countryK. N. S.
side presents a pretty unattractive
appearance with much of it inundated
BRISTOL
- roll on Spring!
C'·s. of A. overhauls are very much
y the time this appears CF.I. Peter
the order of the day. The Skylark 4 has
Etheridge and Jose will have taken
been completed and the 463 is almost the plunge and we know that their many
finished.
friends will like to join us in wishing
The T-2l has had a lot of work done, them good luck and good health.
including a re-spray. She should be
The Christmas Party went off with a
more easily visible in the air now in bang, literally. and a few hours ago yours
her new red and Yenow finish. Perhaps truly was 'Sent packing fr(lm the club
not a "happy" combination, in fact, one to put pen to paper. Flying-wise our
wag has already nicknamed her "plums biggest problem in the futur·e could be
and custard", but at least the object has one of overcrowding, With 20 aircraft
been achieved.
operating from the site we could reach
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saturation point within a year or two.
Two more syndicates are planned.
Another Ka-6 and a Dart 17. Barry
Walker is the instigator of the. latter
and this therefore leads to conjecture
as to what will happen to his Blanik,
which incidentally, is still at Portmoak.
Barry' came home with a glowing report
about the Scottish club and his Silver
duration, but his second trip north in
arctic conditions was ironicaIly over the
week-end when the Nympsfield wave
appeared!
Peter
Philpot
achieved
11 000 ft. a.s.l.
FinaIly, talking about Peter Philpot,
we hear that the hundreds of hours he
has put in on the Scud will bear fruition
when it flies again next year. This aircraft
was on display at the World ChampionR. G.
ships last May.

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY
HE tail of last year's soaring season
T
gave us a chance to catch up on
cross-country miles, though not on: fly-

ing hours. On 20th August, Richard
Fortescue achieved his Gold C distance
by taking his Olympia 463 on a 190mile dog-leg via Kidlington. to the East
Coast. On tbe same day Sigfrid Neumann stayed airborne for 8t hours,
passing the time by rounding aBO-mile
triangle_ The 22nd August was our day
of great climbs, and both Archie Erskine
and Richard Fortescue gained more than
10,000 ft. and completed their Gold
badges. Our fastest triangles were flown
in September. On the 5th, David Wigglesworth bagged the Slazengers' Trophy
for the fastest lOO-km. triangle in a
club aircraft, and on 20th September
Simon Redman leapt round the Slazenger Triangle at 52 km./h.
Most members must have sensed that
the Long Mynd would be soarable on
only three days during t.he fortnight's
September. Camp; for the Cam!, .had
poor support. It has now been decIded
to drop the Seotember Camp this year
and to go to the Mynd in June only.
Last year we held four aero-towing
and two winch courses. Further restrictions in our winching runs have now
forced us to forget about winch courses
altogether. Ray Haddon. our Course
Secretary, is now organising 12 aerotowing ·courses.

At the beginning of October we had
an unusually strong influx of new me~
bers. At the same time the weather at
last improved and gave us the best
Michaelmas term the club has so far
seen. In October and November there
was flying almost every day. The most
successful trainee was Rowan Bradley,
who went solo within seven weeks.
After almost 10 years' service, the
Skylark 2 has been sold, so that the
fleet of club-operated aircraft now consists of a T -21 ("Bluebell"), a Ka-7, a
Swallow and an Olympia 2.
G. S. N.

CISAVIA
T the A.G.M. held on 30th NovemA
ber a vote of thanks was passed to
three members retiring from the Council
of Management for all they had done
to foster progress. They were Lionel
Alexander, Don Green and George
Hole. The last-njlmed who has been
Chairman of the Council was elected an
Honorary Life Member. He is succeeded
by George Haynes, Under Secretary
Contracts Division, Ministry of Aviation.
Steps are being taken to form a London and District Civil Service Aero Club
which will be part of the consortium of
clubs at Wycombe Gliding Centre,
Booker. It will be open to all civil servants wherever stationed and is intended
to cater for those who are not eligible
for membersbiI' of the Post Office FIying Club.
J. E. G. H.

CORNISH
UR Annual Dinner and Dance on
O
4th December was a tremendous
success. Thanks are doe to our ladies
and those who helped them to organise
it. Godfrey and Rika Harwood did us
the honour of being our guests, arriving
by train this time, instead of by Motor
Tutor and Skylark respectively.
In soite of the weather we have managed to beat last year's figures for September-November, with 1.058 launches
as against 844 in 1964. December has
so far been too much for us: as somebody said as he was propelled through
the clubhouse door by an 80 knot guSt,
"Itis highly soarable but not f1yable."
The stream which normally flows over
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the cliff edge was being lifted fifty feet
into the air and blown back across the
airfield like smoke.
Our thanks are due to Doe Slater
for the photo of our clubhouse, which
appeared in tbe last issue of S. & G.
The building used to be part of the old
Nobel Explosives Works at Perranporth
and must be well over 100 years old.
G. E. T.
It is still as solid as ever.

COTSWOLD
N the flying side we have nothing
much to report. Week-end weather
O
has not been very kind over tbe past
few months and has restricted flr-ing
somewhat. Nevertheless our C pilots
can be seen practising turns, sideslipping,
spot landing and other exercises and the
hard core of "ab initios" are working
hard to go solo before the crowds
return with the. warmer weather.
On the ground we have several projects in hand which will increase our
facilities both flying and in the clubhouse.
We have purchased a two-drum winch
which is having its engine replaced, paying-on-gear added and other refinements
so next Sprjng we will have three cables
in use.
Under the energetic guidance of our
new Chairman, Roger Bunker, a Tutor
is receiving a "face lift" and spoiler mod.
and this will be flying in the near future.
The clubhouse is to have running,
water and a water heating system. At
last we can do away with paper plates.
I am sorry to shatter Lincolnshire
Club's illusions but they are definitely
not the only club with club minded
syndicate.s. We have two syndicates,
one with an exotic Cadet and the other
with an Olympia which are to be club
operated. As we are a new club and
finances are strained at Dresent we are
very glad of this and all- eagerly anticipating the day which is not far off
wnen we will have thr~e cables and
four machines on the field and lots of
lovely money coming in. D. G. M. L

COVENTRY
E start on a sad note as we write
W
this issue. baving just learned of
the death in hospital, after a relapse,
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NEW BOOKS
BUILDING AEROPLANES FOR
"THOSE MAGNIFICENT MEN"
Air Cmdre. Alien Wheeler, CB. E., describes
how the 1910 aeroplanes were built and
flown during the making of the film "Those
Magnificent Men in their Flying Machines".
It contains both historical and technical
information with many excellent illustrations.
Price 15/· Plus 1/9 Postage

THE GLIOING BOOK
An informative book wilh contributions from
seven experts. It covers all aspe.cts of gliding
from gaining the first certificates to exper·
iencing the thrills of soaring.
Price 30/- Plus 2/9 Postage
Obtainable from

The British Gliding Association
Artillery Mansions
75 Victoria Street
London, S.W.1

of our Instructor, Phil Winkley, whose
progress we were only reportin~ in our
last Newsletter. Our sympathy IS extended to his wife and two children.
Our recent annual Dinner Dance was
once again a tremendous success, and
thlinks must go to Jack AIIen and his
helpers who were responsible for all
the behind-the-scenes work.
The President's Trophy for the longest
flight of the year in a club aircraft was
won by. Peter Partridge for his flight to
Newcastle,. the Boomerang Trophy for
the longest out-and-return was won by
Mike Smith and awarded in his absence
to his parents, guests of the club. The
Gimmick Trophy for the most outstanding flight of the year was awarded
'to Lou Franks for hjs Gold C climb
over the site. and the Coventry Evening
Telegraph Trophy, for the most progress by a Club member, was awarded
to Phil Banks.
A week later we followed up with
a party for nine under-privileged children from Market Harborough, who
had the time of their lives sitting in the
T-21 having their picture taken, also

enjoying a big "nosh" and watc~ng a
film of Donald Duck. At this point
many supposedly staid and "seen it all"
senior members were seen to creep
quietly into the dubhouse! Praise IS
due to Doug Sadler and Jackie Bradshaw for laying on this event.
Recent solos include Tony Covington Tom Phillipson, Sid Gilmore and
Lester Goodman, who now avidly take
turns in the Prefect queue every weekend.
We cannot in truthfulness say that
this has been a happy year for several
reasons, not the least important being
the weather, but with the arrival of our
new Tiger Moth, the com!>letion of a
so far successful new pulley on the
windl, the arranging of a few Courses
for the first time next year, and a list
of people waiting to join us, we look
forward with c()nfidence and hope to
the unknown year ahead.

DONCASTER
HE Club Swallow has been taken to
T
Sutton Bank for a period to give
Silver C asoirants a chance at a five-hour
leg. The move seems to have triggered
off gales, blizzards and, of course, plenty
of East winds. The gales which demolished the Ferrybridge cooling towers,
made a determined assault on our trailers
but thanks to quick action by local
members, .damage was confined to the
massive T-21 trailer. This was on its
side when help arrived and apparently
could fall no further. In 'fact, a gust
took it bodily up a road embankment,
over two hedgc;s and it made a very
poor round out on to a sports-field.
Repairs are almost completed.
Two new gliders arrived in October,
a Ka-6 for the Bower-Tan syndicate and
a Bocian owned by Arthur Snipe.
Arrangements have been made to fit
a canopy to one T -21, this should give
encouragement to the more delicate of
Our members in this cold weather.
Congratulations to Sid Hayes on the
award of his Instructor's Category. Also
to AIlan Charlton who soloed on hios
16th birthday and made his C flight
10 days later; to Barry Noble - solo
on the 9th October, C on the 10th.
Les Welburn is due to leave for
Singapore in the New Year, by kind

permISSIon of the R.A.F. He has been
a keen and hardworking member and
we wish him many happy landings.
ANON.

KENT
of general complaints about
I Nthespite
weather, the year has turned out

to be fairly successful faT the club. The
number of certificates gained and the
total of cross-country miles flown must
have beaten all orevious records. The
club fleet has been increased by the purchase of a T-49. and also the Dunkeswell T-21, so that we are getting through
the flying list more quickly.
As winter moves in, thoughts turn
more to the social side. Already, a highly
successful Dinner and Dance has been
held. Over 100 members were present,
and the Mickey Gilbert Cups were presented to Ron Cousins (fastest out-andreturn to Redhill), Don Connolly
(longest cross-country Dunkeswell
to Redhill), Peter Beechey (longest nrst
cross-country), Tug Burne (Instructor's
Cup) and Alf Coley (best ab-initio).
Every week the clubhouse becomes
a little more comfortable, and as we
write plans are well advanced for the
childr~n's Christmas party, to be followed a week later by the grown-up
·'do".
Meanwhile, our M.T. boffins are going ahead with the development of a
new diesel winch, and C's. of A. have
been started ready for a busy season
next year, when we shall be operating
seven days a week as from Easter.
R. W.

LAKES
HE tragic circumstances recorded in
T
our last report will have explained
the necessity for important changes in
leadership at the Lakes. We are happy
to report that Mr. Len Redshaw has
been prevailed upon to accept the office
of Chairman. He needs no introduction
to the gliding movement, but readers
may like to be reminded of the many
instances recorded previously in these
notes of the happy relationship. understanding and co-operation which has
always existed between him and his
unique predecessor, Emie Dodd. Continuity of policy and drive is thus assured.
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He will be assisted in matters of dayto-day administration by Frank Roynon,
your humble scribe for the past three
years. The rest of the family tree remains as before and no other important
changes are in prospect.
Next year it is proposed to run ten
courses spread over alternate w~ks ~ur
ing the summer months. D~vI~ MIllet
will be in charge of organIsatlon and
flying instroction. We congratulate him
on gaining his Silver C. His ability as
an instructor is already well known to
us and to many who Jlew with him in
South Wales last year. Further announcements of the programme will be made
in due course. In the meantime we look
forward to a successful year.
We are sorry to learn that Matthew
Hall is having to relinquish his duties
as an instructor.
F. G. R.

LAND'S END
social
T HE
forms the

side of club activities
mainstay of the current

V. G. AIRCRAFT LTO.
have been appointed the
sole licensed agents
in the U.K. for these
world-famous gliders by
Alexander Sehleicher
6416 Poppenhausen,
Wasserkuppe

progress report. The passenger building.
has been <Iccorated and one of the offices
converted into a very attractive 'snug
bar. The vast majority of this work was·
done by Pat and Tom Blevins, and we
are all delighted with results as well
as grateful for the efforts.
After the licence was granted, several
successful, and convivial, events have
been arranged, and the social side is
developing nicely.
On the operational side, most of the
bugs have been chased out of equipment,
and the usual winter programme of
fettling is well under way. In addition
every possible opportunity to By is
seized although we have again been
severely limited by even fouler weather
than before. U it is not gales, it is
mist.
At last we have been able to experiment. with a retrieve winch. The first
three launches each contained a different
fumble, but thereafter an impressive
degree of success was apparent, the
cable being back and ready invariably

THESE THREE MACHINES
SUPERBLY BUilT TO
BRITISH AIRWORTHINESS
REQUIREMENTS OFFER REAL.
VALUE FOR MONEY
K6CR Single-seater
K7
Two-seater
K8B Single-seater
. Write for Brochure
H.P. FaciHtie,s available

V. G. AIRCRAFT LTD. Gliding Airfield, Tring Rd., Du.nstabfe, Beds
Telephone Dunstable 64719
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The Club fleet and clubhouse of the Land's End Gliding Club.

before the next glider was on the launch
poinL More of this when we have more
experience - but to date we are pleased.
The list of jobs to be done is as
long as ever, but at least it is constantly changing as more and more
members buckle .to to give a hand.
Enthusiasm is breeding enthusiasm at
an elCPQnential rate and we look forward with eagerness to the New Year.

great hopes for the club Olympia in the
months ahead.
Finally, news of an addition to the
Rearsby flying fleet. Any time now we
should be able to inspect one ·of the
Dart 17R's at close quarters. The mem))ers of the late Skylark 4 syndicate will
be able to fly much much farther round
the airfield, in search of thermals, before
D. H. A.
coming in to try again.

LEICESTERSHIRE

LINCOLNSHIRE

W. D. T.

HE .adverse weather has continued
AVING a11 made our New Year
H
resolutions - to get more gliding T from summer into winter and one
money somehow - we look forward can but say that it has presented us with
to lots more soaring in 1966.
Our brand new Beagle Terrier tug
is flying very well indeed although its
warm, cosy cabin tends to discourage
tug-pilots. from making a quick return
to base in readiness for the next tow.
Especially in winter. There was never
t~e chance of a crafty kip in the old
Tiger.
Keith Moseley accepted the post of
very-active, deputy C.F.I. last December and is doing a grand job. He muttered 'Something about reluctance as we
went to press but al1 these reluctant
heroes are the same!
.Loughborough University now fly
With us as full members of the Leicestershire club. The Capstan list tends to
get rather long - the Loughborough
section h;lving increased our flying
membership' by 30<l{, - but we have

too many opportunities to talk gliding.
On some of these pouring wet days we
can be thankful only for a well drained
site. Airborne news IS a rare commodity.
Jack Nicoll, C.F.I., and John Cheeseman attended the National C.F.I.'s
Conference. They returned fired with
enthusiasm for the Capstan and with
threats of firing the T·3l. Subsequently
we were honoured by a visit from John
Everitt and his Capstan for 4th/5th
December. The weather aIlowed one
launch only. John gave some very interesting lectures which helped markedly
10 offset our disappointment with such
unco-operative weather.
On the bright side, we are pleased to
extend a hearty welcome to Roger
Alton's recently purchased Skylark 4.
Good luck to her and all who soar in
her.
B. N.
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LONDON
last notes, we observed that the
IwasNTullour
Brothers' home-built Skylark 3x
nearly ready to fly. We are pleased
to report that not only has it since flown
- it has been skilfully steered by Vic
Tull to fourth place in our Regionals
last Augmt.
George has since been appointed
C.F.!. Gliding .at the steadily growing
centre at Booker, and we wish our
erstwhile Chief Tug Pilot all the best
in his new job. lan Burgin, our tame
Australian, has decided to rest his shattered nerves, and is no longer a resident
instructor, but his talents as a bookkeeper, etc., have been gratefull'y retained
in our office.
The best flight of the year was undoubtedly Peter Carr-Withall's 300 km.
triangle (Downham Market-LeicesterRearsby) in May. Mike Riddell flew a
300 km. dog-leg (Little Rissington-Great
Yarmouth) during the regionals; the influx of high-performance aircraft seem
to have made people mor' ambitious
and less fond of letting the,,-. '~lves in
for Roborough retrieves. In September
T~rry Ma~Mulli!1 completed his Gold C
WIth a height chmb to over 13,000 feet.
Dart fever is catching on here. Barrett,
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Hull and Bird have sold their Skylark 3
in anticipation of a Dart 17, Mike Garrod is replacing his 463 with one, and
the Cardiff syndicate hopes to follow
suit. The Tarnow family have taken over
Colin Richardson's Skylark 3. Martin
Simons managed to squeeze a Silver C
out of an Olympia in between rebuilding a heap of scrap he bought for a
song into its original form - a Skylark
2. Other Silver C's were completed this
year by Angela West, Lennie Woods
and Michael Erdman.
The ,mti-social November weather
hasn't damped our winter social programme; our Christmas Party on 4th
December was an unqualified success.
The band was grand; Doe Slater's antics
with a penny whistle superb, and the
hangar underneath survived the enthusiastic stompings of more than a
hundred people. Our Annual Ball will
be held on Saturday, 5th March, at the
Dunstable Civic Centre. Our Open Day
on August Bank Holiday Monday was
a great success - roads round Dunstable were jammed with traffic winding
its way club-wards. Plans for next year's
show are already well under way. It
will be held in conjunction with the
local branch of the Royal Aeronautical
Society's Centenary celebrations, over
two days next August, and promises to
be the gliding show of the year!
Congratulations to Ralph Chesters and
Sue Still, lohn Blackbourne and lacqueline Cooper, who were recently married.
~his winter will be the scene of .considerable refurbishing, with paint being
applied liberally to walls, ceilings and
various members' clothing. The old
place promises to look quite smart next
year with, in addition, the possible conversion of the old members' k.itchen
into a ladies' dormy.
G. L.

MIDLAND
HE Trogs' Party was held in NovemT
ber and was
enjoyed by
the seventy or so members and friends
th~roughly

who were present. Our thanks to lanet
Hilton for the organisation and to
Elizabeth for letting us c.rown Alan Parkinson as King Trog. Jt is hoped to hold
another similar party in February. OUT
annual dinner-dance will be held at the
Belfrey on 11 th March.

In the workshop, Jack. and Tony are
busy with the C:sof A. of the Club
fleet. This year. all C:s of A. will be
,completed by Easter thus ,ensuring that
no time is lost during the sO<lring season. Also in the workshop are parts of
the trailer which the "Twins" are building· this time for themselves. They will
not' say what type of glider is to go
imide but when the trailer has progressed
a little further. we shall measure it to
see whether it is 7t metres ,or St metres
long.
'
Our congratulations to our Resident
Instructor Jack Minshall and his wife
Ruth (until recently our 'head Fairy) On
the birth of their ,daughter, Janet. On
a rather heavier topic, Jack would like
the Lasham syndicate to know that we
steamroHed ,our car park two years ago.
During November and early Decem'ber we enjoyed rather more soaring than
usual. The 1)est to date of the winter
season being 10,100 ft. a.s.l. in wave
by SheHey "Cairo Fred'"' Curtis on
K. R. M.
Sunday, 12th December.

and adjoining land-owners, agreement
has been reached at last, and as p~oof
telegraph poles and wires now reach
almost to the club buildings. Only
adverse weather has prevented the installationof the underground part of
the cable and the actual phone itself.
A recent innovation has 'been the formation of Durham University Gliding
Group affiliated' to the club. It is hoped
that this will provide an influx of keen
members and lead to greater utilisation
of the club aircr.aft. With these same
objects in mind we have recently
launched a publicity campaign aimed
at recruiting more members from the
Tees-side area. First results have proved
most promi~ing and it is hoped that by
the stal"t of the soaring season a sig,nificant increase in our membership will
have been achieved.
B. W. B.

NEWCASTLE

stan. This is now being enthusiastically
flown whenever weather permits with
the help of Derek Wilcox and Dayid
Luddington, the two Tiger tug piIots.
The fitting ,of a diesel engine in tbe
winch has been discussed but this too
has now become a reality. Most of the
teething troubles have been overcome
and we, are Jooking forward to nearly
trouble·free winching.
Wet weather has restricted flying to
some extent but even with very wet grass
fields it has continued whenever possible.
The club has decided to hold its
annual dance this year at Bedford, as
many of the members noW live in this.
area:
R. N. W. K ..

HIS year the winter has arrived early
T
on Carlton Moor, and by the end of
November our access road was blocked
in several places by deep snowdrifts. So
much snow has drifted across the road,
around the clubhouse and hangar that,
short of a, very rapid thaw, it looks like
being with us well into the spring!
Our financial year has now ended
and 1964-5 was as expected a rather
poor year. We managed 2,350 launches
and about 630 hours, mostlv in hill
and wave lift. The thermal season was
most disappointing and we Can only
hope that the present weather heralds
a much better summer to come.
The T-21 has returned to us, immaculate and fully ajrworthy again after its
~nfortunate encounter with a hedge dur109 a field landing; The club fleet is
now ready for the new season with the
e.xception of the Olympia which, at the
tIme of writing, is due for C. of A_ A
Dart syndicate has recently been formed
a,nd this machine should be flying in
time for the start of the season.
Another "first" for next season looks
Iike being our t,ele!)hone. After many
months of negotiation with the c.p.a.

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE
HE main item of news fram NorthT
amptonshire is the arrival, on the
19th November, of the' new T-49 Cap-

OUSE
HIS newsletter is more like the hatch,
T
match and despatch columns of a
newspaper.
There has not been much activity at
Rufforth recently, as bad weather cond.itions have curtailed operations. The
only news to report is mainly of a
domestic nature, rather than flying. 'Les
BeIJamy, one of our best instructors,
left us in October tl) start pro-instrue.ting
6:>

at Lasham. As well as being well-liked,
Les put tremendous energy into the
club, and has played no 1m1all part in
its development. Our loss; Lasham's
gain.
Congratulations to Paro .a~d AIan
Park on their recent fleet addluon. John
Taylor another pundit, departed for
Cambridge University, where he has
joined their gliding club.. At Rufforth
he was content flying a Skylark 2, but
an his recent return he mentioned things
like Darts, which immediately gave our
pundits inferiority complexes!
A miniature annual dinner was held
at the home of the under-initialled, who
made his 21st an eltcU'SC. Over 30 members "gathered" - it almost took one's
K. M.
mind off lack of thermals!

OXFORD
IRSTLY your scribe must offer humF
ble apologies to Ray Stafford Alien
for the unfortunate mistake in referring
to him as an ex-member of this club
in the last notes and would rectify this
by pointing out that Ray occupies a
most honourable position as founder
and life-member.
Winter activities have been drastically
curtailed due, as usual, to the weather
and "soft going". We rather ~nvy our
Abingdon sport parachute neighbours,
who need only minimal equipment to
operate and no doubt revel in the
cushioned touch-<lowns.
Chris Simpson, of the B.G.A. Study
Group, was welcomed recently, when
he stimulated discussion on the future
of British gliding. De-centralised administration and Bying training seem a
good idea and we eagerly await the result
of the Group's findings.

CDI AOVERHAUlS DO IIfPIIBS
~--...~

·f'\s:t~~"'tl::L37'!;i

KeithPlummcr said at the last Committee Meeting that a trial run of the
new winch is imminent. The eagerness
to enjoy the "Ritzi" qualities has lead
to organised conversion training.
As a result of trailer bUilding in the
wQrkshop, the Dart 17R syndicate have
produced conditions of ideal warmth
and members have forsaken the clubroom. They brought with them CaDteen
facilities, slide shows and even television!
However, with a certain amount of
audience participation the trailer nears
completion.
.
With the C. of A. inspections season
with us again, the T·2IB has already
returned to take the local air with
renewed vigour, althOUgh it took several
methods of transport to bring it back.
Air around here can be quit,e "green"
but should you be lower than you
wish, even as low as four wheels,' we
extend a warm welcome any week-end
during 1966.
C. J. T.

SCOTTISH
cannot pretend that the weather
W Eduring,
October and November

was anything like ideal for gliding,
although Portmoak. with its mild, though
somewhat damp climate, seems to have
fared better than many places in the
"frozen south". There has, therefore,
been little Bying, none of it being exce~
tional, although wave did appear on
OCcasion, and the usual pundits reached
heights of up to 12,000 ft: Gra~me
Smith, Bying the club 460, Just failed
to make his Gold height, being only
about 100 ft. short.
The diesel winch has, we hope, been
cured of the teething troubles which
gave the Technical Committee a few
headaches, and is an impressive sight
as it roars up and down the field, laying out its own cables. Besides being
quicker than pulling them out by tractor, this greatly reduces the wear and
tear on the cable, and even gives the
winch-<lriver a change of scenery! It is
pleasant to have, at long last, a ma~hine
which can extract a "too fast" Signal
from a 1'-49.
It is planned to hold a Scottish
regional competition at· Portmoak next
August. If' the wave co-operates, the task
setting could prove interesting. B. M.

STAFFORDSHIRE
E know one aircraft manufacturer
who keeps his delivery promises.
Our Swallow was collected two weeks
ahead of the s<;heduled date by Gordon
udson and Maurice Hurst, who had to
complete an epic 640-mile round trip
via Cambridge (where a trailer was
available). The Swallow is a most useful addition to our fleet and is already
proving ve'ry popular,
This year's total launches look like
coming out above the 4,000 mark and
our financial position is sound. The club's
future has been much discussed lately
in committee and we were able to make
our aims known to the B.G.A. Study
Group representative Chris Simpson. who
isited us recently. The weather wasn't
an its best behaviour but a very useful
day was spent in discussion. One immediate outcome was the decision to
apply for full membership of the B.G.A.,
which has now been granted.
By the time this appears our A.G.M.
will have come and gone. The rise in
club membership to almost lOO should
make it a most interesting meeting; with
an element of comoetition (or the seats
of influence.
- A. W. H. L. W.

W

SWINDON
Annual General Meet·
A Ting,ourit recent
was officially announced that,

as planned. our C.F.J., Ken O'Reilley,
had handed over his duties to Bemie
Keogh. We take this opportunity of
expressing our gratitude to Ken f.pr the
splendid job which he has done f.or the
club and wish him many fat thermals
in the coming season, when be will be
no longer chained to the T-21.
Tt was with great regret that the Committee accented the resignation of our
treasurer, Ray Clark. whose skilful
handling of the club finances has been
vital to the smooth operation of the
organisation. The officers now are: L.
Colquhoun. chairman: B. Keogh, C.F.I.;
~rs. M. Davies, secretary; and M. Parkm~. treasurer.
Margaref Davies, 'in addition tq bee.oming our new secretary, has also dis·
tlnguished herself in the air bv obtaining hur A and B certificates in remark-

a

ably short time. We look forw:.>,rd to
seeing much more of her now that she
can fly uncnaperoned!
E. C. C.

WORCESTERSHIRE
INTER conditions at Bickmarsh
W
have been such that suggestions
of converting an old Tutor fuselage into
a canoe might well have been taken
seriously. The drainage problem has
caused many discussions and a lot of
suggestions have been examined, the
answer so far <;ontinues to elude us.
We have, however, managed to get
the use of the runways on an ex-R.A.F.
airfield and some flyIng has been done
there. This has given many members
their first experien<;e of auto-towing.
Having two sites does have its problems and we find our resources rather
spreadeagled with development work at
the home site suffering, Nevertheless we
feel that flying, and the income from
launch fees, must come first so we try
to plan our activities accordingly.
Some social events have been held,
including a firework party and a ~Im
shOW for members' films taken durlDg
the season. These were well, and noisily,
received, and althou,gh not perhaps
candidates for an "Oscar" gave us the
doubtful pleasure of seeing ourselves
as others see us.. We were also reminded
that the skies over Bickmarsh were once
blue.
On the whole 1965 has been a year
of progress, our only major se.tback
being due to the exceptional ramfall.
Advice on the drainage problem would
be wekomed from any knowledgeable
person, as it would on one other small
diffi<;ulty; namely, how does one ~re
vent a roadside windsock from bemg
"liberated"?
R. C. S.

SERVICE NEWS
BANNERDOWN (Colerne)
the last period aerial activity has
I53Nbeen
average with 556 launches for
hours, but not entirely abortive because Judy Hunter and Taffy Mays have
both soloed.
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During the season C.F.I. Tug Willson
has shown extraordinary energy in organising the club's operation, at the same
time spending 185 hours in the air.
Over the last four to five months. the
G.S.A. Council has given much consideration to the training policy in the context of tbe sporting pursuit by improv.ed
training and instructor checks, by malOtenance of progress records and other
means. It is expected that a revised syllabus will be issued as an appendix to the
new R A..F.G.S.A. handbook which will
be ratified at the next A.G.M.
P.H.

Stanley got his in the Portmoak wave.
Recent postings cost us two of our
stalwart all-weather members, lock
Christie and Bob McGinn.
We have a replacement Skylark 3 and
expect delivery of a new Swallow in
January to balance the fleet. There's even
talk of the migratory Tiger returning
before the year is very old so the prospects are bright.
May we take this opportunity to wish
all former members and gliding types
everywhere a happy and successful New
Year.
RD.

HERON (Yeovilton)

FENLAND (FeltweIl)

the end of 1964 we concluded a
T their A.G.M. held on 26th
A Treport
with the hope that 1965
A
ber the clUb looked back on a most would be an even better season. Our
successful year. A total of 7.470 launches
Novem~

were made and over 900 hotlrs flown,
both figures being 50 per cent in excess
of our target. Forty-one members gained
their A and B certificates. 22 their C
certificates .and five their Silver C. Club
membership now stands at 170 from 21
R.A.F. stations. The cup for tbe member
making most progress during the year
was presented to J IT Hancocks, and for
the longest flight (123 miles) to our new
C.F.I.• Sgt. Elliot.
The club workshops are once again
the scene of intense activity. Both T-21's
have been fitted with canopies and recovered looking very smart in orangeflame and cream finish. Minor repairs are
being effected to the Olympia and this is
also being re-covered. Our trailer member is busy with new transport for the
Ka-6.
R. G.J.

FULMAR (Lossiem<,uth)
lrn only three weeks of

W

the year
left we have had little to enthuse
over in 1965.
A cold summer gave us little opportunity for thermal soaring. Wave clouds
appeared from time to time to whet oor
appetite but with no tug available we
usually had to beat it hastily back down.
However. on OITe of its rare visits, the
Aberdeen Auster got Travis Spurling
into wave in the Prefect. After he landed
and his teeth stopped chattering, he an·
nounced a Gold C height gain. John
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hopes look like. being fulfilled since our
launch totals and hours flown have both
improved, despite a rather depressing
summer.
1965 has not brought so many Silver
C legs as 1964 but we have trained more
pilots to solo standard and these trainee
pilots have achieved more C certificates.
Congratulations to Eric Dixon, John
Smeeton and David Gibbings, who have
achieved their A and B certificates and
Colin Hart and Philip FeU who recently
completed their Cs.
The Secretary flew the club Olympia
in the Junior Inter-services CompetitIOn
at Bicester while Rav Foot was achieving
gFCat things with his Skylark 3F at the
Dunkeswell task week. This included a
Gold C distance to Newmarket. On
this day great was the surprise in their
respective crews when the two Yeovilton
trailers passed each other at high speed
on opposite courses somewhere in
Huntingdonshire!
We have been very pleased to welcome members of the Junior Leaders
Regiment, Royal Armoured Corps, who
come from· Bovington Camp, Dorset,
to fly with us. They bring with them a
splendid enthusiasm and willingness to
w0rk.
The season was rounded off with a
very good Annual Dinner in November which drew record attendance. The
coming months. should see the C's. of A.
complete and perhaps the arrival of a
high-performance single-seater to seck
the 1966 Somerset thermals. M, H. 1..

R.A.F.G.S.A. CENTRE
(Bicester)
HE vital statistics declared by Sq. Ldr.
Ian Robertson. at the A.G.M. held at
T
Bicester on 28th November, showed that
the year 1964/65 produced a large increase in miles flown per launch, and a
smaller increase in hoors flown per
launch.
The Centre fleet consists of three
T-2l's, one SF-26, three Olympia 2's, one
Ka-6, one Olympia 419, One Olympia
463, one Skylark 4 and a Blanik.
A syndicate Bodan and Goevier also
operate by arrangement with the Centre.
The Blanik has flown mor,e than 850
hours in two years, and the first major
inspection at the two-year interval, was
completed in three days.

Winch developments continue at the
hands .of Fl. Lt. John Calnan, and the
r cent trials of a Wild winch fitted with
Leyland Comet engine and with a narrow
(hum without pay-on-gear, shows that
the simpler the winch the more etf«tive
and economical it is.
The programme of Instructor, Ab·
initio, Soaring Courses, Expeditions and
Competitions for 1966, can now be obtained from Andy Cougb.
R.B.S.

CRUSADERS (Cyprus)
our
SINCE
quietened

last repor.t, things have
down a httle her~, and
less flying has been done, dlJe '!lamly t.o
other commitments for our site. It IS
cooler now, and the soaring season is
upon us, and Harry Oxer took a~vantage
of this to nibble at a Cu suffiCiently to
get his Silver C height, since ratified. .
Due to problems at out present Site,
we are now starting a soaring branch !,f
the c1u·b at DhekeIia, and have one aircraft winch and tractor there each weekend. 'The T-21 was towed up on a trailer
'designed' (if tbat is a suitable word!)
and largely built by the Secretary.
Despite cries of "It will never fly", it
was finished, and does work! Tany Gee
is well towards completion of another
home-cook.ed, but very professional
looking trailer for our Swallow.
At Dhekelia, Viv Hoyle, one of our
new Army members, and Sid Green,
botl) got their A and B.
The Benson Club are giving us a great
deal of help in getting equipment out
from U.K.-eurrently a diesel engine for
our Wild winch. We recently found out
that they did much work on our behalf
in getting our T·21 sent out. Many
thanks, Benson-we aren't ungratefuljust didn't know what you'd done for us!
Several stalwarts are leaving us Dennis Gould, our equipment member,

Crusaders club group with their T-21 during their Soaring Camp at Dhekelia.
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and his wife Sue, have already gone. as
has Mike Gilmore. our Army Representative, Penny Potts, the youngest
member, leaves this month: after missing
only two possible flying sessions all year,
since starting in January, she has gone
through 250 launches, A, B, C, and
Silver Height. Our best wishes to you
all, and good soaring!
H.F.O.

EAGLE (Detrnold, Germany)
T this time of the gliding year one's
A
thoughts are divided between the
good days past and those to come.
A little more recently we said goodbye to our President, l.t.-Col. Sutcliffe,
without whose backing there would have
been no Eagle Club. Our best wishes go
with him. In his place we welcome
Lt.-<:Ol. Gow who has already demon·
strated his support, and what better support have W~ than that of the past and
pr,esent airfield Commanders? Another
welcome arrival is Bob Kirkland. ex·
Swinderby......he was instructing within 48
hours of arriving in Germany!
Our youngest member, Bob Jackson,
got his A and B just too late for indu-

sion in the last notes. Congratulations,
Bob!
A few weeks ago a Beer and Skittles
(literally) evening was held with the
German Club. Rumour has it that we
won. Suitably primed, the senior German
members tell fascinating tales of the
revival of gliding after the war-of tail·
planes amongst the tiles, cockpits in the
cowsheds, of furtive pilots wheeling
wings slung between two bicycles at dead
of night. and so OD! Really keen.
Jeremy Wheeler took advantage of the
jollity to celebrate the arrival of a
daughter (that was his excuse anyway).
Congratulations, Sue and Jeremy.
The faithful hard core (whatever
would we do without them?) have fitted
out tbe workshop in the hangar, fettled
a second VW retrieve car, prepared the
Grunau Baby so well for Netheravon we
are almost sorry to let it go, got the
SwaJlow back at last in very swish condition, and made a start on our new twodrum automatic transmission winch.
Also o'ur SCience Reporter Chumpman
Pinchup reports development behind the
scenes of a revolutionary new type of
cable parachute-details to be released
later.

L. to R.: Ta./l Morley, Jef RusseJl. Ken Ward. C.F.I. Norman Smith, Jim Parrish
and Bob Miller, ill fronl of the Ka-4. Minden ridge in background.
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By the time you. r,ead this we will have
lost John Wel~h. Only th~se who kno!,
him can possibly appreciate what this
means. In the short time he has been
with us he has rebuilt one trailer, produced two more, rebuilt and re-engined a
winch started the new winch, and performed hosts of smaller jobs. We will
miss him indeed. Our grateful thanks and
very best wishes, John!
W.C.L.

other two aircraft experts, are 'Iooking
after the "Flying Machines". By next
s.eason we hope to have the best fleet in
Germany, if present ideas are fulfilled.
Our congratuJations go t() Elly and
George (Our C.F.I.) on their recent engagement.

LAABBRUCH (Goch. Germany)

INCE so !i~tl.e seems to be kn?WD of
our actiVItIes over here, It was
thought that it was time that some pUblicity was indulged in.
. British gliding in Germany began with
the Occupation Forces after the War with
"booty" German gliders, and t~er~ are
still many people who owe their mtro~
duction to gliding to the old B.A.F.O.
clubs. Today, there are five clubs comprising the R.A.F. Germany Gliding
Association, which is centred on M.Q.
R.A.F. Germany near Miinchen-GLadbach. Four of these .clubs are west of the
Rhine, Laarbruch at Goeh, Phoenix at
Briiggen, Nimbus at Geilenkirchen, ,and
Crosswinds at Butzweilerhof; the fifth ill
up-<:ountry 200 km. further east, Eagleat Detmold. This Association is affiliated
to the R.A.F.G.S.A. and is operated'
under the B.G.A. rules and regulations.
The B.A.O.R. Gliding Association ,comes·
under the R.A.F.G.G.A. for operationaJ
purposes and control; this arrangemeni
works very well as there are a fair number of Army glider pilots in all the clubs,.
and this effectively makes us an interService gliding association. There are
about 330 pilots on the "books" altogether.
_ 1965 was one of the ~est years sI? ~ar
for the R.A.F.G:G.A.; ID most statistics
we are 30 per cent up on 1964, in some
cases more. Between the five clubs, we
did 17,558 launches in 2,410 hours, 86
A and B's and 46 C certificates. Here the
statistics fly into "down'" (we try to
blame the weather).: only 20 Silver legs,
9 completed Silver C's, 6 Gold legs, 2
completed Gold C's, 3 Diamonds and
5,134 km. cross-country.
All the c1uhs ,except one are on operational stations and consequently operate
only at week-ends. The exception, Butzweilerhof, is a Iight-a.ircraft strip only,.
and was the site of S ab-initio coursel»

HE changeable weather this past
,
soaring season has resulted in a
drop of 100 hours against last year's
total, th()ugh activity on the ground has
kept abreast of th~ launches.
Things seem to have favoured .the
bottom of the ladder during the period
June-October, with Brookfield,. Hegarty,
Rowe, Povey, Rowney, Flanagan, Brigg,
L. Haywood, McLea all going solo. C
certificates have been gained by Brookfield, Hegarty, Occomore, Parr, Phillips,
Howarth, WlIU, Williams. Chris Lister
wandered off downwind to do five hOUTS
to cDmplete his Silver C. Jac;k Collins
and Graham W'Crisp have both flown
Silver distance legs. To Graham 'W-Crisp
goes the rather dubious record of being
the only person to gain a Silver height
leg this year.
Recent week.end expeditions to Vennebeck ridge, near Minden, has given ridge
soaring experience to several pilots and
five hour legs to Brookfield and Collins.
The latter finishing his Silver C. Harry
Orme completed his Gold C with a
distance and goal 1light to Brunswick.
The valuable services of Harry Orme,
AI Stevens, and John Prince have been
lost due to postin,g back to U.K. Thanks
go to all of them for their hard work.
To balance things out Jack Collins, Dick
Parker and Dick Barrett have joined' the
club. As all three are assistant instructors
it is a fight every week·end for the lefthand seat of the T-21, much to the
amazement of the pupils.
The technical side is booming. Mter
some setbacks a few weeks ago laD
'Smith with his gang of spanner bashers
have got the mechanical liide running
freely a,gain. Jack Collins, who has a
B.G.A. inspector's ticket, ably assisted
by Dick Parker and Chris Lister, our

T
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craft, fl fair mixture of English and
German types: we hope to add four m~re
Swallows dUring the year. All are fairly
new, with the exception of the Grunaus,
a Kranich and a genuine Minimoa owned
by a group at Geilenkirchen, We launch
with a variety of winches, ancient and
modern. and aero-tows are available at
some of the clubs.
What of 19661 The R.A.F.G.G.A 1966
Wave Expedition is returning to Issoire
for two months in January and February,
there will be about two dozen participants and are taking one each of Ka-6.
Olympia 463, Swallow, and Ka-2 (twoseater). We hope to continue the club
summer expeditions to some of the more
well-known soaring sites around Europe,
as well as our ab-initio courses. Th\.
R.A.F.G.GA 1966 Competition is hoped
to be held at Butzweilerhof again, this
time in June, after the U.K. Nationals.
L.S.H.

during the summer, and the annual
R.A.F.G.G.A. Competition last May. This
was won by Tony Phipps and "Lemmy"
Tanner in Geilenkirchens' Olympia 463
after 6 competition days, using the
Wallington scoring system. There 'were
9 expeditions at various times during the
year, ranging from Zell-am-See in the
Austrian Alps, Lechen-Speyerdorf in
Bavaria, Venlo in Holland, and Issoire
in France.
We have good contacts and co-operation with the local German gliding clubs
around us; two of the smaller
R.A.F.G.G.A. clubs have had invaluable
help during some difficult periods. The
Germans think our T-21's are rather
splendid (they call them "DoppleGrunaus"), the T-31's somewhat quaint,
the Swallows quite fun but prefer their
Ka-8's, and don't really understand bow
the 463 seems to go as well as the Ka-6.
The Association has altogether 24 air·

OVERSEAS NEWS

We would be pleased to receive news for this section from every country in
the world where soaring is done.-A. E. SLATER, Overseas News Editor.

AUSTRALIA

T· ASMAN
agreement

Mutual
has been reached on the
holding of regular championships be·
tween Australia and New Zealand under
this name. They will be flown concurrently with the Nationals in whichever
country holds them. Not more than three
pilots from each country will compete,
and there will be no handicapping.
Australia suggests that the two countries
should alternate in holding them, whoever wins; thus the pilots of both coun·
tries would gain experience in flying
CHAMPIOl'lSHlPS. -
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overseas fO'r their country and in preparing for World Championships.
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING. - Each
State, except Tasmania, sent two representatives to the A.G.M. of the Gliding
Federation of Australia. held at Gawter
during 12 hours on Saturday and 7t
hours on Sunday, 11th and 12th September. Statistics showed considerable
growth: compared with the previous
statistical year, membership of clubs had
risen from 1,129 to 1,557, launches
from 49,567 to 56,353, and fiying hours
from 10,076 to' 13.694. There are 165

registered gliders in the country, of
hich 54 have been constructed by
;embers. 34 imported,_ and 77 produced
b the Edmund Schneider firm.
yMax Howland is the first Australian
to add all three Diamonds to his Gold
C.
,..,.
f
Major damage occurr"u In seven .0
the year's accidents, with ~ne fata~lty
due to "overloading the gilder dunng
recovery from an attempted roll." Three
crashes occUrred at the end of c:r~ss
countries, one of .the!TI due to hlttlDg
an electric power wire ln !he gap bet~ee.n
two trees. The U.S. AII Force, It IS
stated, calls this ..the sucker gap", as
many of their aeroplanes have been
caught out by it.
CLUB NEWS.-The 28tb annual report
of the Waikerie Cll,lb records figures
for the year of .858 hours from 1,661
launches with 10,419 miles across cOUntry, compared with the previous ye.ar's
594 hrs., 1,403 launches and 5,179 miles.
Four new Australian records were set
up by club members in club aircraft
during the year, and the c11.!b n.ow holds
all the single-seater closed-circUit records
as well as the out-and-return. There
were no accide.nts or incidents for the
second year in succession.
.
.
A new club in South Austraha. Keith
and District G.C., started in an unusual
way. In mid-June, 1964, a television
technician, peering up at his 80 ft.
antennae, just installed, sighted an eagle
hawk circling under some fluffy cumulus,
and said to his client: "Wouldn't that
be just glorious up there today?" His
client, a gliding man befor·e coming to
Keith, said: "Ever done any soaring?"
Australian Gliding

AUSTRIA
ARRO 'WODL won the Annual Decentralized Competition in the Gold
C Class with 37,704 points in his three
be.st flights. Among other members of
the international team, Franz Ulbing
came 9th with 22,757 and Johann Fritz
10th with 21,164, oUt of 34 entrants.
Hugo Eb.,er, top of the Silver C Class,
made 25,969 points in three fli~ts.
ZeH am See, the Alpine glidmg and
ski centre, now charges non-Austrians
72 Schillings per day for board and
Austroflug
lOdging (about £1).

BELGIUM
EADING results of the Coupe Pierre
L
Charron competition, which closed
on 15th October, were: M. Bluekens,
3,676 pts.; H. Stouffs, 3,160; H. Drory,
3,140; H. Smet, 2.266; J. Boo~e, 2,108;
M. van Assche, 2,015; F. Lacrolx, 1,940;
J. Legrand, 1,908; M. Baeke, 1,849. In
the Club Class Keiheuvel won.
,
Conquete de l' A /r

CANADA
clo~e,

ITH the year drawing to a
W
it is time to look back on Its
activities'- Weather has not been very

good. and most clubs will have had a
reduction in number of flights and hours.
On the brighter side is the fine effort of
our pilots in the W~rld Conte~t,
e~cially Chas. Yeates' nmth place m
hIS class. Considering that borrowed
ships were used, it is very well done
indeed. Also, the excellent weather during our own Nationals must be menticned and the superb task setting by
Dave 'Parsey and his assistaf!ts.
All clubs have improved their equipment. Notable is the new towplane
acquired by the glid~r wing of Aero Club
of British Columbia, who have spent
money for a new Eclor, capable of
launching a sailplane to 2,000 ft. descending and taxi-ing back, all insi~e five
minutes, all with fuel consumption of
some eight gallons per hour.
On the sadder side is the Sol;lthern
Ontario Soaring Association:s havmg t~
look for a new site, due mamly to polt.tics. A site has been located, near
Sheffield, Ont., and a runway and hang~r
are under construction. A clubhouse WIll
foHow.
The Montreal Soaring Council have
just lost their famous clubhous~ in a
fire. At the time, it is not certam how
it started, but the whole building is
almost completely destroyed, together
with 2 private L-Spatz sailplanes which
were in the adjacent garage part. However, a new clubhouse will be built for
the next season - there's drive for you.
Looking forward, one can see signs
of a spectacular increase in soaring
activity in Canada in the next one or
two years. A new club is in the forming
near Toronto and will affiliate with the
Soaring Association of Canada for 1966,
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and a substantial number of private
are on order.
ONTAERO

~ailplanes

Mr. V. A. Budachs sends the following corrections lo the news about glider
pilots' licenses taken frot:n the .French
magazine A viasport, which we pubIisheo in the last Issue, p. 554:
The relevant passages of the regulations regarding licencing are:
The holder of a glider licence may
act as pilot in command, solo, in any
glider up to 1,250 lb. gross weight or in
heavier types for which his licence has
been endorsed.
.The holder of a licence may act as pilot
in command and carry passengers in any
glider for which he is licenced (see
above) provided (I) he is in possession
of a duly certified IQg book to prove
he has completed a minimum of ten
hours of solo flying in gliders, or (2) he
is the holder of any type of valid
Canadian pilot's licence for powered
aircraft.
Other, medical examination is not
required. An examination in theory of
flight, airmanship, airframes and struc·
ture, meteorology and air law must be
passed; this consists of 75 questions of
the mUltiple choice of answer type, with
I hour alJowed. Flight test is not
required; this is replaced by a mandatory recommendation by an authorized
glider flying instructor.
So the situation is not as formidable
as it seems.

DENMARK
OPENHAGEN'S Polytechnic Flying
C
Group, which has turned out several
original glider types in the past, has
designed and is building a tug, the
Polyt V. It is a low-wing monoplane
with tricycle undercarriage, wing span
9.6 m. (31 ft. 6 in.), cbord 1.5 m.
(4 ft. 10 in.), "moderate laminar" prOfile.63-618, and fitted witb a Lycoming
englOe. In the original design the elevator is in the normal position, but it will
subsequently be at the top of the fin.
F/yv

EAST GERMANY
handicap system was used
A Nat unusual
the Regional Championships for

Karl-Marx-Stadt (Cbemnitz), held dur-
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ing 12 days in the summer, owing to
the variety of sailplane types: 10 Meise,
5 Standard, 2 Sohaj, 2 Orlik, I Jaskolka I Laminar, I Lom-57. The handicap f~ctor was obtained by dividing the
best gliding ratio of the fastest machine
on the task by the gliding ratio of the
under
consideration;
this
machine
machine's actual speed on the task was
then multiplied by its handicap factor
before calculating the points.
For example, on the third task, a
103-km. goal flight, Fiebig in a LibelleLaminar made the best speed of 60.147
km./h. while Albert in a Jaskolka made
46.63 km. lb. But after applying the
handicap factor, Albert was credited
with 63,$57 km./h. and was declared
the day's winner with 1,000 points.
Only three tasks were flown. Leading
competitors were: Burgmann (Standard),
2838.6 pts.; Neudecker (Lom-5?), 2479.4;
Albert (Jaskolka), 2193.4; Fiebig (Laminar), 1895.1. Two Czechoslovak pilots
flew hors concours with Orliks: Lansky
earned 2866.9 piS. and Ciskovsky
2479.4.
The latest list of East German Silver
C pilots allots them No~. ,1072 to 1102;
it includes three ladies. The name of
No. 1084 is Karl Marx; he comes from
Aerosport
Dresden.

FRANCE

'THE
offer to organjze the 1967 World
ChampiQQships in France is subject
to two conditions: One is that the
Ministere des Armees should put a
military airfield at the disposal of the
organizers, as at South Cerney. The
other is that the Direction de la Navigation Aerienne should be willing, for this
occasion, to relax the rules to allow
blind flying in areas corresponding to
the routes of each task.
MOUNTAIN CHAMPIONSRlPS. The
Association
Aeronautique
"VerdonAlpilles" is considering organizing an
annual competition for mountain soaring, open to an nationalities, the first
one to be held in Spring, 1966. The
situation is ideal for flights over the
Southern Alps. Tbe announcement is
made from the Aerodrome de VinonVerdon (Var) by the Association's president, M. Marcy.
A viaspo,rt

AGEING GUDERS. The SecretariatGeneral of Civil Aviation has. forbidd~n
the flying of all wooden gliders constructed with glues based on ureaformol as from 1s1 Jan., 1966. Technical
expert; consider that t.hese ,glues, "~:Hge1y
used even recently In Germany , age
rapidly and are unsafe after ten years.
This order affects 23 old German glider
types. as well as the. more recent two'
seater Ka-2B, of which there are two.
Air et Cosmos

Paris Match for 10th July, 1965 (No.
848), which h.as come our. way, has a

magnificently Illustrated artIcle by. Fra~
c;ois Henry, the World ChampIOn In
the Standard Class, in which he describes
his flying career, his experiences at
South Cerney, and the early history of
gliding. Co)our photographs inclu?e
immense pictures of the ~delwt:lss
against various backgrounds, IDeludIng
the Alps and the vertical cliffs near St.
Auban.
CoRRECTION.-A
line was omitted
from the French news in the Dec,·Jan.
issue, p. 555, col. 2, end of 1st para.
M. Eyrand, of the French Aero Club,
after describing his scheme for clubs
grouped in "divisions" (like football),
wrote that it is "nullement incompatible
avec celle d'un chammpionnat de France
individuel, qui reste indispensable."

IRELAND (Dublin)
notes are being written on the
THESE
eve of our A.G.M. when the usual
revisions of the year's activities are very
popular, as also are this season"S versions
of flu, to which your scribe has currently
succumbed.
We have finally obtained a clubhouse!
A large, wooden, prefabricated building,
Some 20 x 30 feet, was donated to the
club, through the good offices of 20th
Century Fox. We are now seeking official
permission from the Department to erect
It on the field at BaldonnelI, to be used
~s a c1ubhouse-cum.workshop. However,
If the red tape battle causes the usual
~elays, the sections might be severely
I ~maged by the weather, since they're
YlOg, dismantled and exposed, on the
grOund beside our existing hut We've

got nowhere to store them. But we live in
hopes!
.
Flying
continues
spasmodically,
weather permitting, but without any outstanding events since the last issue. The
annual overhauls for all equipment and
aircraft are slowly getting organised.
(The new clubhouse should be a big help
here.) It is generally agreed that the Club
must now expand considerably, to get
proper utilisation of all our equipment.
To do this, a general re-organisation is
required, with a more efficient form of
direction, and lots more of the members
helping with the work. The acquisition
of a new soaring site becomes more
urgent, too, since we don't fancy the
idea of finding a VC 10 or Boeing sharing our field! Meanwhile, a prosperous
new Soaring Season to all readers.
C.G.

JAPAN
WATANABE writes in AustraI SAO
lian Gliding:"Our club consists of 55 members

and one of them has Silver C. He is
my upper grader. We have three gliders.
They are Mm. 3, H-23 and H-22. All
of them were made in Japan. Mostly our
flying is done with the aid of thermal
currents, but I am yet training for that
flying. When we get the glider up to
the air, we mostly use a winch.
"Last May we had a training camp
at the High Land and practised to fly
with the aid of slope ascending currents.
In Japan there is almost no club or
association of Aviation (Gliding) except
the club of the University. We can't
find out good conditions for gliding,
therefore it is difficult for us to fly
long distance and stay in long time. I
think as to Gliding, Japan is Dot civilized yet. But recently it is gelling more
and more popular, and it will be ableto reach the world's level soon.
"We operate sometimes in riverside
and sometimes high land slope. We cannot use a common air port. because
Japan is very small as you know. Even
if Air Liner, cannot always use com·plete air port except some big cities.
"In Japan, the way to educate thenew pilots is very old fashion, that is
the same way to bring up the pilots of
KIMIKAZE. I think perhaps you know
welL"

NEW ZEALAND
T the first Aeronautical 8all the
A
centrepiece on the stage at Wellington Town Hall was an Olympia 463.
The rigging of it on the stage was shown
on TV the same night. All branches of
the aviation industry were represented
and a crowd of 600 attended.
SHARING AN AIRFIELD.-The Wellington
and Wairapa Gliding Club operates at
Paraparaumu Airport from the grass
parallel to the duty runway "!lnder a
system of negative control", i.e. they
do not have to get permission to take
off, but the controller will give them
a "red" if a powered aircraft has to
taxi across their take-off run. On one
particular day, Ross Macintyre writes,
Wellington Airport (the busiest in the
country) was closed and DC3's and
Friendships were diverted to Paraparaumu. There were also six training aircraft from two fiying schoQls doing
circuits and bumps, the gliding club was
operating foul' ,gliders and a tug, and
there were po incidents. Gliders an'd
aeroplanes do opposite circuits, and
gliders may not cross the duty runway
below 1,200 ft.
Australian Gliding
FEMININE TROP!iV. A handsome
trophy is being presented by Ena and
Graham Monk, of Rotoru;l, for the
most meritorious glider flight in any
·one year by a member of the N .Z.
Airwomen's Association. Entries will be
'1ccepted at the annual Labour Week-end rally, and any achievement from
C 1;1adge upwards will be considered.
It will be known as the Airwomen"s
Soaring Award. There are about a dozen
gliding members in the Association.
ANNUAL REPORT. - The NZ. Gliding
Association states that, in the year ended
31st March, 1965, the number of
affiliated clubs increased to 24 and air~raft to 86. The year's certificates
brought the total for New Zealand up
to 617 C. 187 Silver C, 27 Gold, 4 Complete Diamond badges and 50 single
Diamonds.
.
'With these increases has come an
increase in accidents and incidents. So,
to raise the standard of instruction,
Instructors' Courses have been organized
for the Northern, Central and Southern
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districts. The ultimate. goa.1 of the
Association's Council IS an Annual
Instructors' Co-urse based on the Manual
of Standa'rd Procedure being submitted
to the Dept. of Civil Aviation for
approval. The Technical Committee
complained that, although at previous
A.G.M.'s the dub representatives present had solemnly undertaken 10 report
all accidents and incidents, "v.ery few
clubs have honoured this undertaking".
The Income and Expenditure Account
for the same period shows an ,excess of
Income over Exoenditure of £ 1,282 17s.
mainly due to one item of income "Advertising
Rothmans. £1,000."
Affiliation fees brought in £258 15s. 6d.
Loss on pr,oducing the Gliding Kiwi was
£99 15s. 9d.
Gliding Kiwi

RHODESIA (Salisbury)
HE 1965 National Championships
T
were held from 11th to 23rd October.
There were six entries with nine pilots in
the Open Class and three with six pilots
in the Limited Class. More entries were
due from Zambia, b4,t, for various reasol1s, no more arrived. However. nine
ships started and nine finished - which
says much 'for the inherent skill of all
the competitors.
Because of the unfavourable weather
conditions, for Rhodesia that is. most of
the tasks set were either 100 or 200 km.
triangles. with three out-and-returns to
bion"s Den, Fort Victoria and Banket
for the Open Class and five out-andreturns to various points for the Limited
Class.
No one in the Open Class completed
the task Fort Victoria and back
(500 km.). Ted Pearson flew the furthes!
by reaching 8irdie's Farm, near Beatrice,
on tbe way back. Thermals dissipated
early in the afternoon.
Radios Were inStalled in most aircraft
and this made things a lot easier for
retrieve crews.
Final results, with average daily points.
were:OPEN Cuss
I. Ted Pearson (Austria SH)
986
2. Iohn Saunders (Austria S)
746
3. limmy Arnett (Vasama)
738
4. Doug. EUiott (Ka-6)
686
5. Alf Thompson: (Ka-6)
348
6. Mr. Prit'chard (Oly 463)
329

7. Mr. Bell (Skylark 3)
8. Jimmy Harr,old (01)'. 463)
9. Barry Turner (Skylark ~)
LIMITED CLASS
I Bob Moore (Sw31l0W)
Geoff Swede (Olympia)
3. Les Graham (Swallow)
4. "Snowy" Snowball (Oly.)
5. Charlie Mogg (8-18)
6. Harvey Quaile (S-18)

2:

317
294

259

991
919
662
:$00

494
404

On the evening of 231'<1 October, prizes
and trophies were presented by Mrs.
Mason, wife of Harry Mason, AwaJ:ds
Officer of Central African Soaring
Association: 1st Howard Knell TrQph;y for Open
Champion, Ted Pearson. 2nd Howard
Knell Trophy for Rhodesian Champion,
John Saunders. Anglo-American Rose
Bowl for Zambian Champion, Ted Pearson. c.A.S.A. Trophy for Limited CIaS1i
Champion, Bob Moore. Salisbury G.c.
Tankard for the Pilot',s Awaxd, Bob
Moore.
Annual Trophies for best flightS of
the year: Athenides Trophy for
longest out-and-return, Riteway Trophy
for fastest 3OG-km. trian&le, and Pearsoil
Trophy for the longest distance were
an awarded to Ted Pearson. The S.G.c.
Trophy went to Jobn Saunders for the
f~stest 100·k-i1oroetre _triangle,and the
Bmdura Trophy to Caroline R,owc' for
her gain-of-height record in the U.S.A.
Mar,andellas Club kindly helped out
~it~ their Tiger Moth. The only real
mCldent was when Ted nearly lost his
canopy on take-off.
GWELO AIR RALLY. ~ For a change,
some of us thought that Gwelo would
entail new horizons and. an opportl;mity
of attempting cross-countries. Arnen in
!he Vasama, Harrold in the 463, Hodge
In the Ka-6 and Thompson and Mike
McGeorge in the BF had a bash, The
only successful one ~o reach Gwelo was
Paul Hodge; the Vasama lobbed down
at Que Que, the 463 near Umvuma and
the SF at Gatooma Airfield. That night
we Were all made most welcome by the
Owel? f1y!n/l types. ~unda)' was taken
up, .wlth. glvm,g pax rIde.s in the BF in
conjunctIon witb the Gwelo T-3!. Paul
Hedge ",:as the only one to attempt the
retu~ flight to Salisbury, and what a
magmficent effort it was! He arrived
back at Warren Hills just on dusk, hav-

ing picked up his last thermal near-Lake
MacIlwaine.
On 31st October the second Rhodesian
SOO-kiJome.tre distance was completed
by Jimmy Arnett in his Vasama. He had
tOl battle with strong headwinds on his
way back to base from Fort Victoria.
and one can gauge the achievement by
the fact that he was airborne for Qver
eight hours.
Membership of Salisbury Gliding
Club has had to be restricted somewhat
owing to the large number of applications being received. Mter separating
the mealies from the cobb, we will
know who really are tQe keen types.
Congratulations to Caro!ine Rowe for
her great effort in Colorado in gaining
the Rhodesian height record of over
n,ooo ft. in a standing wave.
"MIKE" (Salisbury G.C.)

RUMANIA

H¥
Rumanian Gliding ChamT
pIonshIps took place at Iasi (in N.E.
Rumania on the plain of the River Prut
12~b

which forms the SQviet frontjer) last
July. Only one type of sajlplane, the
18-3, was flown by competItors.
The first task, out-and-retum Birl'and,
208 km., was won by Emil lliescu, of
BuchareSL The second, out-and-return
Ta~gul. Frumos, 104 km., was woo by
Valentm Romascu, also of Bucharest.
Next task. was again Birlad and return
won by Alexander Ioja, of Targui
Mur~. IIiescu again won the 4th task,
Tg. Frumos and return. The final task,
Lasi-Vladeni-Sunesti-Iasi, was won by
Vasile Cotofana.
Overall winner and National Champion was I1iesc:u; Cotofana came 2nd
and Ioja 3.d.
Translated by Mme. Mikulska from
Skrzydlata Polska

SOVIET UNION
RECORo.-Duriog
N. August, DISTANCE
1965, a coM front passed
o

ATIONAL

over the centre of Russia. The next day
in the regjo~ .of Dnepf'opetrovsk, brought
good c~ndltIops for distance flight3.
Three glIder pIlots took off in a Blanik.
an A-ll :and an A-15. The first Sherbak with passenger, and Yerishko,
started too early and had to land after
77

70 kms. However, pjlipchuk in the A-15
left 30 minutes after the others. He
went the first lOO kms. in very weak
conditions, but then the cloud base
gradually rose from 800 to 1,500 ID.
In the evening he landed by the small
village of Staritsa in the Kalin.sk ~o
vince after flying 810 kms. ThIs flight
beats the 1939 record of 749 kms. by
Olga Klepikowa (a world's record .at
the time). Pilipchuk is the second SovIet
pilot to fly more than 800 kms., the first
being V. I1chenko in a two-seater on
24th May, 1953 (also a world's record).
TraJlSla:ed by C. Wills from
Kril)'a Roodill)'

SWITZERLAND
wo national competitions

are held in
T
Switzerland each year: the decentralised contest for the best fljghts during

650 miles in 4t hours from Elmira to
Chicago in a Schweizer 2-32, They
started at 10 a,m., two hours after the
cumulus had begun, and flew above the
top of the convection layer. The only
lift encountered was weak wave over
N.W. Pennsylvania. Their average speed
was IJ3 m.p.h., and the Bonanza used
11 gallons of petrol per hour. This is
believed to be t1ie longest aero-tow in
a sailplane, though cargo gliders have
had longer tows.
NEW PRuE.-Irving Prue is building·a
remarkable new sajlplane to be called
Proe 370, with an aspect ratio of 38,
and a projected empty weight of 370 lb.
Span is 57 feet and it will have a Ttail.
Another new design is the Bantam by
Peter Bowers, intended for the "little
guy". Span 38 ft_, empty weight 300 lb.;
estimated gliding ratio 21 or 22, and
sink 3.2 ft./'sec. Two men should get it
off the traIler and ready to launch in
five minutes.
Soaring

the soaring season, and the Swiss Gliding Championships. A IeorganL~tion is
suggested by E. Diinner, who asks pilots
to send their comments on jt to the
S.F.K. President. He proposes Regional
Contests in five different regions during
YOUTH SOARlNG.-Holli and Richard
two or three week-ends between the end Nelson write on behalf of the Civil Air
of April and end of ~ay..Then, in June Patrol that a "special activities proor July. the ChampIOnships. would be gram" brought together eadets from all
held with 20 to 30 compelltors made corners of the United States to Han'is
up of:
Hill, Elmira, last summer. Since 1961
The first five in the previous year's they have co-operated in the developChampionships,
ment of six different methods of introThree from the previous year's de- ducing youth to soaring. They have
centralized comp.,
sent out a questionnaire to organizations
The first 15 or 20 from the Regionals, concerned in this activity in many
each Region sending a number prQ- countries, with the idea tbat they should
portional to the number who flew further the cause by pooling their exin that Regional.
periences. From England, replies have
The 1965 decentralized contest ended come from the Boy Scouts' Association
with Rudolf Seiler leading with 87,236 (L. J. Bittlestone), No. 613 Gliding
points; Kurt Baumgartner had 62,539 School R.A.F. (Flt. Lt. D. Ja.ckSQn, C.O.),
and Rudolf Hosh 49,912. Best perform- and Slingsby Sailplanes.
ances: 8,499 m. climb (27,885 ft.) by
We have been sent No. 1 of a NewsSturzenegger, 492 km. distance by Baumganner, 383 km. goal flight by Seile(, letter, Sierra Wave, from Victor Swier365 km. out-and-return by A. Heim- kowski, whose company, Sierra Wave
gartner, and 409 km. triangle by Seiler. Inc., operates a gliding organization at
Truckee-Tahoe Airport. You can get
Aero Revue
dual instruction, or aero-tows into a
wave, in a hired sailplane, of which
there is a choice of 1-26, TG-3 and 2-32.
UNITED STATES
The schedule af charges also includes
HOUSAND- KM. AEROTOW.-Michael "scenic rides in a Super Cub". The
S. Greenwald describes in Soaring address is: Sierra Soaring Inc., 213 26th
how he was aero-towed by a Bonanza Street. Sacramento, Calif., 95816.

T
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ENEZUELA

ARACAS Gliding Centre possesses
a Ka-7 but wants to buy a Bocian.
Membership consists of 2 Poles, 2
Italians, I Frenchman, I German, 1
Canadian, 1 Spaniard, 1 Chilian, 2
Americans and 1 lady of Venezuelan
origin. The site, at Hiquerote, is 120
miles from Caracas.
Skrzydlata Polska

C

1966 COURSES

Cambridge Uniyersity Gliding Club
Marshall's A.roclrome. Cambridge
T,.ining if, K1. Solo f1yi"g i:1 Swanow. O:y",pia2band
Dert. Instruct~on given in therW\aJ soaring. aerobatics.
rnslrumll"t Ind c!ou-d f1yin•.
ALL LAUNCHES BY AEAO·TOW.
18 9ftl. pw w..K, not indudmo Iccolftnodalio•.
DehiJs fro", ('ours. Secretary:

30 CADENZA CARAVAN SITE
TEVERSHAM. CAMBRIDGE

WEST GERMANY
HREE
The newest
Three-Diamond pilot is Dieter MemT
mert, No. 415 in the international list.
DIAMONDS.

-

e has Silver C no. 3,121 and Gold C
o. 278 in the German list.
.
A erokurier
MODEL AfRCRAFT SCHOOL. At the
Klippeneck gliding site, where the first
post-war German Nationals were held
in 1952, a large school has been established for the teaching of all aspects of
model building and flying, including
meteorological briefings on the forecasting of slope lift and thermals.
Der Adler

Aberdeen Gliding Club
Utterty.4 "'il... N.E. Turriff. Abe,deonsh".

Why not a Gliding Holiday?
This club has successfully held gliding hoHdeys 10, .ta.
past 12 y.. rs and once epi. off.r cc:u;s"n durin~ July.
August ••. d Se.. tember.
HilT. thermal and Waye soaring.

Comforlabl. country ho... .ccommod.tio" wtle.
excelloent ca'ering. AlHn char._ 17 Ins.. pt« week.
For details wri·. t01 A. J. MIOOlnON. C-urse Sec.etary,
C,ajgparK, Nigg, Aberd..n..

Bristol Gliding Club
NYMPSFlELD. GLOUCESTER
,,!e oU., .'xc.U."t ther.,.J. hal and w,Yesoeriag I. '.
511. on th. weslern edge of the Cohwolds, Nee' Shoud
Fleet includes Skyl.,k R, Olympia. SwaRow. Pr.fect .nd
Du.1 Trainin. Mechi"... ....otO'filinl available.
COlftfo".bl. Cl"bhousa. first·dau C..tHn", 8unkho....
and 8.r.
Sum...t Gliding HoIidilYs 'or eb·inilio No.. ·Memben.

Wrile

10:

BRISTOL GlfDING CLUB

HYMPSflElD. Hr. STOHEHOUSE, GLOS.
Tol...lIo.e Ul.EY 342

Cornish Gliding Club
PERRANPORTH.CORNWAU

Cour-ses under B.G.A. Categorised Instructors from April 11th. Beautiful
coastal site in district ideal for family
holidays.
Details from:
I. M. lOUGH, SPINOt! COTTAGE. TRISPEN. TRURO

The Derbyshire and ,Lancashire
GUDING CLUB
Camphi!J, Great Ho.cklQw, Nr. lideswell,
Derbyshire
Th. Cl,ub has th~ dual controf glide,. d olter, ."men.
'.r~.... Int.'~"'~ Md high perfor
nc. 'uilUie, end

"""'''SJ· Ptlll(~l. C?wners cat.red EOf'. Thecotnfor'eble Club
c..t.......

H.~_H, OOltrlitorl•• end
u.d., sh. care 01 •
a.sldenl S'....rd .nd Slewardesl. At Ca",phiIJ lb......
all tho.. thift411 which . ....- Ih. colftQle'e Gliding Club.
W,ile to .... SeueJary lot details of Membership end

S"",__ Coun...

Tolophooo

Ti~woll

201

DEVON AND SOMERSET
GLIDING CLUB .
DUKESWELL. DEVON

For Holiday Courses

and
"Junior League Weeks"
Apply

F. BUSTARD

Penc.ross. Hem,yock
Cullompton. Deyon
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GUDING COURSES
A gliding holiday in Kent with the Kent
Gliding Club at Challock, nearAshlord.April
to September, reduced rate to end 01 M;,y.
Dual controlled gliders, resident instructor
all meals and accommodation. Send s.a.e. lor
illustrated brochure to: Coune Secretary,
A. L Cosens Prebble Hill Coltage, PlueltJey,
Ashlord, Kent.

LANDS END
GLIDING & FLYING CLUB
Prolessional instructors run Holiday Courses
lor Novices and give advanced dual ins1rudion (Blanik) lor soloing on Skylark 3.
Wave/Cliff soaring. Subs/Fees 10i gns.
Accommodation extra..
Co..,.. Secr.tary:

8 The Valley, Porthcurno

MIDLAND GUDING CLUB
The Long Mynd; Shropshire
Tel. Linley 206
Ab initio training
Advanced instruction
Ridge soaring thermals, wave flying
Excellent residential clubhouse
Good lood
Bar
ItES/O£HT/AL SUM,i,UR COIJR'SES
W,ite to Miss J. HUton,
2 South Grove, off GraYelly L _

Erdington, Birmingham, 23

•

--T--=..

.:=-

WINTER SOARING
The famous Dunsta.ble slope offers soaring
throughout the wlOter. The Club is open
?very day (except Christmas) with residenJ
,"struetors to take pupils through to solo
stage in good time lor the 1966 soaring
season.

TRAINING COURSES
Starting in mid-March a full programme 01
one and two week courses will be run, with
reduced fees payable lor early coorses.

Wril. FM illusrrated b,oclwr. to tlte Manage,
LONDON GLlDfNG ClUB (5.G.)
DUNSTABLE DOWNS, BEDS.
Tel: Ounstabl. 63419
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WEST WALES

Scottish Gliding Union

Withybush Ahfield, Have.fordwest,
P·•.mO<oIceshlr.

Th. Club is cer.lrally situated for over 70 miles of
N.rion.J' P-.,k .Cofllslline oft.ring unspoill belch.s and
excellenl f.,i1ities' for opqn ai, holiday,.
Th. Gliding Club is on.ring fixed prke Gliding
Holidays from Whjlwn 1"0 :Sep:embcr. uunching from
three runways by iiJulo·low. winch and' aoro·tow.
Fer Ith. beo;in ....r. instruction on s:ide-by-sid. Slinlilsby
T·2~ and Swallow.
For the IdvlnC*1. hi;;: 'per'ormance training on
Capstan. ~ero·tows by Tug'"....:..,. Soerin'g Of' N.. E, 'W
.. nd S "cing' dilfs. AccomMOd.t;:.n is 'uUy ficensed
,esidenti.1 ClubhcUH. with ...1. _nd. '.IMI. dorlDitorles
wilh new inl&!'iGr sprung single beds..
ULuslrlt-el
Ind ael.i1s irQ"' ("'nc. EII'J.:nld••
Tenby 270S.

PORTMOAK. SCOTLANDWELL.
BY J(INROSS
Telephone: Scotlandwen 243

THE WAVE SITE
Excellen~

Hill, Thermal and Wave
. 'Soaring in beautilul surroundings
Cornlorlable Cluorooms, excellent
bedroom accommodation, lull catering
and bar
Seven days per week
Balanced Club Fleet Resident Instructor
Aero Tow facilities

b,.d."",.

Yorkshire Gliding Club (Pty) limited
sunON BANK : TMIRSK : YORKS
A visit 10 the Yorkshire G-riding Crub is a mus'.
O ..e 10' .h'e oIet~sl club" in Ihe country. 'W.
dlMigh.red

I'.

COURSES ~R D1!GINNERS
AND OTHERS
EASTER and JUNE TO SEPTEMBER

10 oxtend our facililies to m.9mben of o,her chtbs.
We cffer~
A mcgni ice'" ridge wilh sea·iAg 'rom South to North
West. Exce:l~nt Wlye Ind -Jhermll c:onciitions.
large modern dubhouso wi.h r4ilsidenl Steward and
Stewlltdess.
Good selec:ion of solo milchines.
Advanc,d two-sealers wilt. pro((!ssi-:nll instructors.
W. look forward 10 your yisit
Ring Su:ton IThi:.kl 237.

Visitors and visiting aircraft welcome
ADVANCED BOOKINGS NECrSSARY IN WRITING

Write to the Secretary for further
details

LASHAM
Winter training in comlort; the School fleet now consists entirely 0'1 fhe latest
enclo,sed cockpit gliders:-

BLANIK

THREE TII9 CAPSTANS
TWO SWALL,OWS
lasham' 5 domestic life is now winter·proof w,ith

NEW CENfRALLY HEAfED CLUBHOUSE
EXCELLENT CANtEEN OPEN ALL DAY
For details '01 membership of the Lasham Gliding Society Ltd., which runs the
Training' SGhool, or of the Surrey Gliding Club which j's open ~o all solo Pilots
of Skylark standard, apply:

The Secretary, Lasham Gliding Centre, Mr. Alton, Hants
Herriard 270

LASHAM GLIDING CENTRE
-

-

-

-

PLEASE MENTION "SAtlPLAN£ .. GLIDING," WHiN REPLYING TO ADVERTISEMENTS

GLIDE AHEAD WITH A 'BLANI,K'
HOLDER OF THE U.K. TWO-SEAT HEIGHT RECORD

* Unsurpassed two-seat performance
* Fully aerobatic-flies equally well inverted
* Corrosion proof a'lI melal manufacture-low maintenance costs
* IHrgh launc~es achieved Ihro ugh low drag and weight (Empty 650 Ibs.)
* Perfect for all Iraining especially ,instrument flying
* All purpose sailplane-ideal for club or syndicate

* Winch belly book now available
YOU CAN STA r UP LONGER IN A BLANIK!!
Delivered U.K. £1,92.5

Duty & Surcharge £395
(if applicable)

MAY DELIVERY

H.P. FINANCE ARRANGED

OVERSEAS ENQUIRIES WELCOMED

Distributor for U.K., Eire and Canada:

Peter Clifford Aviation Limited" Oxford Airport, Kidlington, Oxford.
Tel.: Kidlington 4262

Cables; Clifrair, Oxford

SoLe Exporter for CzechosLovak Aviation Products:

Omnipol Limited, Washingtonova 11, Prague 1, Czechoslo'lakia.

